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Abstract
A future Internet of Things (IoT) system will consist of a huge quantity of
heterogeneous IoT devices, each capable of providing services upon request. It is
of utmost importance for an IoT device to know if another IoT service is
trustworthy when requesting it to provide a service. In this dissertation research,
we develop trust-based service management techniques applicable to distributed,
centralized, and hybrid IoT environments.
For distributed IoT systems, we develop a trust protocol called Adaptive IoT
Trust. The novelty lies in the use of distributed collaborating filtering to select
trust feedback from owners of IoT nodes sharing similar social interests. We
develop a novel adaptive filtering technique to adjust trust protocol parameters
dynamically to minimize trust estimation bias and maximize application
performance. Our adaptive IoT trust protocol is scalable to large IoT systems in
terms of storage and computational costs. We perform a comparative analysis of
our adaptive IoT trust protocol against contemporary IoT trust protocols to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our adaptive IoT trust protocol. For centralized
or hybrid cloud-based IoT systems, we propose the notion of Trust as a Service
(TaaS), allowing an IoT device to query the service trustworthiness of another
IoT device and also report its service experiences to the cloud. TaaS preserves the
notion that trust is subjective despite the fact that trust computation is performed
by the cloud. We use social similarity for filtering recommendations and
dynamic weighted sum to combine self-observations and recommendations to
minimize trust bias and convergence time against opportunistic service and false
recommendation attacks. For large-scale IoT cloud systems, we develop a
scalable trust management protocol called IoT-TaaS to realize TaaS. For hybrid
IoT systems, we develop a new 3-layer hierarchical cloud structure for integrated
mobility, service, and trust management. This architecture supports scalability,
reconfigurability, fault tolerance, and resiliency against cloud node failure and
network disconnection. We develop a trust protocol called IoT-HiTrust
leveraging this 3-layer hierarchical structure to realize TaaS.
We validate our trust-based IoT service management techniques developed
with real-world IoT applications, including smart city air pollution detection,
augmented map travel assistance, and travel planning, and demonstrate that our

trust-based IoT service management techniques outperform contemporary nontrusted and trust-based IoT service management solutions.
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General Audience Abstract
A future Internet of Things (IoT) system will consist of a huge quantity of
heterogeneous IoT devices, each capable of providing services upon request. It is
of utmost importance for an IoT device to know if another IoT service is
trustworthy when requesting it to provide a service. In this dissertation research,
we develop trust-based service management techniques applicable to distributed,
centralized, and hybrid IoT environments.
We have developed a distributed trust protocol called Adaptive IoT Trust for
distributed IoT applications, a centralized trust protocol called IoT-TaaS for
centralized IoT applications with cloud access, and a hierarchical trust
management protocol called IoT-HiTrust for hybrid IoT applications. We have
verified that desirable properties, including solution quality, accuracy,
convergence, resiliency, and scalability have been achieved.
Furthermore, we validate our trust-based IoT service management techniques
developed with real-world IoT applications, including smart city air pollution
detection, augmented map travel assistance, and travel planning, and
demonstrate that our trust-based IoT service management techniques
outperform contemporary non-trusted and trust-based IoT service management
solutions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Trust Management in Internet of Things
A future Internet of Things (IoT) system connects the physical world into cyberspace
via radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, sensors, and smart objects owned by
human beings [1, 10]. Physical objects can be equipped with RFID tags and
electronically identifiable and tractable. Devices with sensing capability provide
environmental information, body conditions, etc., which are remotely accessible. Smart
objects like smart phones and consumer electronics with ample computing resources
share information and provide billions of new services connecting everyone with
everything.
In Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) based IoT systems [54], each device is a
service consumer and if desirable can be a service provider offering services or share
resources and interacts with service consumers via compatible service APIs. SOA
technologies (such as WS-*, REST, and CoRE) enable publishing, discovery, selection,
and composition of services offered by IoT devices. The important application scenarios
proposed for SOA-based IoT systems include e-health (continuous care) [17][63], smart
product management, smart events for emergency management [89], etc.
The motivation of providing a trust system for an SOA-based IoT system is easy to
see. There are misbehaving owners and consequently misbehaving devices that for selfinterest may perform “discriminatory” attacks to ruin the reputation of other IoT
devices which provide similar services. Furthermore, users of IoT devices are likely to
be socially connected via social networks like Facebook, Twitter, Google+, etc. Therefore,
misbehaving nodes with close social ties can collude and monopoly a class of services.
SOA-based IoT systems challenge trust management in the following aspects. First,
an IoT system has a huge amount of heterogeneous entities with limited capacity.
Existing trust management protocols do not scale well to accommodate this
requirement because of the limited storage space and computation resources. Second, a
SOA-based IoT system evolves with new nodes joining and existing nodes leaving. A
trust management protocol must address this issue to allow newly joining nodes to
build up trust quickly with a reasonable degree of accuracy [76]. Third, IoT devices are
1

mostly human carried or human operated [8]. Trust management must take into
account social relationships among device owners in order to maximize protocol
performance. Lastly and arguably most importantly, a SOA-based IoT system
essentially consists of a large number of heterogeneous IoT devices providing a wide
variety of services. Many of them (the owners) will be malicious for their own gain so
they will perform attacks for self-interest. Many of them with close social ties will
collude to ruin the reputation of other devices which provide similar services via badmouthing attacks, and conversely boost the reputation of each other via ballot-stuffing
attacks. A trust management protocol for SOA-based IoT must be resilient to such
attacks to be sustainable.
Despite the abundance of trust protocols for P2P and ad hoc sensor networks
[22][24][52][44][47][48][49][50][67][97][100][101][102], there is little work on trust
management for IoT systems [9][10][11][19][103]. We will survey related work in
Chapter 2 and compare as well as contrast our approach with existing work. The
problem we aim to solve is design and validation of a scalable and adaptive trust
management protocol for SOA-based social IoT systems capable of answering the
challenges discussed above. Our proposed IoT trust management protocols will be
executed autonomously by IoT devices with little human intervention. The main idea is
to combine peer evaluation with trust evaluation in IoT systems. The goals are two-fold:
(a) trust bias minimization; (b) application performance optimization. This is achieved
by adaptive trust management, i.e., adjusting trust protocol settings in response to
environment changes dynamically.
A future Internet of Things (IoT) system will consist of tens of thousands, millions,
or even billions of heterogeneous IoT devices (such as RFID tags, sensors, and smart
objects owned by human beings), each capable of providing services upon request. It is
of utmost importance for an IoT device to know if another IoT service is trustworthy
when requesting it to provide a service. The motivation of providing a trust system for
an IoT system is easy to see. There are misbehaving owners and consequently
misbehaving devices that for self-interest may perform “discriminatory” attacks to ruin
the reputation of other IoT devices which provide similar services. Furthermore, users
of IoT devices are likely to be socially connected via social networks like Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, etc. Therefore, misbehaving nodes with close social ties can collude
and monopoly a class of services.
We survey existing IoT trust protocols to date in Chapter 2. In the literature, trustbased service management protocols for IoT systems can be categorized into distributed
[9][10][11][23][27][67][94][102] and centralized (cloud-based) [19][86][87][91]. The basic
issue of distributed trust-based service management protocols is scalability, i.e., an IoT
device’s communication and storage cost cannot scale with a large number of IoT
2

devices in the system. The basic issue of centralized trust-based service management
protocols is that it is difficult if not impossible to maintain a consistent global view of
social and interaction relationships for every pair of IoT devices dynamically in a large
and rapidly changing IoT system. An inconsistent view of social and interaction
relationships among IoT devices will make the trust prediction inaccurate and render
trust-based service management ineffective. Since the cloud cannot physically collect
social and interaction relationships itself, it needs to collect such information from
individual IoT devices dynamically. The amount of traffic generated by a large number
of IoT devices simultaneously to the cloud will not only consume IoT energy but also
cripple the cloud communication network. Our research motivation is to address the
scalability issues in existing distributed and centralized trust-based IoT service
management protocols, without compromising desirable trust accuracy, convergence,
and resiliency properties.
In our work, we propose scalable trust management protocols for supporting trust
as a service (TaaS) in a large-scale IoT system. TaaS is made possible by a group of
public/private cloud servers which are pre-trusted and whose size scales linearly with
the number of IoT devices in the system. In our trust management protocol design, each
user is mapped to a “home” cloud server using its unique id based on DHT techniques
to achieve load balancing among all cloud servers. TaaS is further realized by following
a simple report-and-query paradigm. Specifically, to know if an IoT device is
trustworthy in providing a service, a user simply sends a query to its home cloud server
who replies with a trust value in the range of 0 to 1 indicating the trustworthiness of the
IoT device in providing the service requested. On the other hand, to contribute to
accurate trust assessment, a user reports service quality experiences to its home cloud
server reactively or proactively.

1.2 Research Objectives
The research objectives of this dissertation research are as follows:
1. Design and develop general trust management techniques applicable to
distributed, centralized, and hybrid IoT environments. A distributed IoT system is
typified by smart city IoT applications where IoT devices do not necessarily have
access to a centralized trusted entity such as the cloud. A centralized IoT system is
typified by cross-state and cross-country IoT applications where IoT devices have
access to centralized trusted clouds. A hybrid IoT system is the mix of distributed
and centralized IoT systems. The trust management techniques developed aim to
achieve trust system desirable properties including solution quality, accuracy,

3

convergence, resiliency, and scalability in the presence of malicious nodes
performing trust-related attacks.
2. Design trust protocols utilizing general trust management techniques for
distributed, centralized, and hybrid IoT applications. Verify desirable properties
including solution quality, accuracy, convergence, resiliency, and scalability, are
achieved. Prove the designed protocols outperform contemporary centralized and
distributed trust protocols.
3. Prove the validity of our trust protocols with real-world IoT applications running
in distributed, centralized, and hybrid IoT environments.

1.3 Research Contributions
The contributions of this dissertation research are as follows:
1. We develop general solution techniques applicable to distributed, centralized and
hybrid IoT environments to achieve trust system desirable properties including
solution quality, accuracy, convergence, resiliency, and scalability in the presence
of malicious nodes performing trust-related attacks. As illustrated in Figure 1.1,
the design space includes (a) social similarity based collaborative filtering; (b)
adaptive filtering; (c) multi-trust with dynamic weighted sum for trust formation;
(d) cloud based service management; and (e) hierarchical trust management. The
left hand side of Figure 1.1 illustrates the desirable system properties to which
these techniques contribute.
Desirable
Properties

Design Space

Accuracy

Social similarity based collaborative filtering

Convergence

Adaptive filtering to combine direct evidence
with indirect evidence to minimize trust bias

Service quality

Multi-trust with dynamic weighted sum for
trust formation

Resiliency

Cloud based service management

Scalability

Hierarchical trust management

Figure 1.1: Desirable system properties and design space.
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2. We develop a trust protocol called Adaptive IoT Trust [27] for distributed IoT
systems. The novelty lies in the use of distributed collaborating filtering [62] to
select trust feedback from owners of IoT nodes sharing similar social interests. We
develop a novel adaptive filtering technique to adjust trust protocol parameters
dynamically to minimize trust estimation bias and maximize application
performance. Our adaptive IoT trust protocol is scalable to large IoT systems in
terms of storage and computational costs. We perform a comparative analysis of
our adaptive IoT trust protocol against four prevalent trust protocols, namely,
ServiceTrust[94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] in trust
convergence, accuracy and resiliency properties achieved to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our adaptive IoT trust protocol. We also develop a dynamic
weighted sum technique to dynamically adjust the weights associated with social
similarity metrics to minimize trust bias and maximize the performance of trustbased service decomposition applications in terms of the solution quality of the
composite service formulated. We validate the design by three real-world IoT
applications, smart city air pollution detection, augmented map travel assistance,
and travel planning.
3. We propose the notion of Trust as a Service (TaaS) for large-scale cloud based
centralized IoT systems. We develop a scalable trust management protocol called
IoT-TaaS to realize TaaS. Our protocol merges trust management and cloud
computing techniques into one for scalability. IoT-TaaS preserves the notion that
trust is subjective despite the fact that trust computation is performed by
centralized cloud servers. That is, when a user queries the trust value of an IoT
device through TaaS, it would receive a subjective trust value, as if the trust
computation was performed by the user itself using self-observations (which is
subjective) and recommendations (which is subjective and can be even malicious)
toward the IoT device. This is different from ObjectiveTrust [86] which only
computes the reputation (i.e. common belief) of an IoT device. To achieve true
TaaS for IoT systems, we consider not only service quality but also social
relationships for evaluating trust of IoT devices, as IoT devices are owned by
humans who inherently have social relationship. We use social similarity for
filtering recommendations and dynamic weighted sum to combine selfobservations and recommendations to minimize trust bias and convergence time
against opportunistic service and false recommendation attacks. We validate IoTTaaS by comparing its performance against contemporary distributed Adaptive
IoT Trust [27] (which outperforms ServiceTrust[94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust
[102], and SubjectiveTrust [86]) and centralized ObjectiveTrust [86] (which is the
only centralized IoT trust management protocol to-date that considers social
5

standing and relationships for credibility rating and recommendation filtering)
and demonstrate IoT-TaaS achieves scalability without compromising trust
accuracy.
4. For hybrid IoT systems, we propose a hierarchical cloud structure for integrated
mobility, service, and trust management. This architecture supports scalability,
reconfigurability, fault tolerance, and resiliency against cloud node failure and
network disconnection, and can benefit both network operators and cloud service
providers. Applying to mobile cloud environments, we design and validate a trust
protocol called IoT-HiTrust levering a 3-layer hierarchical structure with upperlevel nodes as clouds providing cloud-based centralized trust service, middlelevel nodes as IoT devices with cloud access, and low-level nodes as IoT nodes
without cloud access. The middle-level nodes serve as cloud surrogates and act as
“cloudlets” accessible to low-level IoT devices. We demonstrate the feasibility of
the proposed hierarchical cloud structure with air-pollution detection and service
composition IoT applications. IoT-HiTrust is a scalable trust protocol for mobile
cloud IoT by means of a new “report-and-query” design in our proposed 3-tier
cloud-cloudlet-device hierarchy (see Chapter 6 for detail) that allows an IoT
device to report its service experience and social relationship with another IoT
device dynamically and query the service trustworthiness of another IoT device
locally through the local cloudlet to the cloud and the cost remains more or less
constant. It achieves scalability because an IoT device’s communication and
storage cost will remain the same, regardless of the number of IoT devices in the
system.

1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we perform a literature
survey for related work in the area of trust management for IoT systems. We classify
existing approaches, position our work in the classification hierarchy, and discuss our
unique contributions from existing work. In Chapter 3, we discuss the system and
threat assumptions of IoT systems based on which our trust management protocols are
designed. In Chapter 4, we develop a trust protocol called Adaptive IoT Trust for
distributed IoT systems. In Chapter 5, we develop a scalable trust management protocol
called IoT-TaaS for large-scale cloud based centralized IoT systems. In Chapter 6, we
develop a hierarchical cloud structure for integrated mobility, service, and trust
management of hybrid IoT systems, and develop a trust protocol called IoT-HiTrust for
mobile cloud environments. Finally in Chapter 7, we discuss work completed, future
work, and milestones for the dissertation research.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Classification Tree
In this section, we develop a classification tree for classifying trust computation
techniques for IoT systems. The intent is to identify research gaps in IoT trust
computation research. In this section we only classify existing IoT trust computation
models. The detailed descriptions of existing IoT trust computation models for IoT
systems will be given further in Section 2.2.
Trust
Computation

Trust
Composition

QoS Trust

Service quality
[1] [2] [3] [5] [7]
[10] [18] [21]

Capability
[3][10]

Social Trust

Friendship
[5][7][10]
[18]

Trust
Propagation

Distributed
[1] [2] [3[ [5]
][7] [10] [18]

Community
of Interest
[5][7]

Trust
Aggregation

Centralized
[18] [21]

service
Reputation
[21]

Belief
Theory

Centrality
[18]

Bayesian
systems
[5] [7]

Similarity
[5] [7][21]

Fuzzy
Logic
[3]

Trust
Formation

Trust Update

Weighted
Sum

Static
Weighted Sum
[1] [2] [3] [10]
[18]

Regression
Analysis

Event-Driver
[1] [2] [5] [7]
[10][18] [21]

Dynamic
Weighted
Sum
[5] [7] [21]

Time-Driven
[1] [2] [3] [5]
[7] [10]

Single-Trust
[3] [5] [7] [21]

Distinct
multiple trust
metrics each
with its own
trust threshold

Multi-Trust

Weighted Sum

Static Weighted
Sum
[1] [2] [10] [18]

Trust-scaledby-confidence

Dynamic
Weighted
Sum

Figure 2.1: Classification Tree.
Figure 2.1 shows the classification tree based on five design dimensions: trust
composition, trust propagation, trust aggregation, trust update, and trust formation.
These 5 dimensions are considered essential for a trust computation model [45]. It is
color coded with red indicating the most visited, yellow for least visited, and blue for
little visited. In each color class, we use thick vs. thin line format to differentiate the
amount of exposure. Also at the bottom leaf level, we put in references for works that
have used the approach. Below we discuss each classification design dimension in
detail.
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2.1.1 Trust Composition
Trust composition refers to what components to consider in trust computation. Trust
components include quality of service (QoS) trust and social trust.
2.1.1.1 QoS Trust
QoS trust refers to the belief that an IoT device is able to provide quality service in
response to a service request. QoS trust in general refers to performance and is
measured by competence, cooperativeness, reliability, task completion capability, etc.
[86] used transaction performance to measure QoS trust. [19] used end-to-end packet
forwarding ratio, energy consumption, and packet delivery ratio to measure QoS trust.
2.1.1.2 Social Trust
Social trust derives from social relationship between owners of IoT devices and is
measured by intimacy, honesty, privacy, centrality, and connectivity. [27] made use of
friendship, social contact, and community of interest (CoI) to rate a rater. [28] measured
social trust by connectivity, intimacy, honesty and unselfishness. Social trust is
especially prevalent in social IoT systems where IoT devices must be evaluated not only
based on QoS trust, i.e., a device’s capability to execute a service request, but also based
on social trust, i.e., s device’s commitment and good will to perform a service request.
Moreover, when taking in a recommendation, an IoT device may trust its socially
connected devices (of their owners) over unrelated devices.

2.1.2 Trust Propagation
Trust propagation refers to how to propagate trust evidence to peers. In general,
there are two trust propagation schemes, that is, distributed and centralized.
2.1.2.1 Distributed
Distributed trust propagation refers to IoT devices autonomously propagating trust
observations to other IoT devices they encounter or interact with without the use of a
centralized entity. This is particularly the case in which it is difficult to setup or access a
centralized entity in IoT environments mimicking a mobile ad hoc network (MANET)
and/or a wireless sensor network (WSN). [27] proposed a distributed trust propagation
scheme for social IoT systems. [86] proposed a distributed trust system called
SubjectiveTrust by which IoT devices each store trust values of other IoT devices in the
network. In [19], each node in the network maintains a data forwarding information
table by overhearing activities of its neighboring nodes.
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2.1.2.2 Centralized
Centralized trust propagation requires the presence of a centralized entity, either a
physical cloud or a virtual trust service implemented by participating IoT devices. [86]
proposed a centralized trust protocol called ObjectiveTrust that leverages a distributed
hash table structure to store node trust feedbacks and answer queries for node trust.
[91] proposed a centralized trust manager keeping trust information of IoT entities and
selecting capable IoT devices for answering a service request.

2.1.3 Trust Aggregation
Trust aggregation refers to aggregating trust evidence collected through either selfobservations or feedbacks from peers. Major trust aggregation techniques investigated
in the literature [66] include weighted sum, belief theory, Bayesian inference (with belief
discounting), fuzzy logic, and regression analysis.
2.1.3.1 Weighted Sum
Weighted sum is a popular technique to aggregate evidence. Many reputation
systems aggregate ratings or feedbacks using weighted sum such that raters with a
higher reputation or transaction relevance have a higher weight. [86] used credibility
(derived from QoS and social trust) as the weight associated with the recommendation
or feedback provided by a rater for indirect trust aggregation. [27] also used similarity
(derived from social trust) as the weight for indirect trust aggregation. Weighted sum
can also be used to aggregate direct trust (through self-observations) with indirect trust
(through feedbacks or recommendations) for the same trust property (e.g., service
quality). There is a further classification of whether the weights assigned to direct trust
and indirect trust can be dynamically adjusted or just static at design time.
2.1.3.2 Belief Theory
Belief theory, also known as evidence theory or Dempster–Shafer theory (DST), is a
general framework for reasoning with uncertainty, with connections to other
frameworks such as probability, possibility and imprecise probability theories. [64]
proposed a subjective logic which operates on subjective beliefs about the world, and
used opinion metric to denote the representation of a subjective belief. [106] adopted
Dempster-Shafer Theory as the underlying trust computational model to compute trust
of agents in autonomous systems. The basic idea is model trust by belief, disbelief and
uncertainty. A node’s opinion in another node is denoted by (b, d, u, a) [66] where b, d,
and u represent belief, disbelief, and uncertainty, respectively, with b+d+u=1, and a is
the base rate probability in the absence of evidence. The average trust is therefore the
probability expectation value computed as b+au. Subjective logic operators such as the
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discount and consensus operators can be used to combine opinions (self-observations or
recommendations) [64].
2.1.3.3 Bayesian inference with Belief Discounting
Bayesian inference treats trust as a random variable following a probability distribution with its model parameters being updated upon new observations. It is a popular
trust computational model because of its simplicity and sound statistical basis. [65] proposed a Beta reputation system based on Bayesian inference with the trust value modeled as a random variable in the range of [0, 1] following Beta distribution; the amounts
of positive and negative experiences are mapped to the (α, β) parameters in Beta distriα
bution so that the average trust is computed as α+ β. [52] applied Bayesian inference for
a reputation system in a WSN, taking binary positive and negative ratings as input, and
computing sensor node reputation scores. Belief discounting is applied to defend
against bad-mouthing attacks (saying a good node as a bad node) and ballot-stuffing
attacks (saying a bad node as a good node). Specifically [52][65], let node i be the trustor,
node j be the trustee, and node k be a recommender. Also let (αi,j , βi,j ) be the trustor’s (α,
β) toward the trustee, (αk,j , βk,j) be the recommender’s (α, β) toward the trustee and
(αi,k , βi,k ) be the trustor’s (α, β) toward the recommender. Based on belief discounting
new
(see the detail in [52][65]), node i will compute its new (αnew
i,j , βi,j ) as follows:
αnew
= αi,j +
i,j

βnew
= βi,j +
i,j

2αi,k αk,j

(2.1)

[(βi,k + 2)(αk,j + βk,j + 2)] + 2αi,k
2αi,k βk,j

(2.2)

[(βi,k + 2)(αk,j + βk,j + 2)] + 2αi,k

The basic idea is that if node i does not trust k, it will discount the recommendation
new
provided by node k, so αnew
i,j ~αi,j and βi,j ~βi,j as if the recommendation from k does
not have any effect. This can be derived from (2.1) and (2.2). First of all, if node i does
not trust node k then αi,k ≪ βi,k . In case node k is performing a bad-mouthing attack on
node j, then αk,j ≪ βk,j .Applying these two conditions to (2.1) and (2.2), one can easily
new
verify αnew
i,j ~αi,j and βi,j ~βi,j . In case node k is performing a ballot-stuffing attack on
new
node j, then αk,j ≫ βk,j and again one can easily verify αnew
i,j ~αi,j and βi,j ~βi,j . After
trust aggregation, the trustor's (or node i’s) trust toward the trustee (or node j) is then
αnew

computed as αnewi,j+βnew .
i,j

i,j
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2.1.3.4 Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is a form of many-value logic; it deals with reasoning that is
approximate rather than fixed and exact. Compared to traditional binary sets, fuzzy
logic variables may have a truth value that ranges in degree between 0 and 1. Fuzzy
logic has been extended to handle the concept of partial truth, where the truth value
may range between completely true and completely false. Furthermore, when linguistic
variables are used, these degrees may be managed by specific membership functions.
Reputation or trust is represented as a fuzzy measure with membership functions
describing the degrees of trust, e.g., a trust value in the range (−1.25, 1.25) denotes very
low trust, (0, 2.5) low trust, (1.25, 3.75) medium trust, (2.5, 5) high trust, (3.75, 6.25) high
trust, and so on. Hence, a node with a trust value of 0.25 is 75% very low trust (a
membership function) and 25% low trust (another membership function). Fuzzy logic
provides rules for reasoning with fuzzy measures. [19] uses a fuzzy membership
function taking into consideration of the number of positive and negative experiences
together with uncertainty to compute trust. More detail is discussed in Section 2.2.4.
2.1.3.5 Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating the relationships among
variables. It can be applied to estimate the relationships between trust and a set of
variables characterizing the behavior of a node. [98] applied logit regression to learn the
relation between cumulative evidence gathered by node i toward node j and the
corresponding environmental context variables including energy-sensitivity, capabilitylimitation, and cost-awareness. This behavior pattern is learned dynamically and can be
used to predict node j’s trust behavior, i.e., whether node j, from the perspective of node
i, can provide good service when called for given an environment setting characterized
by a set of context variable values as input.

2.1.4 Trust Update
Trust update concerns when trust is updated. In general, there are two schemes,
namely, event-driven and time-driven.
2.1.4.1 Event-driven
In the event-driven scheme, all trust data in a node get updated after a transaction or
event is made. This can be when a service is rendered and therefore a feedback
regarding service quality is sent to the trust manager in the cloud, or recorded in each
node cache for trust aggregation. A recommendation can also be sent upon request in
encounter-based environments [24][30] where nodes run into each other and request for
recommendations for other nodes.
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2.1.4.2 Time-driven
In the time-driven scheme, evidence (self-observations or recommendations) is
collected periodically and trust is updated by applying a trust aggregation technique. In
case no evidence is collected, trust decay over time is frequently applied because one
should trust recent information more than past information. The exponential decay
function with a parameter adjusting the rate of trust decay over time can be used
depending on the specific application needs [24][30].

2.1.5 Trust Formation
Trust formation refers to how to form the overall trust out of multiple trust
properties. In the literature, trust formation is considered from the aspect of single-trust
or multi-trust.
2.1.5.1 Single-trust
Single-trust refers to the fact that only one trust property is considered in a trust
protocol. For example, service quality is deemed the single most important metric in
service-oriented IoT systems [27]. Therefore, an IoT device is being evaluated on its
ability to produce quality service when called for. In a social IoT system, the service
quality may be affected by the relationship between the service requester and the
service provider, so inherently trust in service quality in a social IoT system is pair-wise.
In other words, a node is more concerned with one-to-one trust toward another node
based on their relationship, rather than the general reputation of the node derived from
the public belief.
2.1.5.2 Multi-trust
Multi-trust implements the common belief that trust is multidimensional, so
multiple trust properties should be considered for trust formation. [28] considered
multiple trust properties including intimacy, honesty, unselfishness and competence, to
assess the overall trust of a MANET node. There are multiple ways to do trust
formation:


One can just use individual trust properties without combining them together but
define a minimum threshold for each trust property depending on the application
requirements. For example, honesty is important, so a high threshold is used but
competence may not be very critical so a low threshold is set.



One can use weighted sum to combine individual trust properties together into an
overall trust metric. The weight assigned can reflect the application requirements.
For example, honesty is important so a high weight is used. Furthermore, the weight
12

assignment may be dynamically adjusted to reflect environmental situation
awareness. For example in a hostile environment where attacks are likely, the
weight associated with honesty can be set high so as to effectively defend malicious
attacks (such as bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks). On the other hand in a
friendly environment such as in a club setting, competence is more important than
honesty, so a higher weight can be placed for competence instead. [27] proposed to
readjust the weights of direct and indirect trust to maximize the average user
satisfaction experiences during the most recent time period. [91] proposed to change
the weight associated with positive recommendations dynamically to derive the
overall trust value. [74] proposed to use a penalty coefficient weight based on the
authentication history to update trust.
One can use a trust-scaled-by-confidence technique for trust formation. The idea is to
scale the most important trust property with less important trust properties which serve
as confidence. [96] considered competence and integrity as two trust properties for
rating a node with competence being the more important trust metric. It considered two
scaling schemes: (a) competence trust drops to zero if integrity trust falls below a
threshold; (b) competence trust scales up (to 1 maximum) or down (to 0 minimum),
depending on whether integrity trust is higher or lower than the threshold.

2.2 Survey and Classification of Existing IoT Trust Computation
Models
IoT trust computation is still in its infancy with limited work reported in the
literature to date, possibly due to limited experiences with IoT platforms and
experimentations. We only found [9] [23] [19] [11] [27] [40] [86] [91] and [95] in the
literature to date. In this section, we follow the classification tree to classify existing IoT
trust computation models based on the techniques used in trust composition / trust
propagation / trust aggregation / trust update / trust formation. Based on the
classification tree, we identify 5 classes as summarized in Table 2.1. It is noteworthy that
the classification is based on the underlying trust techniques adopted in the five design
dimensions. So works will fall into the same class only if they use identical trust
techniques in all five design dimensions. A deviation of trust techniques used in just
one design dimension will put the works in separate classes. By this way, we can
compare trust computation models class by class and identify the most effective class
for trust computation for service management (whether to select a device as a service
provider) in service-oriented IoT systems.
For works that fall under the same class, we also survey defense mechanisms used
(if any) to defend against malicious attacks discussed in Section 3.3.
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We discuss these five classes identified in the 5 subsections below, with the
subsection title reflecting the classification based on the techniques used in trust
composition / trust propagation / trust aggregation / trust update / trust formation.

2.2.1 Class 1: QoS + Social / Distributed / Bayesian inference + Dynamic
weighted sum / Event + Time-driven / Single-trust
Among all works listed in Table 2.1, only [11] [27] fall into this classification with [11]
being the preliminary work of [27].
[11] [27] use service quality (a QoS trust metric) to rate a SP, and social similarity (a
social trust metric) to rate a recommender based on the concept of collaborative filtering
to select feedbacks using similarity rating of friendship, social contact, and community
of interest relationships as the filter.
In trust propagation, every node acts autonomously to collect evidence (through
self-observations or recommendations) and also serves as a recommender upon request.
Hence it is based on distributed trust propagation. A node first collects evidence of the
service quality trust and social similarity trust of adjacent nodes. Then it collects
recommendations from qualified adjacent nodes about other nodes in the system.
In trust aggregation, [11] [27] use Bayesian inference to aggregate self-observations
into direct trust. Social similarity-weighted sum is used to aggregate recommendations
into indirect trust. A novel adaptive filtering technique is proposed to adjust weights
associated with direct trust and indirect trust dynamically to minimize trust bias and
maximize application performance.
In trust update, both event-driven and time-driven are considered. The direct trust is
updated upon each service interaction while the indirect trust is updated periodically
using peer recommendations collected during the period. The work also considers and
analyzes the effect of trust decay on trust convergence rate.
Table 2.1: Five Classes of IoT Trust Computation Models based on the Techniques used in Trust Composition / Trust Propagation / Trust Aggregation / Trust Update / Trust Formation.
Classification
QoS + Social / Distributed / Bayesian
inference + Dynamic
weighted sum /
Event + Time-driven
/ Single-trust
(Section 2.2.1)

Work

2013 Bao, et
al. [11], and
2016 Chen,
et al. [27]

SPA
Direct service
quality trust
assessment
and feedback
propagation

BMA
Social
similarity
to rate a
recommender
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BSA
Social similarity to rate
a recommender

OSA
Adaptive
filtering to
adjust the
weights of
direct and
indirect service quality
trust dynamically

OOA
NA

QoS + Social / Distributed + Centralized / Static
weighted sum /
Event-driven / Multi-trust with static
weighted sum
(Section 2.2.2)
QoS / Centralized /
dynamic weighted
sum / Event-driven
/ Single-trust
(Section 2.2.3)

2014 Nitti,
et al. [86]

Direct service
quality trust
assessment
and feedback
propagation

Credibility to rate
a recommender

Credibility to
rate a recommender

Long-term
and shortterm direct
service quality trust assessment

NA

2014 Saied,
et al. [91]

Direct service
quality trust
assessment
and feedback
propagation

Recommender trust
to rate a recommender

NA

NA

QoS / Distributed /
Fuzzy logic + Staticweighted sum /
Time-driven / Single-trust with static
weighted sum
(Section 2.2.4)
QoS + Social / Distributed / Static
weighted sum /
Event + Time-driven
/ Multi-trust with
static weighted sum
(Section 2.2.5)

2011 Chen,
et al. [19]

Direct service
quality trust
assessment
and feedback
propagation

Recommender
trust to
rate a recommender
NA

NA

NA

NA

2012, Bao,
et al.[9] ,
and 2016
Chen, et al.
[23]

Honesty trust
assessment
and feedback
propagation

Honesty
trust assessment and
feedback
propagation

NA

NA

2016 Chen,
et al. [40]

Direct service
quality trust
assessment
and feedback
propagation

Honesty
trust assessment
and feedback
propagation
Recommender
trust to
rate a recommender

Recommender trust
to rate a recommender

NA

NA

In trust formation, only a single service quality trust is considered, so it falls into the
single-trust category. However, [11] [27] use several social similarity metrics, i.e.,
friendship, social contact, and community-of-interest, and apply the weighted sum
technique to combine these social similarity metrics into one to rate a recommender.
The best weighting scheme to combine the three metrics into one overall metric is identified for a service-oriented IoT application.
Entry 1 of Table 2.1 summarizes the defense mechanisms used by [11] [27] to defend
against malicious attacks. SPA is detected in the protocol design and the feedback is
propagated through trust propagation. BMA and BSA are tolerated by using social
similarity to rate a recommender. OSA is resolved by adaptive filtering which dynamically adjust the weights associated with direct and indirect trust to capture the opportunistic service attack behavior. However, OOA is not considered.
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2.2.2 Class 2: QoS + Social / Distributed + Centralized / Static weighted
sum / Event-driven / Multi-trust with static weighted sum
[86] falls into this classification. In trust composition, [86] considers both QoS trust
and social trust. QoS trust properties considered include transaction service quality and
computational capability. Social trust properties considered include centrality, relationship factor (such as ownership, co-location, co-work, social and co-brand), and credibility. In particular, credibility is used to rate a recommender who provides indirect evidence and is computed by a weighted sum of the direct trust toward the recommender
and the relative centrality of the recommender.
In trust propagation, [86] is rather unique in that it considers both distributed and
centralized models. In the distributed model (called SubjectiveTrust), each node computes its own subjective trustworthiness toward another node. Transaction service quality
trust is assessed by individual nodes after a transaction is completed, and feedbacks are
propagated as indirect evidence from one node to another upon request. In the centralized model (called ObjectiveTrust), transaction service quality feedbacks are propagated
to a centralized entity making use of a dynamic hash (DHT) table structure on the network to maintain the objective trustworthiness status (global reputation) of a node. A
node can query the DHT to receive the trust value of other nodes in the network, and
the DHT returns the objective trustworthiness scores after searching the database.
In trust aggregation, [86] applies static weighted sum to compute centrality trust, direct service quality trust, and indirect service quality trust separately. In particular, for
direct service quality trust assessment, transaction relevance (along with relationship
factor and computational capability to a lesser extent) is used as the weight. For indirect
service quality trust assessment, credibility is used as the weight. The difference between subjective trustworthiness and objective trustworthiness is how evidence is collected. For subjective trustworthiness, a node uses the relative centrality for centrality
trust assessment, self-observations for direct service quality trust assessment, and feedbacks provided to its peers for indirect service quality trust assessment of another node.
For objective trustworthiness, the network centrality is used for centrality trust assessment, and all feedbacks are used for both direct and indirect service quality trust assessment.
In trust update, the event-driven scheme is taken. For the distributed model, a service receiver rates the service quality of a transaction at the end of the transaction, stores
the rating its local storage, and provides a feedback to its peers upon request. For the
centralized model, the DHT collects the feedback and updates its trust database after
the end of each transaction.
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In trust formation, [86] is considered a multi-trust scheme by applying static weighted
sum to combine centrality trust (which is a social trust property) with service quality
trust (which is a QoS trust property obtained from direct service quality trust and indirect service quality trust) into an overall trust value.
For defending against attacks, [86] uses direct service quality trust assessment and
feedback propagation for SPA, credibility rating for BMA and BSA, and differentiating
long-term and short-term direct service quality trust assessment to change credibility to
defend against OSA. However OOA is not considered.

2.2.3 Class 3: QoS / Centralized / dynamic weighted sum / Event-driven /
Single-trust
[91] proposes a reputation system for a service-oriented IoT system and falls into
this classification. In trust composition, it considers service quality as the sole trust metric but uses context information such as service type and node capability (e.g., energy
status) to associate a service quality rating. In trust propagation, it uses a centralized
manager to store all reputation reports (with context information) sent by individual
SRs, after service is rendered. Upon receiving a new service request, the centralized
manager selects SP candidates based on the service context for servicing the request. It
then uses only evaluation reports with similar service context for reputation assessment
of each SP candidate. In trust aggregation, the service context similarity between a
stored report and the target service is computed by a global contextual distance function. A higher weight is used if a higher service context similarity is found. The reputation score is then computed by dynamic weighted sum with the weight associated with a
report corresponding to the recommendation trust of the recommender who supplies the
report. The recommendation trust is updated dynamically based on if the recommender’s report agrees or deviates from the majority of reports with a similar service context.
Trust update is performed by the centralized manager via a learning process which presumably occurs whenever new reports are received, so it is based on event-driven. In
trust formation, only service quality is considered.
[91] deals with SPA by detection of service quality and feedback propagation. The
centralized manager rates a recommender dynamically based on the degree to which
the recommender’s report deviates from the majority reports. This can effectively defend against BMA and BSA, if the majority recommenders are not malicious. OSA and
OOA are not considered.

2.2.4 Class 4: QoS / Distributed / Fuzzy logic + Static-weighted sum / Timedriven / Single-trust with static weighted sum
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[19] falls into this classification. In trust composition, it considers direct QoS trust
metrics such as end-to-end packet forwarding ratio (EPFR), energy consumption (AEC),
and packet delivery ratio (PDR). In trust propagation, trust is propagated in a distributed manner. Each node in the network maintains a data forwarding information table of
other nodes.
In trust aggregation, the overall trust of a node toward another node is aggregated
using a static weighted sum of direct trust based on direct interaction experiences, and
indirect trust based on recommendations. The direct trust is computed by aggregating
EPFR, AEC and PDR direct interaction evidence using a static-weighted sum. If the aggregated trust value passes a threshold, the experience is a positive experience; otherwise, it is a negative experience. A fuzzy membership function taking into consideration of the number of positive and negative experiences together with uncertainty is
used to compute the direct trust. The indirect trust on the other hand is computed by
the product of the trustor’s direct trust toward the recommender with the recommender’s recommendation trust toward the trustee. The recommender’s recommendation
trust is computed in the same way as direct trust except that positive and negative recommendation experiences, together with uncertainty, are used in the fuzzy membership function definition. Since direct trust and recommendation trust are each defined
by a fuzzy membership function, the overall trust can be aggregated by applying fuzzy
logic “add” (for adding direct trust with indirect trust based on static weighted sum)
and “multiply” (for multiplying direct trust with recommendation trust to obtain indirect trust) operators. In trust update, the local trust is updated periodically, so it is timedriven. In trust formation, only single-trust (service quality trust) is considered. No social trust is considered in this work.
SPA is detected in the protocol design and the feedback is propagated to the central
manager through trust propagation. BMA, BSA, OSA and OOA are not considered.

2.2.5 Class 5: QoS + Social / Distributed / Static weighted sum / Event +
Time-driven / Multi-trust
[9] [23] fall into this classification. In trust composition, it considers separate trust
properties, including QoS trust properties such as honesty and cooperativeness, and social trust such as community-interest.
In trust propagation, [9] [23] follow the distributed scheme where each node maintains its own trust assessment towards other nodes and propagates its recommendation
trust toward other nodes.
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In trust aggregation, a trustor node aggregates its current trust toward the trustee
node with new evidence based on weighted sum. The new evidence can be either direct
evidence if the trustor node directly encounters and interacts with the trustee node or
indirect evidence if it does not encounter the trustee node but receives a recommendation trust toward the trustee node from a recommender it encounters. In the latter case,
the recommendation trust received is discounted by the trustor’s direct trust toward the
recommender. A novelty is that the weights associated with the past experience and
the current evidence can be dynamically adjusted to tradeoff the trust convergence rate
and trust fluctuation rate. Although the effect of weight parameters is analyzed, there is
no discussion of how the weight parameters can be dynamically adjusted. Therefore
they can be classified as static weighted sum at most.
In trust update, the trust management protocol is encounter-based as well as activity
based, meaning that the trust value is updated upon an encounter event or an interaction activity. Two nodes encountering each other or involved in a direct interaction activity can directly observe each other and update their trust assessment. They also exchange their trust evaluation results toward other nodes as recommendations.
In trust formation, our work considers multiple trust properties: honesty, cooperativeness and community-interest trust. However, the issue of how to form the overall
trust out of these separate trust properties is not discussed.
[9] [23] use honesty trust assessment and feedback propagation for defending
against SPA, BMA and BSA. However, OSA and OOA are not considered.
[40] also falls into this classification. In trust composition, it considers both QoS trust
(i.e., quality reputation and energy status) and social trust (i.e., social relationship using
factors considered in [27] [86]). In trust propagation, our work adopts a distributed
scheme where each node maintains its own trust assessment towards other nodes. Evidence for each trust component is propagated separately. In trust aggregation, each
trust component is assessed separately based on static weighted sum. In particular,
quality reputation is a static weighted sum of direct trust and indirect trust. The indirect
trust is also a feedback-trust-weighted sum of feedbacks received from all recommenders with each recommender’s feedback trust being updated based on how the recommender’s feedback deviates from the average. The social relationship trust and the energy trust are also each assessed by a static weight sum function. In trust update, it is
event-driven with the trust value being computed based on transaction completion and
timer events. In trust formation, it falls into the multi-trust category with the overall
trust being formed from the three trust components, quality reputation, energy, and social relationship, based on static weighted sum.
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2.3 Research Gaps
In this section, we identify research gaps in trust computation for IoT systems. We
first summarize the most visited, least visited, and little visited trust computation
methods, as summarized in Table 2.2. The rationale behind this is to identify the most
popular trust composition, trust propagation, trust aggregation, trust update, and trust
formation techniques adopted by existing trust computation models, provide reasons
for such popularity, and then identify research gaps that deserve more attention for IoT
trust computation research.
Trust Composition: A modern IoT system is inherently socially oriented since IoT
devices are owned by humans which are connected by social relationships. We see from
Table 2.2 that most works indeed consider both QoS trust and social trust for trust composition. We take the view that a valid trust model for IoT must consider social trust
metrics because social relationships between human operators control the way an IoT
device would behave toward another IoT device. Among social trust properties, similarity and friendship are the most visited among all. The reason is that these two social
properties arguably are the most important among all because friendship implies good
service, and high social similarity implies high creditability of a recommendation.
However, we argue that for certain IoT applications such as smart city air pollution detection and augmented map travel assistance [11], social metrics such as centrality and
community of interest especially for rating recommenders, should be further explored
to improve trust computation performance, including convergence, accuracy, and resiliency against malicious attacks.
Table 2.2: Most, Least and Little Visited IoT Trust Computation Models in the Literature.
Most visited

Trust composition

QoS trust [9] [23] [19] [11] [27] [40] [86] [91]
Social trust [9] [23] [11] [27] [40] [86]

Trust propagation

Distributed [9] [23] [19] [11] [27] [40] [86]
Centralized [86] [91]
Static weighted sum [9] [23] [19] [40] [86]

Trust aggregation

Bayesian inference [11] [27]
Trust update

Event-driven [9] [23] [11] [27] [40] [86] [91]
Time-driven [9] [23] [19] [11] [27] [40]
Single-trust [19] [11] [27] [91]
Multi-trust with
static weighted sum [9] [23] [40] [86]
Fuzzy logic [19]

Trust formation

Least visited

Trust aggregation
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Dynamic weighted sum [11] [27] [91]
Little visited

Trust aggregation

Belief theory
Regression analysis

Trust formation

Multi-trust with
dynamic weighted sum
Multi-trust each with its own minimum threshold
Multi-trust with trust scaled by confidence

Trust Propagation: Table 2.2 shows that existing work mostly considered distributed trust propagation for “subjective” trust computation without relying on a centralized
entity. That is, each node propagates trust information to other nodes upon request, and
each node also aggregates trust information (including self-observations) for trust assessment toward other nodes in the system. This is feasible for IoT systems where IoT
devices (e.g., smart phones, vehicles, etc.) are mobile with no access to a centralized entity such as a cloud. With the emergence of cloud services, however, centralize trust
propagation for “objective” reputation computation (common belief of the public)
makes more sense. The literature is limited in investigating cloud-based trust propagation methods. Only [86] [91] discussed centralized trust propagation. Centralized trust
propagation is implemented in [86] by means of a distributed hash table structure,
while [91] simply assumes the existence of a trusted central entity. Neither discusses the
potential of integrating cloud computing with centralized trust propagation. The challenge lies in the cloud-based infrastructure design that facilitates trust information
propagation from IoT devices to the cloud which aggregates trust feedbacks and answers user queries regarding the service trustworthiness of any particular IoT device in
the system. This is a research gap that demands attention.
Trust Aggregation: Static weighted sum and Bayesian inference are the two most
visited methods, dynamic weighted sum and fuzzy logic are least visited, while belief
theory and regression analysis have not been investigated in the literature. There is no
clear reason why fuzzy logic, belief theory, or regression analysis based trust aggregation cannot perform comparably or even better than weighted sum or Bayesian inference based trust aggregation. A comparative analysis is called for to compare these
competitive trust aggregation methods for IoT systems. The comparative analysis
should consider specific IoT applications and/or specific trust propagation models (distributed vs. centralized). For example, complex statistical analysis is required for regression analysis and hence it is particularly appealing when a centralized cloud is available
for cloud-based IoT applications. This is a research gap that deserves attention.
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Trust Update: Event-driven trust update is frequently performed when a service or
transaction is completed, or a node encountering another node, while time-driven trust
update occurs periodically to preserve energy. The hypothesis is that event-driven is
more suitable under centralized trust propagation since the centralized entity (i.e., a
cloud) is powerful, while time-driven is more suitable under distributed trust propagation since most, if not all, IoT devices are power limited. For the latter case, there is a
tradeoff between trust accuracy and energy conservation. Hence, there exists an optimal
trust update interval under which an IoT application performance is maximized depending on the trust accuracy and energy consumption requirements which collectively
determine the success or failure of the IoT application. These hypotheses remain to be
verified or refuted.
Trust Formation: there is a big gap from most visited methods in single-trust and
multi-trust with static weighted sum, to little visited methods in multi-trust with dynamic weighted sum, multi-trust each with its own minimum threshold, or multi-trust
with trust scaled by confidence. Multi-trust refers to the trust protocol that considers
more than one trust properties, each being assessed separately and a trust formation
method is applied to form the overall trust out of these multiple trust properties. IoT
systems inherently are multi-trust based because both QoS trust (for service quality)
and social trust (for social relationship) must be considered, taking into considerations
that device-to-device interaction behaviors derive from owner-to-owner relationships.
We see from Table 2.2 that only [9] [23] [40] [86] considered multi-trust with static
weighted sum. There is a pressing need to investigate more effective multi-trust formation methods and a comprehensive comparative analysis to identify the best trust
formation technique to maximize IoT application performance.

2.4 Baseline Trust Protocols for Performance Comparison
Based on our literature survey, we select a set of contemporary IoT trust protocols as
baseline IoT trust protocols against which Adaptive IoT Trust, IoT-TaaS, and IoTHiTrust (our distributed, centralized, and hybrid IoT trust protocols developed in
Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 respectively) will be compared for a comparative
performance analysis, as follows:


Baseline IoT trust protocols for distributed IoT trust management performance
comparison: ServiceTrust[94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86].



Baseline IoT trust protocols for centralized IoT trust management performance
comparison: ObjectiveTrust [86].
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Below we summarize the design characteristics of these baseline trust protocols and
provide the reasons why we select them for performance comparison.

2.4.1 Baseline Trust Protocols for Distributed IoT Trust Management
Performance Comparison
EigenTrust [67] is a reputation scheme for P2P/IoT systems. Its basic idea is to aggregate trust recommendations towards a trustee node weighted by the trustor’s opinion
toward the recommenders. It assumes that there are pre-trusted peers that can provide
trusted recommendations to guarantee trust convergence and break up malicious collectives.
PeerTrust [102] is also a reputation system for P2P/IoT systems. Its basic idea is also
to aggregate feedbacks weighted by the recommender’s trustworthiness. It includes a
coherent adaptive trust model for quantifying and comparing the trustworthiness of
peers based on a transaction-based feedback system. It introduces three basic trust parameters and two adaptive factors in computing trustworthiness of peers, namely,
feedback a peer receives from other peers, the total number of transactions a peer performs, the credibility of the feedback sources, transaction context factor, and the community context factor.
ServiceTrust [94] is a quality sensitive and attack resilient trust management protocol for service provision P2P/IoT networks. First, it encapsulates quality-sensitive feedbacks by multi-scale rating scheme and incorporates the variances of user's behaviors
into the local trust algorithm. Second, ServiceTrust measures the similarity of two users'
feedback behavior and aggregate the local trust values into the global trust algorithm by
exploiting pairwise feedback similarity scores to weight the contributions of local trust
values towards the global trust of a participant. Finally, pairwise feedback similarity
weighted trust propagation is utilized to further strengthen the robustness of global
trust computation against malicious or sparse feedbacks.
SubjectiveTrust [86] is a distributed IoT trust management protocol with each node
maintaining its own trust and service experience data. It relies on a friendship social
network graph as input to know the “centrality” of a node with respect to another node
or to all nodes in the network. SubjectiveTrust is executed by each individual node to
assess its “subjective trust” toward a peer IoT device, since each node maintains its own
data. A node assesses the trust score of another node through a weighted sum of the following three scores: centrality, own service experiences, and recommendations filtered
by credibility. The centrality score (in the range of 0 to 1) of j as evaluated by i is computed by the degree of common friends between i and j. The credibility score (also in
the range of 0 to 1) of k (a recommender that provides a recommendation to i about j) as
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evaluated by i is computed by a weighted sum of own service experiences of i toward k
and the centrality score of k as evaluated by i. For scalability, each node only stores trust
information about its neighbor nodes in the social network graph. When a node wants
to know the trust value of a remote node, a search procedure is invoked to first find a
path leading to the remote node [19] whose trust value is then computed through the
trust chain found.
The reason we consider ServiceTrust[94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] as baseline protocols for performance comparison against our Adaptive
IoT Trust protocol (developed in Chapter 5) is that like in our protocol, each IoT device
evaluates other IoT devices using both direct service experiences and indirect recommendations. Also, as in our protocol, social relationships are being considered for recommendation filtering and credibility rating.

2.4.2 Baseline Trust Protocols for Centralized or Hierarchically Structured
IoT Trust Management Performance Comparison
ObjectiveTrust [86] is a centralized IoT trust protocol. It requires a set of pre-trusted
nodes be in place for storing trust information of all nodes in the system. ObjectiveTrust
assesses the trust score of a node through a weighted sum of the centrality score and the
average opinion score (long term and short term) after applying the recommender’s
credibility score to filter untrustworthy recommendations. Specifically, ObjectiveTrust
computes the centrality score (in the range of 0 to 1) of j based on if j is central in the
network and if it is involved in many transactions. It computes a recommender’s credibility score by taking into consideration of possible collusion attacks. So the credibility
score of k (a recommender that provides opinions about i) is proportional to k’s trust
score, but reversely proportional to the capability of k, the strong object relationship (including ownership, co-location, co-work, social, and parental) between i and k, and the
number of transactions between i and k. A problem of ObjectiveTrust is that it computes
the “objective trust” (common belief or reputation), not the “subjective trust” of an IoT
device, so it does not preserve the notion that trust is subjective and is inherently oneto-one. This is especially problematic for IoT systems since IoT devices are owned by
humans who have social relationships among themselves and the trust of one user toward another user is inherently one-to-one and subjective.
We select Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86] as baseline IoT trust protocols against which IoT-TaaS and IoT-HiTrust (our centralized and hybrid IoT trust
protocols developed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively) are compared for a comparative performance analysis. The reason we select Adaptive IoT Trust [27] (our distributed IoT trust protocol developed in Chapter 4) is that it is a proven protocol for dis24

tributed IoT trust management and it outperforms existing IoT/P2P trust protocols including ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86]. We
want to know if cloud-based IoT trust management can perform better than distributed
IoT trust management. The reason we select ObjectiveTrust [86] is that it is the only centralized IoT trust management protocol to date that considers social standing and relationships for credibility rating and recommendation filtering.

2.5 Connection between IoT Trust Management Systems and
Recommendation Systems
Our IoT trust management systems have similarities with recommendation systems
in that both collect ratings from members in a community and use collaborative filtering
to filter recommendations. However, there are two major differences as first observed in
[66]. First, a recommendation system takes ratings subject to taste as input, whereas our
IoT trust management system takes ratings assumed insensitive to taste as input. The
assumption behind a recommendation system is that different people have different
tastes and rate things differently according to subjective taste. If two users rate a set of
items similarly, they share similar tastes, and this information can be used to recommend items that one user likes to the other user. On the other hand, our IoT trust management system uses social similarity, rather than taste, to rate recommenders because
people sharing social similarity can provide more trustworthy recommendations. Second, recommendation systems often assume participants are trustworthy and sincere
and opinions are offered based on taste, while our IoT trust management system is designed to sustain malicious recommendation attacks defined in the threat model.

2.6 Differences and Relationships of the Research Ideas or
Designs for IoT Trust Management with Existing Ones
The methods of Bayesian framework [65] and social similarity in our designs are not
new concepts. They are adopted from other fields to implement our trust management.
We adopt Bayesian framework as the underlying model for evaluating direct trust
from direct user satisfaction experiences. The reason we choose Bayesian because it is
well-established and because of its popularity in trust/reputation systems. We also
adopt the design concept of distributed collaborating filtering to select trust feedback
from nodes sharing similar social interests. A node will first measure its “social similarity” with a recommender in friendship, social contact and CoI and then decide if the recommendation is trustable. The reason we consider these metrics is that these metrics are
core social metrics for measuring social relationships which are multifaceted. We adopt
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cosine similarity to measure the distance of two social relationship lists. Computational
efficiency is the main reason why we choose cosine similarity to measure the similarity
of two vectors in high-dimensional positive spaces because of limited computational
capacity of IoT devices.
Unlike ObjectiveTrust [86] which must rely on the existence of a friendship social
network graph as input for specifying social relationships, we collect social relationships between each pair of IoT devices dynamically when IoT devices encounter each
other. Our social similarity calculation method is more scalable than ObjectiveTrust [86]
as it is difficult if not impossible to construct an accurate friendship social network
graph when there is a large number of IoT devices arriving and leaving the system dynamically.
We also introduce a new design concept called application performance maximization
by which the best weights assigned to the three similarity metrics are identified to optimize application performance, when given a node population characterized by friendship, social connection, and community of interest relationships as input.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we developed a classification tree based on five design dimensions considered essential for trust computation, namely, trust composition, trust propagation,
trust aggregation, trust update, and trust formation, to classify existing IoT trust computation models. We discussed the pros and cons of existing IoT trust computation
models in terms of the class they fall within. In particular for each class of IoT trust
computation models, we discussed the defense mechanisms used and their effectiveness against malicious attacks aiming to disrupt the trust system.
Through the pros and cons analysis of IoT trust computation model classes, we identified the most effective trust computation techniques (and thus trust computation classes) as applying to IoT systems. We further identified research gaps in IoT trust computation research for supporting future IoT applications. In view of these research gaps,
we discussed deficiencies of existing trust computation research in IoT systems and set
the goals (as discussed in Chapter 1) in our dissertation research to address these deficiencies. To achieve these goals, we identified prevalent, contemporary IoT trust protocols as baseline IoT trust protocols against which our distributed, centralized, and hybrid IoT trust protocols will be tested and compared for a meaningful performance
comparative analysis to prove their validity.
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Chapter 3

System Model

3.1 Social IoT Network Model
We consider a user-centric social IoT [7][8] environment where nodes are physically
connected via communication networks and socially connected via social networks (see
Figure 3.1). Each node has a unique address to identify (i.e., URI). There is no
centralized trusted authority. There are two types of nodes: devices and users (or
owners). The user-device relationship is a one-to-multiple relationship. In our trust
management, the trustor is a user and the trustee is a device (owned by another user).
For each user, the trust evaluation information is computed and stored in a designated
high-end device owned by the user.
Trust Management
community of
interest

WS-*

Social Networks
n
frie

ip
ds h

colo

REST

Physical Networks
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ion

Malicious

Figure 3.1: User-Centric Internet of Things Systems.
Trust is evaluated based on both direct user satisfaction experiences of past interaction experiences and recommendations from others. In particular, for recommendations
from others, we utilize the design concept of distributed collaborating filtering [62][104]
to select trust feedback from nodes sharing similar social interests. We consider the following three social relationships: friendship, social contact, and community of interest
(CoI). More specifically, we use the social relationships between the trustor and the recommender for the trustor to weigh the recommendation provided by the recommender
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toward a trustee. The reason is that two users sharing similar social relationships including friendship (representing intimacy), social contact (representing closeness) and
CoI (representing knowledge and standard on the subject matter) are likely to have similar subjective trust views towards services provided by a trustee IoT device. A similar
concept to the social contact relationship is proposed in [77], where familiar strangers
are identified based on colocation information in urban transport environments for media sharing.
These social IoT relationships are represented by three lists: a friend list (𝐹) with current friends, a location list (𝑆) with locations frequently visited for social contact, and a
CoI list (𝐶) with devices (services) directly interacted with. Each user has at least one
designated high-end device (i.e., smart phone and laptop) storing these lists in the user’s profile (see Figure 3.2). Other devices of the same user have the privilege to access
the profile. By delegating the storage and computation of social networks to a high-end
device for each user, many low-end devices (i.e., sensors) are able to share and utilize
the same social information to maximize its performance. Energy spent for maintaining
the lists and executing matching operations is negligible because energy spent for computation is very small compared with that for communication, and matching operations
to identity a friend, social contact, or a CoI member are performed only when there is a
change to the lists.
The privacy preservation issue which we address in the dissertation research is not
about anonymity because we need to know the identity of a user to know whether the
user’s recommendation is trustworthy. The privacy preservation issue which we address in the dissertation research is about not disclosing private information when two
users encounter each other and exchange their (𝐹, 𝑆, 𝐶) profiles for social similarity
computation. Each user maintains its (𝐹, 𝑆, 𝐶) profile separately. When user 𝑢𝑥 encounters user 𝑢𝑦 , they exchange their (𝐹𝑥 , 𝑆𝑥 , 𝐶𝑥 ) and (𝐹𝑦 , 𝑆𝑦 , 𝐶𝑦 ) profiles so as to measure their
mutual social similarity. To preserve privacy, they only want to reveal common elements in the F, S, and C lists (If any) but do not want to let the other party know their
entire (𝐹, 𝑆, 𝐶). To achieve this users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 can first authenticate each other using
standard PKI. User 𝑢𝑥 can then use a cryptographic hash function in combination with a
secret session key K (established via PKI during user authentication) to generate a hashbased message authentication code HMAC(K, p) for p  (𝐹𝑥 , 𝑆𝑥 , 𝐶𝑥 ) and then transmit
HMAC(K, p) along with HMAC(K, HMAC(K, p)) to 𝑢𝑦 . When 𝑢𝑦 receives the message,
it can unilaterally generate HMAC(K, HMAC(K, p)) using HMAC(K, p) sent by 𝑢𝑥 . If this
matches with HMAC(K, HMAC(K, p)) sent by 𝑢𝑥 , then 𝑢𝑦 verifies the message received
is indeed sent by 𝑢𝑥 . Then 𝑢𝑦 can compare HMAC(K, p) with HMAC(K, q) for
q(𝐹𝑦 , 𝑆𝑦 , 𝐶𝑦 ). If HMAC(K, p)=HMAC(K, q) then p=q and a common friend, location, or
CoI (corresponding to F, S, or C) is identified. If HMAC(K, p)≠HMAC(K, q), it prevents
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the identities of uncommon friends/locations/CoIs from being revealed.
In the physical networks, devices provide and/or consume services utilizing SOAPbased techniques or RESTful APIs [54]. Each time when device d1 requests a service
from device d2, d1 updates the user satisfaction experience record (in the user satisfaction experience list in Figure 3.2) towards d2 stored in the designated device of d1’s user. Similarly, d1 can query the trust information (in the trust list in Figure 3.2) towards
d2 from the designated device of d1’s user. Note that elements in the user interaction
experience list correspond to devices in the CoI list.
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Figure 3.2: User Profile.
We consider a large IoT system in which a device with limited storage space cannot
accommodate the full set of trust values towards all other devices. We address this
scalability issue with a storage management design.
In the context of SOA, an owner provides services via its IoT devices. An IoT device
providing a service will have to compete with other IoT devices which provide a similar
type of service.

3.2 IoT Architecture Model
In general, IoT systems can be distributed, centralized, or hybrid. A distributed IoT system is typified by smart city IoT applications where IoT devices do not necessarily access to a centralized trusted entity such as the cloud. A centralized IoT system is typified by cross-state and cross-country IoT applications where IoT devices have access to
centralized trusted clouds. A hybrid IoT system is the mix of distributed and centralized IoT systems organized in a cloud hierarchy. An example is a 3-tier “devicecloudlet-cloud” structure in a mobile cloud environment. A cloudlet can be viewed as a
mobility-enhanced small-scale data center that brings the cloud closer. The main pur29

pose of the cloudlet is supporting resource-intensive and interactive mobile services by
providing powerful computing resources to mobile devices to lower the latency. There
are two important differences between a cloud and a cloudlet: (a) cloudlets need to be
much more agile in their provisioning, and their association with IoT devices is highly
dynamic due to user mobility; and (b) cloudlets must provide seamless data handoff
services for a mobile device moving from one cloudlet to another for maintaining endto-end service quality.

3.3 Threat Model
A malicious node in general can perform communication protocol attacks to disrupt
network operations. We assume such attack is handled by intrusion detection techniques [2][3][4][5][22][36][44][46][78][79][80][81][82][83][84] and is not addressed in our
work. In the context of SOA, we are concerned with trust-related attacks that can disrupt the trust system. Bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks are the most common
forms of reputation attacks. Self-promoting and opportunistic service attacks are the
most common forms of attacks based on self-interest [75][86][91]. Thus, a malicious IoT
device (because its owner is malicious) can perform the following trust-related attacks:
1. Self-promoting attacks: a malicious node can promote its importance (by providing
good recommendations for itself) for it to be selected as an SP, but then can provide
bad or malfunctioned service.
2. Bad-mouthing attacks: a malicious node can ruin the reputation of a well-behaved
device (by providing bad recommendations against it) so as to decrease the chance
of that good device being selected as an SP. Bad-mouthing attack is a form of
collusion attack when multiple malicious nodes perform bad-mouthing attacks to a
good node to ruin the service trustworthiness of the good node.
3. Ballot-stuffing attacks: a malicious node can boost the reputation of a malicious node
(by providing good recommendations) so as to increase the chance of that bad
device being selected as an SP. Ballot-stuffing attack is also a form of collusion attack
when multiple malicious nodes perform ballot-stuffing attacks to boost the service
trustworthiness of one another.
4. Opportunistic service attacks: : a malicious node can provide good service to gain high
reputation opportunistically especially when it senses its trust standing is dropping
because of providing bad service. With a good trust standing, it can effectively
collude with other bad nodes to perform bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks.
We assume that a malicious node has a low trust score threshold below which it will
behave (providing good service) in order to raise its trust standing, and a high trust
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score threshold above which it will misbehave (providing bad service) to take
advantage of its high trust standing for self-gain.
5. Discriminatory attacks (or conflicting behavior attacks): a malicious node can
discriminatively attack non-friends or nodes without strong social ties (without
many common friends) because of human nature or propensity towards friends in
social IoT systems. While serving as a recommender, if the target node is a friend or
a malicious node, it can provide a good service recommendation (i.e., ballot stuffing
attacks) even if the target node does not provide good service. On the other hand, if
the target node is a non-friend, it can provide a bad service recommendation (i.e.,
bad-mouthing attacks) even if the target node provides good service. We address
this issue by considering trust being formed not only from recommendations, but
also from self-observations. Self-observations are one-to-one in nature, so the service
behavior of a malicious node performing discriminatory attacks on a service
requester will be remembered by the service requester. Consequently, our trust
formation design has inherently addressed discriminatory attacks.
Table 3.1 summarizes the attack behavior of a malicious node as a rater, depending
on the nature of the trustor and trustee nodes. If the trustor is non-malicious and the
trustee is malicious, a malicious rater will perform ballot-stuffing attacks. If the trustor
is non-malicious and the trustee is also non-malicious, a malicious rater will perform
bad-mouthing attacks. The discriminatory attack is not included in the table because
our trust protocol design has inherently addressed discriminatory attacks.
Table 3.1: Behavior of a Malicious Rater.
Trustor

Trustee

Bad-Mouthing

malicious

malicious

malicious

non-malicious

non-malicious

malicious

non-malicious

non-malicious

Ballot-Stuffing

√
√

Table 3.2: Behavior of a Malicious Service Provider.
Service Requester

Self-Promoting

Opportunistic
Service

√

√

malicious
non-malicious
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Table 3.2 summarizes the attack behavior of a malicious node as a SP, depending on
the nature of the service requester. If the service requester is non-malicious, a malicious
SP will perform both self-promoting and opportunistic service attacks. In particular,
opportunistic service attacks are to be performed depending on the current reputation
standing of the malicious SP itself.
In IoT sytems, we considered these 5 malicious behaviors. Since we are concerned
with trust-related attacks that can disrupt the trust system. Bad-mouthing and ballotstuffing attacks are the most common forms of reputation attacks. Self-promoting and
opportunistic service attacks are the most common forms of attacks based on selfinterest. Thus, our assumptions about malicious behaviors are realistic.
Our solution to cope with these malicious attacks is to use “social similarity based
recommendation filtering” to filter out untrustworthy service rating recommendations
and “adaptive filtering” to dynamically combine direct trust based on a target node’s
own experience and indirect trust based on other nodes’ service rating recommendations
weighted by the target node’s subjective social relationship and trust view toward
them.

3.4 Performance Metrics
In this section, we list performance metrics for measuring trust accuracy,
convergence, resiliency, scalability, application performance.
Trust accuracy is measured by trust bias, i.e., the difference between the predicted
trust value vs. ground truth trust. We collect a set of trust values over time and compare
the set with ground truth using the mean square error (MSE) to measure trust bias.
Trust convergence is measured by the rate at which trust converges upon a change
of node status, e.g., after being compromised or performing opportunistic service
attacks. Let the difference between the predicted trust values of a node at t1 and t2, we
say the trust value is converged when the difference is smaller than a tolerance limit.
We measure convergence by the amount of time taken.
Trust resiliency is measured by the behavior of our trust protocol in terms of trust
accuracy and convergence against increasing malicious population. The trust resiliency
is measured by the highest malicious population beyond which trust accuracy and
convergence can no longer be achieved.
Scalability is measured by the computational and communication overhead of an
IoT device as the total number of IoT devices increases. Let CompOver(n) and
CommOver(n) be the amount of overhead spent by an IoT node when the number of
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nodes is n. Scalability is measured by CompOver(n) and CommOver(n), given n as the
input.
Application performance is measured by the prediction accuracy of whether
trustworthy service will be provided for the application. We measure application
performance by a utility score representing the goodness of quality service after the
application selects trustworthy SPs out of a myriad of IoT devices providing similar
service. The application performance is related to trust formation, i.e., how trust is
formed out of multi-dimensional trust components, as well as how trust is formed out
of direct evidence and indirect evidence. Thus trust formation is application dependent
and can affect application performance.
We measure the effectiveness of our IoT trust management protocol design by trust
accuracy, trust convergence, trust resiliency, and application performance, as discussed
above. We measure the efficiency of our IoT trust management protocol design by
scalability, which is measured by the computational and communication overhead of an
IoT device, as discussed above.
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Chapter 4

Distributed IoT Trust Management

A future Internet of Things (IoT) system will connect the physical world into
cyberspace everywhere and everything via billions of smart objects. On the one hand,
IoT devices are physically connected via communication networks. The service-oriented
architecture (SOA) can provide interoperability among heterogeneous IoT devices in
physical networks. On the other hand, IoT devices are virtually connected via social
networks. In our dissertation research, we propose adaptive and scalable trust
management to support service composition applications in SOA-based IoT systems.
We develop a technique based on distributed collaborative filtering to select feedback
using similarity rating of friendship, social contact, and community of interest
relationships as the filter. Further, we develop a novel adaptive filtering technique to
determine the best way to combine direct trust and indirect trust dynamically to
minimize convergence time and trust estimation bias in the presence of malicious nodes
performing opportunistic service and collusion attacks. For scalability, we consider a
design by which a capacity-limited node only keeps trust information of a subset of
nodes of interest and performs minimum computation to update trust. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed trust management through service composition
applications with a comparative performance analysis against contemporary
distributed IoT/P2P trust protocols, including ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67],
PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86].

4.1 Trust Management Protocol
Our adaptive IoT trust management protocol is distributed. Each user maintains its
own trust assessment towards devices. For scalability, a user just keeps its trust evaluation results towards a limited set of devices of its interests. Each user stores its profile in
a designated high-end device (Figure 3.2). The profile of user 𝑢𝑥 includes:
(1) A “friend” list including all friends of 𝑢𝑥 , denoted by a set 𝐹𝑥 = {𝑢𝑎 , 𝑢𝑏 , … };
(2) Locations that 𝑢𝑥 frequently visited for social contact, denoted by a set 𝑃𝑥 = {𝑝𝑥,1,
𝑝𝑥,2 , … };
(3) List of devices that 𝑢𝑥 has directly interacted with and the corresponding user satisfaction experience values, denoted by set 𝐷𝑥 = {𝑑𝑖 , 𝑑𝑗 , … } and set 𝐵𝑥 = {(𝛼𝑥,𝑖 , 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 ),
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(𝛼𝑥,𝑗 , 𝛽𝑥,𝑗 ), … }, where 𝛼𝑥,𝑖 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 are the accumulated positive and negative user
satisfaction experiences of user 𝑢𝑥 towards device 𝑑𝑖 ;
(4) Trust values of user 𝑢𝑥 towards IoT devices, denoted by a set 𝑇𝑥 = {𝑡𝑥,𝑖 , 𝑡𝑥,𝑗 , … }.

4.1.1 Direct Interaction Experiences
We adopt Bayesian framework [65] as the underlying model for evaluating direct
trust from direct user satisfaction experiences. The reason we choose Bayesian because
it is well-established and because of its popularity in trust/reputation systems. In
service computing, a service requester could rate a service provider after direct
interaction based on nonfunctional characteristics. The nonfunctional characteristics
include user-observed response time, failure probability, prices, etc. The current user
satisfaction experience of user 𝑢𝑥 toward device 𝑑𝑖 is represented by a value, 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 . We
consider the simple case in which the direct user satisfaction experience 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 is a binary
value, with 1 indicating satisfied and 0 not satisfied. Then, we can consider 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 as an
outcome of a Bernoulli trial with the probability of success parameter 𝜃𝑥,𝑖 following a
Beta distribution (a conjugate prior for the Bernoulli distribution), i.e., Beta(𝛼𝑥,𝑖 , 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 ).
Then, the posterior p(𝜃𝑥,𝑖 |𝑓𝑥,𝑖 ) has a Beta distribution as well. Equation (4.1) shows how
the hyper parameters 𝛼𝑥,𝑖 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 are updated considering trust decay.
(𝑜𝑙𝑑)

𝛼𝑥,𝑖 = 𝑒 −𝜑Δ𝑡 ∙ 𝛼𝑥,𝑖
𝛽𝑥,𝑖 = 𝑒 −𝜑Δ𝑡 ∙

(𝑜𝑙𝑑)
𝛽𝑥,𝑖

+ 𝑓𝑥,𝑖
+ 1 − 𝑓𝑥,𝑖

(4.1)

In Equation (4.1), 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 contributes to positive observations and 1 − 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 contributes to
negative observations. When updating 𝛼𝑥,𝑖 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 , we consider an exponential decay,
(𝑜𝑙𝑑)
(𝑜𝑙𝑑)
𝑒 −𝜑Δ𝑡 , on 𝛼𝑥,𝑖 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 , where 𝜑 is the decay factor which is normally is a small
number to model small trust decay over time, and Δ𝑡 is the trust update interval.
𝑑
The direct trust of user 𝑢𝑥 to device 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
, is calculated as the expected value of 𝜃𝑥,𝑖 ,
i.e.,
𝑑
𝑡𝑥,𝑖
= 𝐸[𝜃𝑥,𝑖 ] =

𝛼𝑥,𝑖
𝛼𝑥,𝑖 + 𝛽𝑥,𝑖

(4.2)

In the literature, 𝛼𝑥,𝑖 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 are often set to 1 initially since no prior knowledge
available. In our work, we consider the social relationships (if available) between 𝑢𝑥 and
the user of 𝑑𝑖 (say 𝑢𝑦 ) as the prior knowledge and set the initial values of 𝛼𝑥,𝑖 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 to
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) and 1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) , respectively, where 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) is the similarity
between 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 characterizing their social connection (discussed below).
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4.1.2 Recommendations
When the devices of two users have direct interactions, they can exchange their
profiles and provide trust recommendations. In addition, a device can also aggressively
request trust recommendations from another device belonging to a friend when
necessary. To preserve privacy, one can use a hash function (with session key) to
prevent the identities of uncommon friends/devices from being revealed.
We utilize the design concept of distributed collaborating filtering [62][104] to select
trust feedback from nodes sharing similar social interests. A node will first measure its
“social similarity” with a recommender in friendship, social contact (representing
physical proximity) and CoI (representing knowledge on the subject matter) and then
decide if the recommendation is trustable. The reason we consider these metrics is that
these metrics are core social metrics for measuring social relationships which are
multifaceted [93]. We adopt cosine similarity to measure the distance of two social
relationship lists (see Figure 3.2), with 1 representing complete similarity and 0
representing no similarity. Computational efficiency is the main reason why we choose
cosine similarity to measure the similarity of two vectors in high-dimensional positive
spaces because of limited computational capacity of IoT devices. In our work we further
introduce a new design concept called application performance maximization by which the
best weights assigned to the three similarity metrics are identified to optimize
application performance, when given a node population characterized by friendship,
social connection, and community of interest relationships as input. Later in Section 4.3
we will deal with the subject of the effect of social similarity in friendship, social
connection, and community of interest on application performance and identify the best
way of combining these metrics to maximize the service composition application
performance.
We describe how these social similarity measures may be estimated dynamically as
follows:


Friendship Similarity ( 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 ): The friendship similarity is a powerful social
relationship (intimacy) for screening recommendations. After two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦
exchange their friend lists, 𝐹𝑥 and 𝐹𝑦 , they could compute two binary vectors, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑥
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
and 𝑉𝐹𝑦 , each with size |𝐹𝑥 ∪ 𝐹𝑦 | . An element in 𝑉𝐹𝑥 (or 𝑉𝐹𝑦 ) will be 1 if the
corresponding user is in 𝐹𝑥 (or 𝐹𝑦 ), otherwise 0. Let ‖𝐴‖ be the norm of vector 𝐴 and
|𝐵| be the cardinality of set 𝐵. Then, we could use the “cosine similarity” of ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑥 and
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑦 (giving the cosine of the angle between them) to compute 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
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𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =



⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑥 ∙ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑦
|𝐹𝑥 ∩ 𝐹𝑦 |
=
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑥 ‖‖𝑉𝐹
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑦 ‖
‖𝑉𝐹
√|𝐹𝑥 | ∙ |𝐹𝑦 |

Social Contact Similarity (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑙 ): The social contact similarity presents closeness and
is an indication if two nodes have the same physical contacts and thus the same
sentiment towards devices which provide the same service. The operational area
could be partitioned into sub-grids. User 𝑢𝑥 records the IDs of sub-grids it has
visited in its location list 𝑃𝑥 for social contact. After two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 exchange
their location lists, 𝑃𝑥 and 𝑃𝑦 , they could compute 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑙 in the same way of
computing 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
|𝑃𝑥 ∩ 𝑃𝑦 |

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑙 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

√|𝑃𝑥 | ∙ |𝑃𝑦 |


(4.3)

(4.4)

Community of Interest Similarity (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 ): Two users in the same CoI share similar
social interests and most likely have common knowledge and standard toward a
service provided by the same device. Also very likely two users who have used
services provided by the same IoT device can form a CoI (or are in the same CoI).
After two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 exchange their device lists, 𝐷𝑥 and 𝐷𝑦 , they could compute
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 in the same way of computing 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
|𝐷𝑥 ∩ 𝐷𝑦 |

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

√|𝐷𝑥 | ∙ |𝐷𝑦 |

(4.5)

The social similarity between two users can be a weighted combination of all social
similarity metrics, i.e., friendship, social contact, and community of interest, considered
in our work:
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

∑ 𝑤𝑣 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑣 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )
𝑣∈{𝑓,𝑙,𝑐}

(4.6)

where 𝑤𝑓 + 𝑤𝑙 + 𝑤𝑐 = 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ≤ 1 . Each user can send trust
recommendations request to its friends periodically (in every Δ𝑡 interval) or before
requesting a service. Upon receiving recommendations, user 𝑢𝑥 selects top-k
recommendations from k users with the highest similarity values with 𝑢𝑥 and calculates
𝑟
the indirect trust (𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) towards device 𝑑𝑖 as follows:
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𝑟
𝑡𝑥,𝑖
= ∑
𝑢𝑦 ∈𝑈

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )
· 𝑡𝑑
∑𝑢𝑦 ∈𝑈 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) 𝑦,𝑖

(4.7)

𝑑
Here, 𝑈 is a set of up to k users whose 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) values are the highest, and 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
is
the direct trust of user 𝑢𝑦 toward device 𝑑𝑖 serving as 𝑢𝑦 ′𝑠 recommendation toward 𝑑𝑖
provided to 𝑢𝑥 . Each recommendation is weighted by the ratio of the similarity score of
the recommender to the sum of the similarity scores of all recommenders. We also note
𝑑
that if 𝑢𝑦 is malicious, then it can provide 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
=0 against a good device for bad-mouthing
𝑑
attacks, and 𝑡𝑦,𝑖 =1 for a bad node for ballot-stuffing attacks.

4.1.3 Adaptive Control of the Weight Parameter
The trust value of user 𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑑𝑖 is denoted as 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 and is obtained by combining
direct trust and indirect recommendations (if available) as follows,
𝑑
𝑟
𝑡𝑥,𝑖 = 𝜇 ∙ 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
+ (1 − 𝜇) ∙ 𝑡𝑥,𝑖

(4.8)

Here, 𝜇 is a weight parameter (0 ≤ 𝜇 ≤ 1) to weigh the importance of direct trust
relative to indirect trust feedback. The selection of 𝜇 is critical to trust evaluation. A
contribution of the dissertation research is that we propose a method based on adaptive
filtering [62] to adjust 𝜇 dynamically in order to effectively cope with malicious attacks
including self-promoting, bad-mouthing, ballot-stuffing, and opportunistic attacks and
to improve trust evaluation performance. The basic design principle is that a successful
trust management protocol should provide high trust toward devices who have more
positive user satisfaction experiences and, conversely, low trust toward those with more
negative user satisfaction experiences. Specifically, the current trust evaluation (i.e.,
𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇) as a function of 𝜇) should be as close to the average user satisfaction experiences
observed over the last trust update window Δ𝑡 as possible. Therefore, we formulate the
selection of 𝜇 as an optimization problem as follows:
Find: 𝜇, 0 ≤ 𝜇 ≤ 1
2
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(𝑛𝑒𝑤)
Minimize: MSE(𝜇) = ∑𝑖 (𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇) − 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 )

(4.9)

Here, 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇) is obtained from Equation (4.8) using past direct user satisfaction expe̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(𝑛𝑒𝑤)
riences and indirect trust feedback, and 𝑓𝑥,𝑖
is the most recent direct user satisfaction
experiences observed by user 𝑢𝑥 within the last trust update interval Δ𝑡. The objective
can be achieved by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) of trust evaluations
against actual user satisfaction experiences towards all applicable devices, such that the
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trust value could be a good indicator or predictor for quality of service (with direct user
satisfaction experiences considered as ground truth). After user 𝑢𝑥 obtains new user satisfaction experiences over Δ𝑡, it can compute the average user satisfaction experience
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(𝑛𝑒𝑤)
value 𝑓𝑥,𝑖
and update 𝜇 by minimizing MSE in Equation (4.9). The optimization problem in Equation (4.9) can be solved by plugging 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇) in Equation (4.8) into Equation
(4.9) and minimizing MSE(𝜇) as follows:
2
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(𝑛𝑒𝑤)
𝑑
𝑟
MSE(𝜇) = ∑ (𝜇 ∙ 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
+ (1 − 𝜇) ∙ 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
− 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 )

(4.10)

𝑖

The minimum value of MSE(𝜇) is obtained at the point where the derivative is zero,
i.e., MSE ′ (𝜇̃) = 0. Thus, 𝜇̃ is obtained as follows,
𝜇̃ =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(𝑛𝑒𝑤)
𝑑
𝑟
𝑟
∑𝑖 (𝑓𝑥,𝑖
− 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) (𝑡𝑥,𝑖
− 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
)
𝑑
𝑟
∑𝑖(𝑡𝑥,𝑖
− 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
)

2

(4.11)

The optimal value of 𝜇 (i.e., 𝜇̂ ) should be in the range of [0, 1] because it is a weight parameter. Therefore,
0
𝜇̂ = {𝜇̃
1

𝜇̃ < 0
0 ≤ 𝜇̃ ≤ 1
𝜇̃ > 1

(4.12)

Each user computes its own optimal value of 𝜇 (i.e., 𝜇̂ ) and updates it dynamically in
every trust update time interval Δ𝑡, based on Equations (4.11) and (4.12), using the
historical data collected in its storage, so there is essentially no extra overhead. This
adaptive design is applicable to other trust parameters (i.e., 𝜑 and (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 )) as well.
However, introducing these trust parameters in Equation (4.9) leads to a more complex
optimization problem and may not be feasible for IoT devices with limited resources. In
our dissertation research, we focus on adaptive control of 𝜇 and leave adaptive control
of other trust parameters as future work.
Our dynamic weight adjustment scheme is driven by minimizing the difference
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(𝑛𝑒𝑤)
between 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇) (obtained from Equation (4.8)) and 𝑓𝑥,𝑖
(obtained in the last trust
update interval Δ𝑡). If 𝑑𝑖 is a malicious node and it retains high reputation either
because it performs opportunistic service attacks to gain high reputation, or because
other nodes provide ballot-stuffing attacks to boost its reputation, then our trust system
will be temporarily deceived of its true status because the difference between these two
quantities will be small. However, the moment 𝑑𝑖 performs self-promoting attacks and
provides bad service to user 𝑢𝑥 , this bad user experience will be immediately observed
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by user 𝑢𝑥 and, as a result, the difference between these two quantities will be large
enough to drive the change of 𝜇 to minimize MSE(𝜇) in Equation (4.10). It is noteworthy
that 𝜇 is dynamically adjusted based on minimizing the sum of the differences of all
devices observed by user 𝑢𝑥 over Δ𝑡, so adjusting 𝜇 to minimize MSE(𝜇) moves toward
the right direction of minimizing the difference between “the subjective trust” vs. “what
service quality is actually provided” for all devices with which user 𝑢𝑥 has interaction
experiences over Δ𝑡.

4.1.4 Storage Management for Small IoT Devices
Considering a large-scale IoT system in which each node has limited storage space
to keep direct user satisfaction experiences and trust values of a small set of nodes with
which it shares interests. A node has to decide which trust values to keep. In general,
nodes are more interested in others with higher trust values. However, simply saving
the trust values towards the most trustworthy nodes cannot make the trust evaluation
process converge and is not adaptive to dynamic environments since there is little
chance to accumulate trust towards newly joining nodes. Our storage management
strategy considers nodes with the highest trust values and recent interacting nodes as
these nodes are most likely to share common interests.
node j

trust value j

node j

trust value j

insert

update

node a
node b

trust value a
trust value b

node a
node b

trust value a
trust value b

……

……

……

……

empty

empty

node j
……

trust value j
……

(a) Storage space is not full.

(b) Node j’s trust value exists.

node j

trust value j

pop

insert
node a
……
node h
node k
……
node z

trust value a
……
trust value h
trust value k
……
trust value z

(c) Otherwise (pop k and insert j).

Figure 4.1: Storage Management for Small IoT Devices.
Figure 4.1 illustrates how our approach works conceptualizing the storage size of
each node as n (meaning that there is space to save trust values of up to n nodes). When
a slot is needed, for a node’s trust value to be kept it must be in the top Ω of the n trust
values, or this node is one of the most recent interacting nodes. We consider Ω = 50% in
our work and the selection of optimal Ω value in dynamic IoT systems can be solved
using the same adaptive control in Section 4.1.3.
When node i obtains the trust value towards node j, if the storage space is not full or
node i does have the trust information of node j in its storage space, then node i will
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simply save the trust value towards node j. If the storage space is full and node i does
not have the trust information of node j in its storage space, node i will put the trust
value towards node j and pop out the trust value towards the earliest interacting node
among those with trust values below the median (Ω = 50%). By using a max-minmedian heap, find medium, maximum or minimum operations can be performed in
O(1) constant time, while all others operations (find, insert and delete) can be
performed in O(log n) logarithmic time.

4.2 Trust Protocol Performance
In this section, we report simulation results obtained as a result of executing our
proposed autonomous trust management protocol by IoT devices. We choose ns-3
[108][109] as the simulator as it emerges as the de facto standard open simulation
platform for networking research; it is a discrete-event network simulator, targeted
primarily for research and educational use.
The focus in this section is to demonstrate our protocol’s desirable convergence and
accuracy properties, as well as its resiliency property against malicious attacks. In
Section 4.3, we will apply it to service composition and compare its performance against
the baseline trust management schemes.
Our simulation results have three parts. First, we demonstrate trust convergence,
accuracy and resiliency properties of our adaptive IoT trust protocol design against
malicious attacks. We then demonstrate the effectiveness of our storage management
protocol design for IoT devices with limited storage space. Lastly, we perform a
comparative analysis of our adaptive IoT trust protocol against four baseline schemes:
ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] for which
we have discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

4.2.1 Environment Setup
Table 4.1: Parameter List and Default Values Used.
parameter

value

parameter

value

NT

400

m×m

16×16

T

200hrs

N

40

PM

30%

𝜑

0.001

𝛺

50%

σc

0.01

𝜆

1/day

Δ𝑡

2hrs
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parameter

value

Table 4.1 lists the default parameter values. We consider an IoT environment with
NT = 400 heterogeneous smart objects/devices. These IoT devices are randomly assigned
to N = 40 users. Users are connected in a social network represented by a friendship
matrix [72]. We consider these users moving according to the SWIM mobility model
[71] modeling human social behaviors in an m×m=16×16 operational region for the
purpose of assessing the social contact similarity metric between any pair of users.
Direct trust of node i toward node j is assessed upon completion of a service request
from node i to node j. Each node requests services from a selected device with a time
interval following an exponential distribution with parameter 𝜆, with 1/day being the
default unless otherwise specified. The trust update interval Δ𝑡 is 2 hours at which time
if there is no direct trust update due to service request and completion, direct trust will
be decayed according to Equation (4.1). Indirect trust is always updated in every Δ𝑡
interval according to Equation (4.7). The system runs continuously although we often
can observe trust convergence in less than 200 hours, given that bad nodes follow the
attack behaviors specified in Section 3.3.
The user satisfaction levels of service invocations are generated based on a real
dataset [107] and are used as “ground truth” based on which the accuracy of our trust
protocol is assessed. As the direct trust of user 𝑢𝑥 toward device/service provider 𝑑𝑖
𝑑
(i.e., 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) is calculated by Equation (4.1) with “ground truth” user satisfaction
𝑑
experiences as input, 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
essentially is equal to ground truth. However, we account for
the presence of noise in the IoT environment (i.e., error of assessing user satisfaction
level received) by considering a standard deviation parameter σc (set to 1% as default)
to reflect the deviation of the actual user satisfaction level as recorded in the database
𝑑
from the direct trust evaluation outcome in terms of 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
.
Initially, 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 is set to 0.5 (ignorance) by user 𝑢𝑥 for all i’s. Then, trust is updated
dynamically as nodes encounter each other, as services are requested and rendered, and
as trust feedback are acquired. We consider 𝑤𝑓 = 𝑤𝑙 = 𝑤𝑐 = 1/3 (in Equation (4.6)) as
we assess the convergence and accuracy properties of our trust protocol in this section.
Later in Section 4.3 we will identify the best weight assignment (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ) for social
similarity computation for the service composition application.
We test the resiliency of our trust protocol against malicious node behavior (i.e.,
performing self-promotion, bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks) by randomly
selecting a percentage PM out of all as dishonest malicious nodes with PM=30% as the
default. A normal or good node follows the execution of our trust management protocol
faithfully, while a malicious node provides false trust feedback by means of ballotstuffing, bad-mouthing, and self-promoting attacks to gain advantage.
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4.2.2 Trust Convergence, Accuracy and Resiliency against Malicious
Attacks
In this section, we examine the trust convergence, accuracy and resiliency properties
of our adaptive IoT trust protocol design. We first compare static control (i.e., 𝜇 is fixed
at a constant) vs. adaptive control (i.e., 𝜇 is changed dynamically based on Equation
(4.12).
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Figure 4.2: Trust Value of a Good Node with PM = 30%.
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Figure 4.3: Trust Value of a Good Node under Adaptive Control with PM ranging
from 20% to 50%.
Figure 4.2 shows trust evaluation results for a trustor node toward a “good” trustee
node randomly picked. We see that trust convergence behavior is observed for either
fixed or adaptive control. There is a tradeoff between convergence time vs. trust bias.
With static control, when a higher 𝜇 value is used, the trust convergence time is longer,
but the trust bias is smaller, i.e., the trust value is closer to ground truth after
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convergence. With adaptive control, on the other hand, the trustor node is able to adjust
𝜇 dynamically to minimize both the convergence time and the trust bias after
convergence. Here we note that the trust value of a “good” trustee is not 1 because we
use the user satisfaction levels of service invocations based on a real dataset [107] with a
standard deviation parameter σc (set to 1% as default) reflecting the deviation of the
actual user satisfaction level recorded in the database from the direct trust evaluation
outcome.
An interesting observation in Figure 4.2 is that if 𝜇 is too small (e.g., 0.2) the trust
value is over-estimated upon convergence, which is not a desirable outcome as trust
overshoot is considered a bad property detrimental to the stability of a trust system [43].
Our adaptive protocol dynamically adjusts 𝜇 for fast convergence without incurring
trust overshoot.
Figure 4.2 is for the case in which the percentage of malicious nodes PM = 30%. We
conduct experiments to test the residency of our trust protocol against increasing
malicious node population. Figure 4.3 shows that as the population of malicious nodes
increases, both the convergence time and trust bias increase. However, the system is
found to be resilient to malicious attacks for PM as high as 40%, with proper
convergence and accuracy behaviors exhibited. In general we observe that the trust bias
is minimum, e.g., < 5% when PM ≤ 40% and the trust bias becomes more significant, e.g.,
> 10% when PM ≥ 50%. This demonstrates the resiliency property of our trust protocol
against malicious attacks.
Correspondingly, Figure 4.4 shows how our trust-based adaptive control protocol
adjusts 𝜇 in Equation (4.12) in response to increasing malicious node population.
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Figure 4.4: Adjustment of μ against Increasing Malicious Node Population.
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Figure 4.5: Trust Value of a Bad Node under Adaptive Control with PM ranging from
20% to 50%.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of Decay Parameter on Trust Convergence.
We observe that as the malicious node population increases, the system will have to
rely more on direct trust by increasing 𝜇 and conversely rely less on indirect trust by
decreasing 1 − 𝜇 so as to mitigate the effect of bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks
by malicious nodes. Figure 4.4 shows that when PM = 20%, the optimal converged 𝜇
value is 0.78, while when PM = 50%, the optimal converged 𝜇 value is 0.90. This follows
the design principle of “go up slowly, reduce quickly,” that is, when a node acts
maliciously, its trust value should reduce quickly, and when a node acts cooperatively,
its trust should just go up slowly. When a node is being observed maliciously, its trust
value will be reduced quickly because in this case a high 𝜇 value will be used by our
trust protocol and a high 𝜇 value means that the trust value of the malicious node will
be very close to direct trust which is low as the node is being observed maliciously.
Conversely, when a node is being observed cooperatively, its trust value will just go up
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slowly because in this case a low 𝜇 value will be used by our adaptive protocol and a
low 𝜇 value means that both direct trust and indirect trust will contribute to the overall
trust based on Equation (4.8). Although in this case, the direct trust observed is high as
the node is being observed cooperatively, it will only increase the overall trust value
slowly by a weight of 𝜇, with the indirect trust contributing to the overall trust by a
weight of 1 − 𝜇. The system cannot rely on direct trust 100% because malicious nodes
can perform opportunistic service attacks and there is an error of assessing direct trust
due to noise in the environment. Figure 4.4 demonstrates that our adaptive control
mechanism is effective in terms of convergence of 𝜇 to its optimal value under which
trust bias is minimized.
Figure 4.5 shows trust evaluation results for a trustor node toward a “bad” trustee
node. Among all attacks, the bad node performs opportunistic service attacks with the
high trust threshold being 0.7 and the low trust threshold being 0.5. Specifically, the bad
node provides good service to gain high reputation opportunistically when it senses its
reputation drops below 0.5. Once it reputation rises to 0.7, it provides bad service again.
We see from Figure 4.5 that our adaptive trust protocol is able to accurately track the
trust fluctuation of the bad node performing opportunistic service attacks. We observe
that the rate of trust fluctuation is higher when PM is higher because more malicious
nodes can collude to quickly bring the trust level of the bad node to 0.7.
The effect of the decay parameter 𝜑 is analyzed in Figure 4.6. A smaller 𝜑 means a
slower trust decay rate with 𝜑=0 meaning no trust decay. We choose 𝜑=0.001 to achieve
the desirable convergence behavior. We see that as 𝜑 increases, it takes longer to
achieve trust convergence. This is because a good node remains good for its lifetime so
a larger trust decay rate requires a good node to become more socially and service
active over time in order to regain its trust status. In this case, we see that 𝜑=0 produces
the fastest convergence rate. This is not necessarily true for cases in which a good node
may be compromised dynamically for which 𝜑>0 may become the best setting. The
determination of the optimal 𝜑 to trade convergence with accuracy as dictated by
environment conditions is a future research area.

4.2.3 Trust Evaluation with Limited Storage Space
The results presented in Section 4.2.1 are based on the assumption that each node
has sufficient storage to save trust values of all nodes. In this section, we consider a
more realistic scenario in which many small IoT devices only have a limited storage
space. A trustor node in this case would run the trust storage management strategy
described in Section 4.1.4 to store trust values considered important to the node.
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Figure 4.7 compares the trust value obtained by a trustor node toward a good
trustee node randomly picked, when PM = 30% and each node has 10%, 50% or 100%
space to accommodate all trust values. We first note that the curve labeled with
“adaptive trust-based 100% storage” in Figure 4.7 is the same as the curve labeled with
“adaptive trust-based” in Figure 4.2. We observe that the convergence time and trust
bias after convergence are comparable for the 10% and 50% storage cases and they don’t
deviate much from those for the 100% storage case. This demonstrates the effectiveness
of our management strategy for limited storage. We attribute this to its ability to
function like a filter, thus excluding highly deviated trust feedback coming from
untrustworthy nodes to shield the system from false recommendation attacks.
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Figure 4.7: Adaptive Control with Limited Storage.
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Figure 4.8: Hit Ratio with Limited Storage.
Lastly, we examine the effect of our management strategy for limited storage on hit
ratio. We define the “top-m hit ratio” as the percentage of the top-m most trustworthy
nodes having their trust values stored in the limited n slots. Figure 4.8 shows the top-20
hit ratio as a function of time for a randomly selected node. We can see that initially the
hit ratio is zero because there is no trust information stored for any node. As the trust
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value converges, the hit ratio quickly increases and approaches its peak. We see that the
maximum achievable hit ratios are 90%, 85%, 75% and 50% under 100%, 50%, 10% and
5% storage spaces, respectively. Even with as little storage space as 10%, the hit ratio
only deteriorates from 90% to 75%. This again demonstrates the effectiveness and high
space utilization of our management strategy for limited storage.

4.2.4 Comparative Analysis
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Figure 4.9: Performance Comparison of Trust Convergence, Accuracy and Resiliency
when PM =30%.
Figure 4.9 shows head-to-head performance comparison data of our adaptive IoT
trust protocol against ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and
SubjectiveTrust [86], for the trust evaluation of a good node randomly selected. The
environment conditions are setup the same way as in Figure 4.2 with PM=30%. We see
that while all protocols converge at about the same rate, our protocol achieves accuracy
but ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] suffer
inaccuracy.
Figure 4.10 shows the corresponding 3-dimensional view with PM varying in the
range of 20% to 40%. We see that the trust bias gap (difference to ground truth) for
ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] widens as
PM increases, while it remains minimum for our adaptive IoT trust protocol against
increasing malicious node population. This demonstrates the resiliency property of our
trust protocol against malicious attacks. We attribute the superiority of our adaptive IoT
trust protocol over these 4 baseline schemes to our protocol’s adaptability. That is, our
protocol is able to adjust the best trust parameter (𝜇) dynamically to achieve trust
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accuracy despite the presence of a high percentage of malicious nodes performing
opportunistic service attacks to boost their own reputation scores opportunistically and
colluding (via bad-mouthing attacks) to ruin the reputation of this good node.

Figure 4.10: Performance Comparison of Trust Convergence, Accuracy and Resiliency
in 3-D View with PM ranging from 20% to 40%.

4.3 Applicability to Real World IoT Systems
In this section, we apply our trust management protocol to three trust-based IoT
service composition applications. We compare the performance of trust-based service
composition with two baseline approaches:
1. Ideal service composition which returns the maximum achievable utility score derived
from ground truth or global knowledge.
2. Random service composition which randomly selects service providers for service
composition without regard to trust.
We also compare the performance of our protocol with the 4 baseline distributed
IoT/P2P trust protocols, ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and
SubjectiveTrust [86].

4.3.1 Smart City Air Pollution Detection
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We consider a smart city IoT application running on Alice’s smartphone for air
pollution detection [16]. Alice tries to avoid stepping into high air pollution areas (in
terms of the levels of carbon dioxide, PM10, etc.) for health reasons. Alice’s smartphone
is a member of the air pollution awareness social network. She decides to invoke her
smartphone to connect to sensor devices in an area she is about to step (or drive) into.
Alice knows that many IoT devices will respond, so she needs to make a decision on
which sensing results to take. She instructs her smartphone to accept results only from
n=5 most “trustworthy” sensors and she will follow a trust-weighted majority voting
result. That is, each yes or no recommendation is counted as 1 weighted by Alice’s trust
toward the recommender. If the total trust-weighted “yes” score is higher than the total
trust-weighted “no” score, Alice will step into the area; otherwise, she will make a
detour to avoid the area.
This smart city air pollution detection application is essentially a simple trust-based
service composition IoT application in which Alice will simply select n=5 IoT devices for
which she trusts the most. Therefore, the trustworthiness score of this service
composition application which it aims to maximize is simply the average of the 5
individual trustworthiness scores Alice has toward the 5 IoT devices, as given in
Equation (4.8).
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Figure 4.11: Utility Score of the Smart City Air Pollution Detection Application.
Figure 4.11 shows the ns-3 simulation results with PM=30%. We observe that trustbased service composition with our adaptive IoT trust protocol significantly
outperforms random service composition and upon convergence approaches the
performance of ideal service composition based on ground truth. Further, our adaptive
IoT trust protocol outperforms ServiceTrust[94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and
SubjectiveTrust [86] as the underlying trust protocol for trust-based service
composition.
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Figure 4.12: Mean Square Error of Utility Difference vs. (wf,wl,wc). Minimum MSE at
(wf,wl,wc) = (0.3, 0.3, 0.4) for the Air Pollution Detection Application.
Figure 4.12 shows the simulation results of the MSE of the difference between the
utility obtainable under trust-based service composition and the ideally achievable
utility for the service composition application vs. (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ). Note that 𝑤𝑐 =1 − 𝑤𝑓 − 𝑤𝑙
and is not shown in the 3-D diagram. One can see clearly from Figure 4.12 that there
exists an optimal weight assignment (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 )= (0.3, 0.3, 0.4) under which MSE is
minimized, i.e., the utility obtainable via trust-based service composition is closest to
the ideally achievable utility with perfect global knowledge of node status. The
methodology developed in this document will allow each service requester to
dynamically decide and apply the optimal weight combination (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ) that will lead
to the most credible trust feedback to minimize trust bias and as a result maximize the
utility or the user satisfaction level of the application.

4.3.2 Augmented Map Travel Assistance
Bob has never traveled to Washington DC so he is excited but also nervous about the
quality of service he will receive during his visit. He is aware of the fact that DC is a
smart city so he registers his smartphone to the travelers-in-Washington-DC social
network. He also downloads an augmented map social IoT application [6] to run on his
smartphone, allowing his Near Field Communications (NFC) equipped smartphone to
browse a tag-augmented DC map wherever he goes sightseeing. This tag-augmented
map automatically connects Bob’s smartphone to IoT devices available upon encounter,
which provide information, food, entertainment (e.g., ticket purchasing), and
transportation services [6]. Bob instructs his smartphone to make selection decisions
dynamically, so it can leverage new information derived from direct experiences and
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recommendations received from IoT devices it encounters. In response to a service
request issued by Bob, his smartphone must:


gather sensing data or information collected from the physical environment based
on either self-observations or recommendations;



formulate a service plan based on the results gathered; and



invoke necessary services to meet Bob’s service demand and requirements.

To this end, the augmented map travel assistance application running on his
smartphone composes a service workflow plan as shown in Figure 4.13 in response his
service request “Fill me with the best grilled hamburger within 20 minutes under a $30
budget.” With the service plan formulated, Bob’s smartphone selects the best service
providers out of a myriad of service providers to execute the service plan. The objective
of this trust-based service composition application running on Bob’s smartphone is to
select the most trustworthy IoT nodes for providing services specified in the flow
structure subject to the time and budget constraints (20 minutes and 30 dollars) such
that the overall trustworthiness score representing the goodness of the service
composition is maximized.

and

S1: search service A

S2: search service B

or

S3: taxi

S4: bus

S5: metro

S6: hamburger shop
Figure 4.13: A Service Flow Structure for the Augmented Map Travel Assistance
Application.
In Figure 4.13, there are 6 atomic services connected by three types of workflow
structures: sequential, parallel (AND), and selection (OR). Each service would have
multiple service provider candidates. In this case, the overall trustworthiness score of
this service composition application can be calculated recursively in the same way the
reliability of a series-parallel connected system is calculated. Specifically, the
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trustworthiness score of a composite service (whose trustworthiness score is𝑇𝑠 ) that
consists of two subservices (whose trustworthiness scores are 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 ) depends on the
structure connecting the two subservices as follows:
a) Sequential structure: 𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇1 × 𝑇2;
b) Selection structure (OR): 𝑇𝑠 = max(𝑇1 , 𝑇2 );
c) Parallel structure (AND): 𝑇𝑠 = 1 − (1 − 𝑇1 ) × (1 − 𝑇2 ).
For the flow structure in Figure 4.13, the outmost structure is a sequential structure
connecting (S1 S2), (S3, S4 S5), and S6 out of which (S2 S2) is a parallel structure and (S3, S4
S5) is a selection structure.
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Figure 4.14: Utility of the Augmented Map Travel Assistance Application.
Figure 4.14 shows the ns-3 simulation results with PM=30%. We observe that for the
augmented map travel assistance application, trust-based service composition with our
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adaptive IoT trust protocol again significantly outperforms random service composition
and upon convergence approaches the performance of ideal service composition based
on ground truth. Further, our adaptive IoT trust protocol outperforms ServiceTrust [94],
EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] in terms of trust convergence
rate and trust accuracy.

Figure 4.15: Mean Square Error of Utility Difference vs. (wf,wl,wc). Minimum MSE at
(wf,wl,wc) = (0.3, 0.5, 0.2) for the Augmented Map Travel Assistance Application.
Figure 4.15 shows the simulation results of the MSE of the difference between the
utility obtainable under trust-based service composition and the ideally achievable
utility for the service composition application vs. (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ). One can see clearly from
Figure 4.15 that there exists an optimal weight assignment (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 )= (0.3, 0.5, 0.2)
under which MSE is minimized. Here we note that the optimal weight assignment is
application dependent.

4.3.3 Travel Planning
Ed has never visited New York City. He wants to plan his travel early on from
Seattle, Washington, including airline reservation from Seattle to New York, ground
transportation after reaching New York, hotel reservation at New York, entertainments
and attractions while in New York, hotel shuttle to the airport, etc. Ed instructs his
smart phone to first construct a workflow structure for the travel and then select from a
myriad of IoT SPs to populate the workflow structure. Figure 4.16 shows the workflow
structure constructed by his smartphone. There are 9 atomic services connected by three
types of workflow structures in this example, namely, sequential, parallel (AND), and
selection (OR). Each service would have multiple SP candidates.
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We use the “true” user satisfaction levels received from the SPs selected for the
service composition application to derive the overall user satisfaction level, called the
utility score, to evaluate the performance of service composition. The utility score of a
candidate service composition is calculated recursively. Specifically, the utility score of
a composite service (whose utility score is 𝑢𝑠𝑠 ) comprising two subservices (whose
utility scores are 𝑢𝑠1 and 𝑢𝑠2 ) depends on the structure connecting the two subservices
as follows:


Sequential Structure: 𝑢𝑠𝑠 = 𝑢𝑠1 × 𝑢𝑠2 ;



Selection Structure: 𝑢𝑠𝑠 = max(𝑢𝑠1 , 𝑢𝑠2 );



Parallel Structure: 𝑢𝑠𝑠 = 1 − (1 − 𝑢𝑠1 ) × (1 − 𝑢𝑠2 ).

We also use the percentage of malicious nodes selected as SPs for providing the
travel service as an additional performance metric. For trust-based service composition, the
goal is to select service providers based on trust evaluation such that the composite
service utility score is the best.
airline

or

car
rental

public
transportation

taxi

hotel

and

attractions

restaurant

shuttle

airline

Figure 4.16: A Service Composition Example (Travel Planning).
We differentiate two types of service composition applications: without constraints
and with constraints, i.e., a budget limit for travel planning. In both scenarios, we
compare the performance of trust-based service composition running on top of our
adaptive IoT trust protocol against that running on top of ServiceTrust, EigenTrust, and
PeerTrust.
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4.3.3.1 Service Composition without Constraints
In trust-based service composition without constraints, the SR selects the SP with the
highest trust value for each required service.
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Figure 4.17: Utility of Service Composition without Constraints.
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Figure 4.18: Probability of a bad SP being selected for Service Composition without
Constraints.
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Figure 4.17 shows the ns-3 simulation results with PM=30%. We observe that trustbased service composition with our adaptive IoT trust protocol significantly
outperforms random service composition and upon convergence approaches the
performance of ideal service composition based on ground truth. Further, our adaptive
IoT trust protocol outperforms ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and
SubjectiveTrust [86] as the underlying trust protocol for trust-based service composition.
In addition, we also observe that the performance gap widens as PM increases.
Figure 4.18 shows the percentage of bad nodes selected for service composition
without service constraints. Our adaptive IoT trust protocol again outperforms
ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86].
We attribute the superiority of Adaptive IoT Trust over ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust
[67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] to our protocol’s adaptability to adjust the
best trust parameter ( 𝜇 ) dynamically to minimize trust bias, and, consequently,
maximize the performance of the service composition application.
4.3.3.2 Service Composition with Constraints
One example of service constraints is budget limit. Simply selecting the most
trustworthy SPs may lead to infeasible solutions. Suppose that each SP announces its
price when publishing the service and the SR has a budget limit for service composition.
In trust-based service composition with constraints, the SR calculates the overall utility score
and the overall price for each candidate configuration, using the trust value it has
toward a SP to predict the utility score for that SP, and selects the configuration with the
highest utility score among those with the overall price below the budget limit.
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Figure 4.19: Utility of Service Composition with Constraints.
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Figure 4.20: Probability of a bad SP being selected for Service Composition with
Constraints.
Figure 4.19 shows the ns-3 simulation results with PM=30%. We first observe that the
utility scores are lower than those without budget constraints since good service
providers may post high price, thus preventing them from being included. We again
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observe that the trend is similar to Figure 4.17 in terms of performance ranking, with
trust-based service composition with our adaptive IoT trust protocol outperforming that
with ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], or SubjectiveTrust [86]. Figure
4.20 shows the percentage of bad nodes selected for service composition with budget
limit constraints. Our adaptive IoT trust protocol again outperforms ServiceTrust [94],
EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] by a significant margin nearly
cut in half in the percentage of bad nodes selected for service composition. We again
attribute the superiority of our protocol over ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67],
PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] to our protocol’s adaptability in response to a
high percentage of nodes performing malicious attacks.
4.3.3.3 Effects of Social Similarity on Trust Feedback
So far we have assumed 𝑤𝑓 = 𝑤𝑙 = 𝑤𝑐 = 1/3 (in Equation (4.6)) for computing social
similarity, considering there is an equal contribution from friendship, social contact,
and CoI. However, in some application environments (say remote travel agent service)
in which nodes that are friends or in the same CoI may be more credible than nodes that
are co-located in providing trust feedback, while in another environment (say local
restaurant service), it is the other way around. So there is an optimal weight assignment
(𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ) that can provide the most credible trust feedback. In this section, we examine
the effect of ( 𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ) on protocol performance with the service composition
application with constraints as our test case.

Figure 4.21: Mean Square Error of Utility Difference vs. (wf,wl,wc). Minimum MSE at
(wf,wl,wc) = (0.2, 0.6, 0.2)
Figure 4.21 shows the simulation results of the MSE of the difference between the
utility obtainable under trust-based service composition and the ideally achievable
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utility for the service composition application vs. (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ). Note that 𝑤𝑐 =1 − 𝑤𝑓 − 𝑤𝑙
and is not shown in the 3-D diagram. One can see clearly from Figure 4.21 that there
exists an optimal weight assignment (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 )= (0.9, 0.0, 0.1) under which MSE is
minimized, i.e., the utility obtainable via trust-based service composition is closest to
the ideally achievable utility with perfect global knowledge of node status. Here it is
worth noting that the social contact similarity metric is not a factor in this application
scenario for trust feedback because all services except one (restaurant in Figure 4.16) do
not require social contact similarity. However, this is not universally true should
another service composition flowchart be given as input.

4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we designed and analyzed an adaptive and scalable trust
management protocol for SOA-based IoT systems. We developed a distributed
collaborating filtering technique to select trust feedback from owners of IoT nodes
sharing similar social interests. We considered three social relationships, i.e., friendship,
social contact, and community of interest, for measuring social similarity and filtering
trust feedback based on social similarity. Further, we developed an adaptive filtering
technique by which each node adaptively adjusts its best weight parameters for
combining direct trust and indirect trust into the overall trust to minimize convergence
time and trust bias of trust evaluation. We demonstrated via simulation the superiority
of our adaptive IoT trust protocol over ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67], PeerTrust
[102], and SubjectiveTrust [86] in trust convergence, accuracy and resiliency against
malicious nodes performing self-promoting, bad-mouthing, ballot-stuffing, and
opportunistic service attacks.
For scalability we proposed a storage management strategy for small IoT devices to
effectively utilize limited storage space. By using the proposed method, our trust
protocol with limited storage space is able to achieve a similar performance level as that
with unlimited storage space. To demonstrate the applicability, we applied our trust
management protocol to a service composition application, with or without service
constraints in SOA-based IoT systems. Our simulation results demonstrated that with
our adaptive trust protocol design, the application running on top of the trust protocol
is able to approach the ideal performance upon convergence and can significantly
outperform the counterpart non-trust-based random selection service composition, as
well as service composition running on top of ServiceTrust [94], EigenTrust [67],
PeerTrust [102], and SubjectiveTrust [86]. We also demonstrated that our technique is
effective in deciding and applying the best weight combination ( 𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ) for
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combining social similarities that will lead to the most credible trust feedback to
minimize trust bias and maximize the utility of the application.
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Chapter 5

Centralized IoT Trust Management

A future Internet of Things (IoT) system will consist of a huge number of
autonomous IoT devices capable of providing services upon request. It is of utmost
importance for an IoT device to know if another IoT service is trustworthy when
requesting it to provide a service. We propose a centralized scalable trust management
protocol for supporting trust as a service (TaaS) in a large-scale IoT system. TaaS is
made possible by a group of cloud servers whose size scales linearly with the number of
IoT devices. In our trust protocol design, each user will map to a home cloud server
using its unique id based on Distributed Hash Table techniques to achieve load
balancing among all cloud servers. TaaS is realized by following a simple report-andquery paradigm. Specifically, a user upon a service completion will report to its home
cloud server of the user satisfaction result. To know if another IoT device is trustworthy
in providing a service, a user will send a query to its home cloud server even if the user
has not had any service experience with the IoT device. The server will return a trust
value formed by considering self-observations from the user as well as
recommendations from other users with similar social interest. We conduct a cost
analysis of our scalable trust management protocol to demonstrate its scalability to a
large number of IoT nodes. We demonstrate our trust protocol’s convergence, accuracy,
and resiliency properties against self-promotion, discriminatory, bad-mouthing, and
ballot-stuffing attacks. We prove that our protocol can achieve scalability without
compromising subjective trust evaluation accuracy, when compared with contemporary
IoT trust management protocols, including Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust
[86]. We also demonstrated its applicability by applying IoT-TaaS to two real-world IoT
applications. Our results support its superiority over contemporary, non-scalable
distributed subjective trust management protocols in selecting trustworthy nodes and
resulting in the highest trustworthiness score of the application.

5.1 System Model
5.1.1 IoT TaaS Model
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Figure 5.1: IoT TaaS Model.

5.1.2 Report-and-Query Model
TaaS is supported by a simple report-and-query model. The home cloud server of
𝑢𝑥 is responsible for storing service experiences of 𝑢𝑥 . Every time device 𝑢𝑥 requests and
subsequently receives a service from device 𝑑𝑖, 𝑢𝑥 reports its user satisfaction experience
toward 𝑑𝑖, to its home cloud server. For example in Figure 5.1 when 𝑢2 receives a service
from 𝑑2 , it will report whether it is satisfied with the service of 𝑑2 to its home cloud
server 𝐶𝑆2. Every time 𝑢𝑥 wants to know the service trustworthiness status of 𝑑𝑗 , it can
simply query its home cloud server. The home cloud server after consulting with other
cloud servers will return the trust value requested. Afterward the user can make an
application level decision, e.g., whether to select the device for providing a requested
service. For example, in Figure 5.1, 𝑢3 can simply send a query to its home cloud server
𝐶𝑆3 to query the subjective trust value of 𝑑1 . After retrieving service experience reports
of 𝑢3 toward 𝑑1 stored in its local store, and communicating with other cloud servers for
retrieving feedback reports of other users toward 𝑑1 stored in other cloud servers, 𝐶𝑆3
can compute the subjective trust of 𝑢3 toward 𝑑1 (to be described later in Section 5.2
below), and return 𝑑1 ’s subjective trust value as a reply to 𝑢3 .
To facilitate subjective trust computation based on social similarity, user 𝑢𝑥 after
encountering user 𝑢𝑦 also reports to its home cloud server social similarity between 𝑢𝑥
and 𝑢𝑦 in friendship, social contact, and community of interest. Hence, the home cloud
server of 𝑢𝑥 will store the social similarity information between 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 . This social
similarity information stored subsequently allows 𝑢𝑥 to discount or even filter out
feedbacks from users (who serve as recommenders) it does not bear much social
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similarity with. For example, in Figure 5.1 after 𝑢2 encounters 𝑢3 , 𝑢2 reports its social
similarity with 𝑢3 to 𝑢2 ’s home cloud server 𝐶𝑆2. Similarly 𝑢3 reports its social similarity
with 𝑢2 to 𝑢3 ’s home cloud server 𝐶𝑆3 . Here we note that for scalability, each IoT device
does not keep a copy of any of these reports in its limited memory.

5.2 IoT-TaaS Protocol Description
In this section we describe IoT-TaaS protocol design. One can view it as the
centralized version of Adaptive IoT Trust [27] developed in Chapter 4 as it preserves
the notion of one-to-one “subjective” trust evaluation.

5.2.1 Reporting
Whenever a service is rendered, a user (using its primary IoT device) reports
whether it is satisfied with the service provided by an IoT device to the user’s home
cloud server via a service rating report. Let the current user satisfaction experience of
user 𝑢𝑥 toward device 𝑑𝑖 be represented by a value, 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 which can be a real number in
the range of 0 to 1 indicating the user satisfaction level, or simply a binary value, with 1
indicating satisfied and 0 not satisfied. Here 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 is the first piece of information sent
from 𝑢𝑥 to its home cloud server. For example in Figure 5.1, 𝑢3 will send 𝑓3,1 to 𝐶𝑆3 , the
home cloud server of 𝑢3 , whenever a service is rendered by 𝑑1 . A timestamp is also sent
in the report to indicate the time at which this service rating happens. This allows cloud
servers to know the event occurrence times of reports for regression analysis if
necessary.
u2

User u2's profile

d2
User u1's profile

u1

...

friend list

Loc1 Loc7 ...
...
CoI3 CoI4

location list

u2

d1

u5

CoI list

Figure 5.2: Friend, Location, and CoI Lists for Social Similarity.
When user 𝑢𝑥 encounters user 𝑢𝑦 they exchange their (𝐹𝑥 , 𝑆𝑥 𝐶𝑥 ) profiles so as to
measure their mutual social similarity. We adopt cosine similarity to measure the
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distance of two social relationship lists (see Figure 5.2), with 1 representing complete
similarity and 0 representing no similarity. Computational efficiency is the main reason
why we choose cosine similarity to measure the similarity of two vectors in highdimensional positive spaces because of limited computational capacity of IoT devices.
To preserve privacy, one can use a one-way hash function (with session key) to encrypt
friend/location/CoI lists so the comparison is performed on encrypted data to prevent
the identities of uncommon friends/devices from being revealed. Specifically, the
following three similarity metrics are measured as follows:


Friendship Similarity ( 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 ): The friendship similarity is a powerful social
relationship (intimacy) for screening recommendations. After two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦
exchange their friend lists, 𝐹𝑥 and 𝐹𝑦 , they could compute two binary vectors, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑥
and ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑦 , each with size |𝐹𝑥 ∪ 𝐹𝑦 | . An element in ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑥 (or ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑦 ) will be 1 if the
corresponding user is in 𝐹𝑥 (or 𝐹𝑦 ), otherwise 0. Let ‖𝐴‖ be the norm of vector 𝐴 and
|𝐵| be the cardinality of set 𝐵. Then, we could use the “cosine similarity” of ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑥 and
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑦 (giving the cosine of the angle between them) to compute 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =



⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑥 ∙ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐹𝑦
|𝐹𝑥 ∩ 𝐹𝑦 |
=
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑥 ‖‖𝑉𝐹
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑦 ‖
‖𝑉𝐹
√|𝐹𝑥 | ∙ |𝐹𝑦 |

Social Contact Similarity (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 ): The social contact similarity represents closeness
and is an indication if two nodes have the same physical contacts and thus the same
sentiment towards devices which provide the same service. The operational area
could be partitioned into sub-grids. User 𝑢𝑥 records the IDs of sub-grids it has
visited in its location list 𝑆𝑥 for social contact. After two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 exchange
their location lists, 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦 , they could compute 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑙 in the same way of
computing 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

|𝑆𝑥 ∩ 𝑆𝑦 |
√|𝑆𝑥 | ∙ |𝑆𝑦 |



(5.1)

(5.2)

Community of Interest Similarity (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 ): Two users in the same CoI share similar
social interests and most likely have common knowledge and standard toward a
service provided by the same device. Also very likely two users who have used
services provided by the same IoT device can form a CoI (or are in the same CoI).
After two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 exchange their device lists, 𝐶𝑥 and 𝐶𝑦 , they could compute
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 in the same way of computing 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
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|𝐶𝑥 ∩ 𝐶𝑦 |

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

(5.3)

√|𝐶𝑥 | ∙ |𝐶𝑦 |

The above three social similarity measures (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 ) are computed upon
encountering of user 𝑢𝑥 and user 𝑢𝑦, and are stored in the home cloud servers of user
𝑢𝑥 and user 𝑢𝑦 . For example, in Figure 5.1 after 𝑢2 encounters 𝑢3 they will each
compute the three social similarity measures (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 ) through Equations(5.1),
(5.2) and (5.3) and store the results in the home cloud servers 𝐶𝑆2 and 𝐶𝑆3, respectively.
When the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 receives 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ), 𝑖 ∈ {𝑓, 𝑠, 𝑐}, from user 𝑢𝑥
which just encounters user 𝑢𝑦 , it computes the social similarity between users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦
(who now serves as a rater or recommender) as a weighted combination of all social
similarity metrics, i.e., friendship, social contact, and community of interest, as follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )

(5.4)

𝑖∈{𝑓,𝑠,𝑐}

where 0 ≤ 𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑐 ≤ 1, with 𝑤𝑓 + 𝑤𝑠 + 𝑤𝑐 = 1, are social similarity weight parameters
to be dynamically adjusted by IoT-TaaS to maximize trust protocol performance. This is
to be analyzed in Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Querying and Replying
Whenever a user wants to know the trust value of an IoT device, it simply sends a
query to its home cloud server. For example, in Figure 5.1, 𝑢2 will send a query to its
home cloud server 𝐶𝑆2 to know the “subjective” trust value of user 𝑢2 toward 𝑑2 which
belongs to 𝑢3 .
Let the “subjective” trust value of user 𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑑𝑖 be denoted by 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 . The home
𝑑
cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 computes 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 by combining 𝑢𝑥′ 𝑠 direct trust toward 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) based on
𝑟
′
self-observation reports, and 𝑢𝑥 𝑠 indirect trust toward 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡𝑥,𝑖 ) based on other users’
ratings, as follows:
𝑑
𝑟
𝑡𝑥,𝑖 = 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ∙ 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
+ (1 − 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑡𝑥,𝑖

(5.5)

Here, 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 is a weight parameter (0 ≤ 𝜇 ≤ 1) to weigh the importance of direct trust
relative to indirect trust. The selection of 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 is critical to trust evaluation. We apply
adaptive filtering [27][62] to adjust 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 dynamically to effectively cope with malicious
attacks and to improve trust evaluation performance, which we will discuss in more
detail in Section 5.2.3.
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𝑑
To compute direct trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
, we adopt Bayesian framework [65] as the underlying
model. The reason we choose Bayesian because it is well-established and because of its
popularity in trust/reputation systems. In service computing, a service requester would
rate a service provider after a service is rendered based on nonfunctional characteristics.
The nonfunctional characteristics include user-observed service delay, service quality
received, prices, etc. Then, we can consider the service rating 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 as a Bernoulli trial with
the probability of success parameter 𝜃𝑥,𝑖 following a Beta distribution (a conjugate prior
for the Bernoulli distribution), i.e., Beta(𝛼𝑥,𝑖 , 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 ). Then, the posterior p(𝜃𝑥,𝑖 |𝑓𝑥,𝑖 ) has a
Beta distribution as well. The model parameters 𝛼𝑥,𝑖 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 are updated as follows:
(𝑜𝑙𝑑)

𝛼𝑥,𝑖 = 𝛼𝑥,𝑖
𝛽𝑥,𝑖 =

(𝑜𝑙𝑑)
𝛽𝑥,𝑖

+ 𝑓𝑥,𝑖
+ 1 − 𝑓𝑥,𝑖

(5.6)

In Equation (5.6), 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 contributes to positive service experience and 1 − 𝑓𝑥,𝑖
𝑑
contributes to negative service experience. The direct trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
of user 𝑢𝑥 toward device
𝑑𝑖 then can be computed as the expected value of 𝜃𝑥,𝑖 , i.e.,
𝑑
𝑡𝑥,𝑖
= 𝐸[𝜃𝑥,𝑖 ] =

𝛼𝑥,𝑖
𝛼𝑥,𝑖 + 𝛽𝑥,𝑖

(5.7)

Specifically, the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 updates 𝛼𝑥,𝑖 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑖 whenever it receives 𝑓𝑥,𝑖
(a service rating report) from user 𝑢𝑥 based on Equation (5.6) and then computes
𝑑
𝑡𝑥,𝑖
based on Equation (5.7).
𝑟
To compute indirect trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
, the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 first locates social
similarity records 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )′𝑠 in its local storage. The home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 then
selects top-R recommendations from R users with the highest similarity values with 𝑢𝑥
𝑟
and calculates the indirect trust (𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) towards device 𝑑𝑖 as follows:
𝑟
𝑡𝑥,𝑖
= ∑
𝑢𝑦 ∈𝑈

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )
· 𝑡𝑑
∑𝑢𝑧 ∈𝑈 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑧 ) 𝑦,𝑖

(5.8)

𝑑
Here, 𝑈 is a set of up to R users whose 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) values are the highest, and 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
is
the rating or recommendation provided by user 𝑢𝑦 toward device 𝑑𝑖 , which is stored in
the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑦 but obtainable after the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥
communicates with the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑦 .
𝑑
In Equation (5.8), the feedback from 𝑢𝑦 toward 𝑑𝑖 (i. e. , 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
) is weighted by the ratio
of the similarity score toward the rater to the sum of the similarity scores toward all
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𝑑
raters. Here we note that if 𝑢𝑦 is malicious, then it can provide 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
=0 against a good
𝑑
device for bad-mouthing attacks, and 𝑡𝑦,𝑖 =1 for a bad node for ballot-stuffing attacks.

5.2.3 Dynamic Control to Minimize Trust Bias
As in Adaptive IoT Trust [27], we dynamically control 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 (with 0 ≤ 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ≤ 1) in
𝑑
𝑟
Equation (5.5) to weigh the importance of direct trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
relative to indirect trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
so
as minimize trust bias in the centralized cloud environment. We first note that 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 is a
one-to-one parameter, i.e., it is from user 𝑢𝑥 to device 𝑑𝑖 . Further, the dynamic control
function is performed by 𝑢𝑥 ′𝑠 home cloud server during a query-and-reply process. We
apply adaptive filtering [27][62] to adjust 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 dynamically in order to effectively cope
with malicious attacks. The basic design principle is that a successful trust management
protocol should provide high trust toward devices who have more positive user
satisfaction experiences and, conversely, low trust toward those with more negative
user satisfaction experiences. Specifically, the current trust evaluation (i.e., 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) as a
function of 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) should be as close to the average user satisfaction experiences observed
by user 𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑑𝑖 over the last trust update window Δ𝑡 as possible. Therefore, we
formulate the selection of 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 as an optimization problem as follows:
Find: 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 , 0 ≤ 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ≤ 1
Minimize: MSE(𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) = ∑Δ𝑡(𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) − 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 )

2

(5.9)

Here, 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) is obtained from Equation (5.5), and 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 is a service rating reported by
user 𝑢𝑥 within the last trust update interval Δ𝑡. The objective can be achieved by
minimizing the mean square error (MSE) of trust evaluations against actual user
satisfaction experiences by user 𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑑𝑖 over the last trust update window Δ𝑡, such
that the trust value could be a good indicator or predictor for quality of service (with
direct user satisfaction experiences considered as ground truth). After plugging in the
expression of 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) from Equation (5.5) to Equation (5.9) and setting the derivative to
zero, we obtain the optimal value of 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 , denoted by 𝜇̃
𝑥,𝑖 , at which MSE(𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) is
minimized, as:
𝜇̃
𝑥,𝑖 =

𝑟
𝑑
𝑟
∑𝛥𝑡(𝑓𝑥,𝑖 − 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
)(𝑡𝑥,𝑖
− 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
)
𝑑
𝑟
∑𝛥𝑡(𝑡𝑥,𝑖
− 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
)

2

(5.10)

The true optimal value of 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 (i.e., 𝜇̂
𝑥,𝑖 ) should be in the range of [0, 1] because it is a
weight parameter. Therefore,
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0
𝜇̂
𝑥,𝑖
𝑥,𝑖 = {𝜇̃
1

𝜇̃
𝑥,𝑖 < 0
0 ≤ 𝜇̃
𝑥,𝑖 ≤ 1
𝜇̃
𝑥,𝑖 > 1

(5.11)

More specifically, 𝑢𝑥 ′𝑠 home cloud server computes the optimal value of 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 (i.e.,
𝜇̂
𝑥,𝑖 ) and dynamically updates it in every trust update time interval Δ𝑡 based on
Equations (5.10) and (5.11), using the historical rating and trust data stored in its
storage, so there is essentially no extra overhead.
Here we against note that our dynamic control design is driven by minimizing the
difference between the subjective trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 (𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) and the new user satisfaction
experiences 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 ′𝑠 obtained in the last trust update interval Δ𝑡. If 𝑑𝑖 is a malicious node
and it retains high trust either because it performs opportunistic service attacks to gain
high trust, or because other nodes provide ballot-stuffing attacks to boost its trust, then
our trust system will be temporarily deceived of its true status because the difference
between these two quantities will be small. However, as soon as 𝑑𝑖 performs selfpromoting attacks and provides bad service to user 𝑢𝑥 , this bad user experience will be
immediately observed by user 𝑢𝑥 and, as a result, the difference between these two
quantities will be large enough to drive the change of 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 to minimize MSE(𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) in
Equation (5.9).

5.3 IoT-TaaS Protocol Performance
In this section, we analyze performance characteristics of IoT-TaaS and compare IoTTaaS performance with two baseline IoT trust protocols, Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and
ObjectiveTrust [86]. See Chapter 2 Related Work for the detail of these two baseline
trust protocols chosen for our comparative analysis.

5.3.1 Environment Setup
Table 5.1: Parameter List for Performance Evaluation.
Parameter

Meaning

Default

𝑁𝑇

Number of IoT devices

2000

𝑁𝑢

Number of users

500

𝑁𝐶

Number of cloud servers

10

𝑃𝑀

% of malicious users

30%

𝑃𝐶

% of high centrality nodes

0%

𝜆

Service request rate per node

1/day

𝑐

Standard deviation of error

1%

𝑚𝑚

Regional area

1616

𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑆

SWIM slope

1.45
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𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑝𝑡

SWIM maximum pause time

4 hrs

𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑛𝑝𝑝

SWIM # popular places per node

[10, 25]

𝑛𝑓,𝑙𝑐

# friends per low-centrality node

[10, 50]

𝑛𝑓,ℎ𝑐
𝑁𝐶𝑜𝐼

# friends per high-centrality node
# communities of interest

𝑛𝐶𝑜𝐼

# communities of interest per node

[100, 500]
50
[10, 25]

𝑛𝑟

# of recommenders accepted

10

𝑤𝑓 : 𝑤𝑠 : 𝑤𝑐

Weight ratio of social relations

1/3:1/3:1/3

The experiment setup follows the model parameters as listed in Table 5.1 and is
explained as follows. We consider a large IoT 𝑚  𝑚 regional area with NT = 2000 IoT
devices, where each region (location) is also a square with the width and height equal to
wireless radio range so that nodes within a grid can communicate with the local region
in the grid. The boundary locations are wrapped around (i.e., a torus is assumed) to
avoid end effects. These IoT devices are randomly assigned to NU = 500 users, with each
user having 4 devices on average. The number of cloud servers in the data cloud center
is NC = 10 such that each cloud server can approximately handle NT/NC = 200 IoT
devices.
The % of malicious users (PM) is a model parameter whose effect will be analyzed via
a sensitivity analysis. Malicious users are chosen randomly from NU = 500 users. A
malicious user will perform self-promoting, bad-mouthing, ballot-stuffing,
discriminatory, and opportunistic service attacks as described in Chapter 3.3. In
𝑑
particular, a malicious user 𝑢𝑦 can provide a bad recommendation 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
=0 (see Equation
(5.8)) against a good device i for bad-mouthing attacks, and conversely a good
𝑑
recommendation 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
=1 for a malicious device i for ballot-stuffing attacks. Our protocol
handles ballot-stuffing and bad-mouthing attacks by recommendation filtering during
𝑟
the computation of the indirect trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
in Equation (5.8).
The % of high centrality users (PC) is also a model parameter whose effect will be
analyzed. Users are connected through social networks represented by a friendship
matrix and a CoI matrix where an entry xy is 1 meaning that user x and user y are
friends and members of a CoI, respectively. Each low centrality user has 𝑛𝑓,𝑙𝑐 = [10, 50]
friends, and each high centrality user has 𝑛𝑓,ℎ𝑐 = [100, 500] friends populated randomly.
There are 𝑁𝐶𝑜𝐼 = 50 CoIs and each user has 𝑛𝐶𝑜𝐼 = [10, 25] CoIs. We consider these users
moving according to the small world in motion (SWIM) mobility model [71] modeling
human social behaviors for the purpose of assessing the social contact similarity metric
between any pair of users. In SWIM [71], a node has a home location and 𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑛𝑝𝑝 = [10,
20] popular places populated randomly out of the 𝑚  𝑚 locations in the system. A
node makes a move to one of the population places based on a prescribed pattern. The
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probability of a location being selected is higher if it is closer to the node’s home
location or if it has a higher popularity (visited by more nodes). When reaching the
destination, the node pauses at the destination location for a period of time following a
bounded power law distribution. We set the slope of the SWIM mobility model (𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑆 )
to 1.45 (as in [71]) and the upper-bound pause time (𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑝𝑡 ) to 4 hours. The encounter
time interval for any two nodes is a bounded power-law distribution between [10
minutes, 2 days], which models the social contact behavior of any two nodes.
Direct trust of node i toward node j is assessed upon completion of a service request
from node i to node j. Each node requests services from a selected device with a time
interval following an exponential distribution with parameter 𝜆, with 1/day being the
default unless otherwise specified. The trust update interval Δ𝑡 is 2 hours. The system
runs continuously although trust convergence is achieved in less than 200 hours.
The user satisfaction levels of service experiences, i.e., 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 in the range of [0, 1] from
user 𝑢𝑥 about 𝑑𝑖 ’s service quality, are from a real web service dataset [107] and are used
as “ground truth” based on which the accuracy of our trust protocol is assessed. Since
𝑑
the direct trust of user 𝑢𝑥 toward service provider 𝑑𝑖 (i.e., 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) is calculated by Equation
𝑑
(5.5) with “ground truth” user service experiences as input, 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
essentially is equal to
ground truth. However, we account for the presence of noise in the IoT environment
(i.e., error of assessing user satisfaction level received) by considering a standard
deviation parameter σc (set to 1% as default) to reflect the deviation of the actual user
𝑑
satisfaction level recorded in the database from the direct trust evaluation outcome 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
.
Initially, 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 is set to 0.5 (ignorance) by user 𝑢𝑥 for all i’s. Then, trust is updated
dynamically as nodes encounter each other, as services are requested and rendered, and
as trust feedback are acquired. 𝑛𝑟 =10 for the set size of 𝑈 in Equation (5.8) for
𝑟
calculating 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
. We consider 𝑤𝑓 = 𝑤𝑙 = 𝑤𝑐 = 1/3 considering friendship, social contact,
and community of interest are equally important.

5.3.2 Cost Analysis
In this section, we perform a cost analysis of the communication and storage
requirements for IoT-TaaS. For comparison, we also perform a cost analysis of Adaptive
IoT Trust [27] for cost performance comparison to demonstrate the scalability of IoTTaaS.
The communication cost per node (from node i’s perspective) for IoT-TaaS is of
𝑁
complexity O(∑𝑗=1𝑇 𝜆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑞𝑖𝑗 + 𝜋 ) where 𝜆𝑖𝑗 is the service request rate of node i to node j,
𝑖𝑗

𝑞𝑖𝑗 is the query rate of node i about node j’s trust status, and 𝜋𝑖𝑗 is the encountering rate
of node i with node j which can be derived by analyzing the encounter or interaction
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pattern, e.g., a power-law distribution, as supported by the analysis of many real traces
[12]. Upon requesting and receiving a service from node j, node i sends its service
quality assessment to its home cloud server. Whenever node i wants to know node j’s
trust status, it needs to send a query to its home cloud server. Upon encountering node
j, node i exchanges its user profile with node j’s for computing social similarity (i.e.,
through hashed friend, social contact, and community-interest lists) and then sends
computed social similarity values to its home cloud server. The one extra message
needed for sending computed social similarity values to its home cloud server does not
change the complexity. For Adaptive IoT Trust [27], the communication cost per node
𝑁
(from node i’s perspective) is just O(∑𝑗=1𝑇 𝜋𝑖𝑗) because node i stores all service quality
assessment results as well as social similarity results in its local storage. When node i
needs to know node j’s trust status it simply looks up its trust value in the local storage.
Comparing IoT-TaaS with Adaptive IoT Trust [27], the extra message cost for IoT-TaaS
(from a user’s perspective) is for storing and querying trust data, the magnitude of it is
proportional to node encountering, service request, and trust status query rates.
The storage cost per node (from node i’s perspective) for IoT-TaaS is O(1) for storing
the user profile (i.e., friend, social contact, and community-interest lists) since all user
satisfaction experiences, social similarity, and trust data are stored in the cloud. The
storage cost per cloud server is O(NT/NC) where NT is the number of IoT devices and NC
is the number of cloud servers since the load is shared by all servers (through the use of
a fair hash function). For Adaptive IoT Trust [27], the storage cost per node is O(NT). For
each IoT device, a storage space is needed for storing user satisfaction experiences,
social similarity, and trust data. Apparently Adaptive IoT Trust is not scalable when NT
is sufficiently large.

5.3.3 Trust Convergence, Accuracy and Resiliency against Malicious
Attacks
In this section, we examine the trust convergence, accuracy and resiliency properties
of our IoT-TaaS protocol design. We first compare static control (i.e., 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 is fixed at a
constant) vs. dynamic control (i.e., 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 is changed dynamically based on Equation
(5.10)). When the context is clear (which trustor x and which trustee i), we simply call
𝜇𝑥,𝑖 as 𝜇 henceforth.
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Figure 5.3: Trust Value of a Good Node with PM = 30%.
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Figure 5.4: Trust Value of a Good Node under varying PM.
Figure 5.3 shows trust evaluation results for a trustor node toward a “good” trustee
node randomly picked. We see that trust convergence behavior is observed for either
static or dynamic control. There is a tradeoff between convergence time vs. trust bias.
With static control, when a higher 𝜇 value is used, the trust convergence time is longer,
but the trust bias is smaller, i.e., the trust value is closer to ground truth after
convergence. With dynamic control, on the other hand, the trustor node is able to adjust
𝜇 dynamically to minimize both the convergence time and the trust bias after
convergence. Here we note that the trust value of a “good” trustee is not 1 because we
use the user satisfaction levels of service invocations based on a real dataset [107] with a
standard deviation parameter σc (set to 1% as default) reflecting the deviation of the
actual user satisfaction level recorded in the database from the direct trust evaluation
outcome.
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Figure 5.5: Adjustment of μ against Increasing Malicious Node Population.
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Figure 5.6: Trust Value of a Bad Node under varying PM.
An interesting observation in Figure 5.3 is that if 𝜇 is too small (e.g., 0.2) the trust
value is over-estimated upon convergence, which is not a desirable outcome as trust
overshoot is considered a bad property detrimental to the stability of a trust system [43].
Our protocol dynamically adjusts 𝜇 for fast convergence without incurring trust
overshoot.
Next we conduct experiments to test the residency of our trust protocol against
increasing malicious node population. Figure 5.4 shows that as the population of
malicious nodes increases, both the convergence time and trust bias increase. However,
the system is found to be resilient to malicious attacks for PM as high as 40%, with
proper convergence and accuracy behaviors exhibited. In general we observe that the
trust bias is insignificant (less than 3%) when PM ≤ 40% and the trust bias becomes more
significant (larger than 10%) when PM ≥ 50%. This demonstrates the resiliency property
of our trust protocol against malicious attacks.
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Correspondingly, Figure 5.5 shows how IoT-TaaS adjusts 𝜇 in Equation (5.10) in
response to increasing malicious node population. We observe that as the malicious
node population increases, the system will have to rely more on direct trust by
increasing 𝜇 and conversely rely less on indirect trust by decreasing 1 − 𝜇 so as to
mitigate the effect of bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks by malicious nodes.
Figure 5.5 shows that when PM = 20%, the optimal converged 𝜇 value is 0.8, while
when PM = 50%, the optimal converged 𝜇 value is 0.9. When a node is being observed
maliciously, its trust value will be reduced quickly because in this case a high 𝜇 value
will be used by our trust protocol and a high 𝜇 value means that the trust value of the
malicious node will be very close to direct trust which is low as the node is being
observed maliciously. Conversely, when a node is being observed cooperatively, its
trust value will just go up slowly because in this case a low 𝜇 value will be used by our
dynamic control protocol and a low 𝜇 value means that both direct trust and indirect
trust will contribute to the overall trust based on Equation (5.5). Although in this case,
the direct trust observed is high as the node is being observed cooperatively, it will only
increase the overall trust value slowly by a weight of 𝜇 , with the indirect trust
contributing to the overall trust by a weight of 1 − 𝜇. The system cannot rely on direct
trust 100% because malicious nodes can perform opportunistic service attacks and there
is an error of assessing direct trust due to noise in the environment. Figure 5.5
demonstrates that our dynamic control mechanism is effective in terms of convergence
of 𝜇 to its optimal value under which trust bias is minimized.
Figure 5.6 shows trust evaluation results for a trustor node toward a “bad” trustee
node. Among all attacks, the bad node performs opportunistic service attacks with the
high trust threshold being 0.7 and the low trust threshold being 0.5. Specifically, the bad
node provides good service to gain high reputation opportunistically when it senses its
reputation drops below 0.5. Once it reputation rises to 0.7, it provides bad service again.
We see from Figure 5.6 that IoT-TaaS is able to accurately track the trust fluctuation of
the bad node performing opportunistic service attacks. We observe that the rate of trust
fluctuation is higher when PM is higher because more malicious nodes can collude to
quickly bring the trust level of the bad node to 0.7.
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Figure 5.7: Effect of Social Similarity Weights on Protocol Performance.
Figure 5.7 shows the simulation results of the MSE of trust bias (i.e., the difference
between the calculated trust and ground truth) vs. (𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 ) for a “good” trustee node
randomly chosen. Note that 𝑤𝑐 =1 − 𝑤𝑓 − 𝑤𝑙 and is not shown in the 3-D diagram. One
can see clearly from Figure 5.7 that there exists an optimal weight assignment
(𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑐 )= (0.5, 0.3, 0.2) under which MSE is minimized, i.e., the subjective trust
obtained from IoT-TaaS is closest to the ground truth. The optimal weight assignment
largely depends on a trustee node’s social profile which can be learned by a user’s home
cloud server which aggregates the user’s own assessment results stored locally with
other users’ assessment results toward the trustee node stored remotely in other cloud
servers.

5.3.4 Sensitivity and Comparative Analysis
In this section, we report the sensitivity of IoT-TaaS performance with respect to the
% of malicious users (PM) and the % of high centrality users (PC). We compare IoT-TaaS
performance with two baseline trust protocols, Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and
ObjectiveTrust [86], which we have described in detail in Chapter 2.
We first analyze the effect of the % of malicious users (PM). Figure 5.8 compares IoTTaaS (red surface) with Adaptive IoT Trust (orange surface) and ObjectiveTrust (green
surface) as PM (% of malicious nodes) varies from 20% to 40% for a non-malicious node
randomly chosen. All other parameters use the default settings as in Table 5.1. The
ground truth trust value of the non-malicious node is marked by a solid line at 0.83. We
first note that for all protocols, the estimated trust score of the non-malicious nodes
approaches the ground truth value as time progresses as more evidence is collected.
Also, the deviation from the ground truth trust score increases as PM increases because
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more malicious nodes perform attacks. We see that IoT-TaaS (red) consistently
outperforms Adaptive IoT Trust (orange) and ObjectiveTrust (green), especially when
the % of malicious nodes is high (40%). We attribute IoT-TaaS performing better than
Adaptive IoT Trust to the fact that IoT-TaaS can leverage cloud service to aggregate
broad evidence from all nodes to achieve the minimum trust bias. We attribute IoTTaaS performing better than ObjectiveTrust to the fact that unlike ObjectiveTrust, IoTTaaS considers “subjective trust” which takes a customer’s own service experiences into
consideration and it can dynamically adjust the weight associated with won service
experiences to effectively cope with malicious attacks and to improve trust accuracy, as
it computes the trust score of a customer toward a target service provider.

Figure 5.8: Performance Comparison of Trust Convergence, Accuracy and Resiliency
in 3-D View with PM (% of Malicious Nodes) ranging from 20% to 40%.
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Figure 5.9: Performance Comparison of Trust Convergence, Accuracy and Resiliency
in 3-D View with PC (% of High Centrality Nodes) ranging from 0% to 40%.
Next we analyze the effect of % of high centrality users (PC). Figure 5.9 compares
IoT-TaaS (red surface) with Adaptive IoT Trust (orange surface) and ObjectiveTrust
(green surface) as PC (% of high centrality nodes) varies from 0% to 40% for a nonmalicious node randomly chosen. All other parameters use the default settings as in
Table 5.1. We see IoT-TaaS (red) also consistently performs better than Adaptive IoT
Trust (orange) and ObjectiveTrust (green), especially when PC is low. All protocols
perform comparably when PC is high. The reason is that all protocols consider social
relationships (including friendship which maps to centrality) for recommendation
filtering. So when PC is high, all have excellent recommendation filtering taking place,
resulting in the estimated trust score approaching the ground truth trust value. When
PC is extremely high (40%), ObjectiveTrust has a slight edge over IoT-TaaS and
Adaptive IoT Trust because ObjectiveTrust uses a weighted sum of centrality and
filtered opinions for the overall trust computation, and directly uses centrality (by
means of the overall trust score computation) as credibility for recommendation
filtering. One should note that, however, a social network normally has only a small
number of nodes having high centrality [87], so for a typical social network with less
than 20% high centrality nodes, IoT-TaaS (red) shall outperform ObjectiveTrust (green).

5.4 Applicability to Real World IoT Applications
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In this section, we apply IoT-TaaS to two real-world IoT applications. We again
compare IoT-TaaS performanace against Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust
[86] in our performance comparative analysis.

5.4.1 Case Study 1: Trust-based IoT Cloud Participatory Sensing of Air
Quality
In this section, we present an IoT participatory sensing application [1], [70], [85]
where IoT devices (e.g., smart phones carried by humans or smart cars driven by
humans) can act as participants to collect air quality data and submit to a processing
center located in the cloud for environmental data analysis. It is especially applicable to
a health IoT group where the main concern is about a pollutant (O3 in our case study).
Users in the group report their O3 sensing results upon receiving a query from a
member who wishes to find out a location’s O3 level at a particular time to decide if it
should enter the location based on its susceptibility to the O3 level detected.
The major challenge in IoT cloud participatory sensing is the selection of
trustworthy participants because not all IoT devices will be trustworthy and some IoT
devices may behave maliciously to disrupt the network or service (e.g., in a terrorist
attack scenario) or just for their own gain (e.g., in an evacuation scenario following a
disaster). We leverage IoT-TaaS to addresses the issue of selecting trustworthy
participants. We compare the performance of IoT-TaaS against two contemporary trust
protocols, Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86] in selecting trustworthy
participants. We show that IoT-TaaS can provide better performance than these
contemporary IoT trust protocols. Using real traces of O3 levels and mobility traces of
users in the O3 community of interest (O3COI) group in the city of Houston [88], we
demonstrate that with the help of a TaaS cloud utility with IoT-TaaS as the underlying
trust protocol, a user in this O3COI group is able to obtain close to the ground truth O3
level.
We use real traces of O3 levels and mobility traces of users in the O3 community of
interest (O3COI) group in the city of Houston and apply it to our participatory sensing
case study. The original dataset in [88] covers the socio-demographically relevant
activity sequences and the movements of each individual in 4.9 million synthetic
individuals in the Houston metropolitan area. We extract a portion of this huge
database to cover a smaller set of members in the O3COI group along with their
mobility and activity data around a smaller area. Figure 5.10 shows the synthetic
individuals in the Houston metropolitan area and the zoomed view of a small region
covering the locations of the target user. The coordinates in the figure represents the
longitude and latitude of each synthetic individual. The zoomed area is divided into 8x8
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regions. The red curve in the zoomed area represents the mobility of the target user. In
the case study, we assume a percentage of nodes, denoted by PM in the range of [0,
30%], are malicious. Every day this “good” member issues queries to its home cloud
server before it enters a particular location to know the O3 level in the location it is
about to step into. After collecting a number of O3 reports from other members, it then
performs a trust-weighted computation to deduce the O3 reading (described later in
this section). If the O3 level is below a threshold, it would follow its route; otherwise, it
will not enter the location or it will detour to avoid the location because the location has
a high O3 level that can harm its owner’s health. After the query-and-response event is
completed, this “good” member will assess if an O3 sensing report submitted by
another member is satisfactory and will submit the service experience to its home server
so as to facilitate the implementation of the TaaS cloud utility with IoT-TaaS as the
underlying trust protocol.

Figure 5.10: the Zoomed View of A Small Region Covering the Locations Visited by
A Target User in Two Days.
The Houston area has an extensive air monitoring network including 47 monitors
measuring ozone. The O3 sensing data are not released in real time, but on an hourly
basis. For our case study, hourly readings of ozone concentration levels (O3 ug/m3
hourly) across 39 monitors in the Houston metropolitan area are used and served as
“ground truth” against which a node’s O3 sensing report is checked for service quality
and the service experience is reported to the cloud server for TaaS service management.
A node (node i) in the O3COI group can query the ozone level in a particular
location and at a particular time via a mobile IoT cloud application [5][99] installed in
its smartphone. The mobile application would send the query to all O3COI members
that are in this particular location via the mobile cloud application. Upon receiving O3
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sensing reports from other members, node i sends queries via IoT-TaaS to get the
trustworthiness scores of these IoT devices who had reported sensing reports. To filter
out untrustworthy O3 sensing reports, node i first accepts a sensing report (𝑆𝑗 ) from j
only if j is deemed trustworthy for O3 sensing service (i.e., i’s trust score toward j, 𝑡𝑖𝑗 , is
higher than 0.5 as determined by IoT-TaaS by Equation (5.5). Then it computes a trustweighted O3 level average as follows:
𝑁

𝑁

𝑆 = ∑(𝑡𝑖𝑗 / ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑗 ) × 𝑆𝑗 .
𝑗=1

(5.12)

𝑗=1

where N is the number of trustworthy members providing O3 sensing reports in the
particular location. If the average O3 level exceeds a maximum threshold defined by i’s
owner, node i will decide not to visit the location because the ozone level will cause
harm to its owner’s health. Figure 5.11 shows a scenario in which the target node (node
i) before moving to a new location asks for the ozone level through trust-based
participatory sensing. In this scenario, j and k provide O3 levels 180 and 40,
respectively. However since j’s trust score is only 0.2 (supplied by IoT-TaaS), the O3
level reported by j (180) is filtered out. Node k’s trust score is 0.9 (supplied by IoT-TaaS),
so the O3 level (40) reported by k is accepted. Node i then applies Equation (5.12) to
compute the average O3 level and since it is below the maximum threshold, node i
decides to step into the location. Node i later checks the ground truth O3 level against
sensing readings reported by j and k. As a result, node i reports a positive service rating
for k because k provided a satisfactory O3 level, but a negative service rating against j
because of the large discrepancy between the ground truth O3 level and the high O3
level reported by j.
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Figure 5.11: A Scenario Illustrating How A Target Node Invokes Trust-based
Participatory Sensing Application Before Moving to A New Location.
Using the ns3 simulator, we simulate the participatory sensing system. We use real
traces of O3 levels and mobility traces of users in the O3COI group in the city of
Houston [88]. The O3 level can be classified as good condition [0, 50] ug/m3, medium
condition [51, 168] ug/m3 (unhealthy for sensitive groups), poor condition [169, 208]
ug/m3, and severe condition [209+] ug/m3. The percentage of bad nodes is set at PM in the
range of [0, 30%]. A malicious node always reports O3 readings in poor condition range
[169, 208] ug/m3 regardless of location with the intention to break the system. Also a
malicious node will perform bad-mouthing attacks (saying a good node’s sensing result
is not trustworthy in the user satisfaction report) and ballot-stuffing attacks (saying a
bad node’s sensing result is trustworthy) when it submits a service rating report
recording its satisfaction experience 𝑠𝑖 toward device 𝑑𝑖 .
We compare IoT-TaaS with ObjectiveTrust [86] and Adaptive IoT Trust [27]. We
measure two performance metrics for performance evaluation:


the trust-weighted average O3 reading vs. ground truth (i.e., the actual O3 level
at a specific location and a particular time);



the accuracy of selecting trustworthy participants.

The goal is to prove that IoT-TaaS provides O3 readings closer to ground truth than
these two very recent, contemporary IoT trust protocols.
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Figure 5.12: Performance Comparison of Trust-Weighted Average O3 Readings.
Figure 5.12 shows the trust-weighted average O3 readings vs. time of a selected
target node (each time point is an O3 detection service request) with the percentage of
bad nodes PM set at 30%. In the experiment, the target node repeatedly queries the
ozone level in the location that he will visit next over a 250 hour span. Each data point
under a particular trust protocol is the average O3 level obtained from Equation (5.12).
For example, at time t = 10 hours, the target node sends queries via IoT-TaaS to get the
trustworthiness scores of those IoT devices that have supplied O3 readings in the
particular location. The target node accepts results (𝑆𝑗 ) from 557 trustworthy IoT devices
(for which the trust score is higher than 0.5) for the O3 sensing service out of all 764
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members in that particular location at that particular time and it then computes the
average O3 level based on Equation (5.12).
The results indicate that IoT-TaaS (red line) can provide O3 readings very close to
ground truth (black line) as time progresses. Further, IoT-TaaS outperforms Adaptive
IoT Trust (orange line) and ObjectiveTrust (green line) in terms of accuracy (i.e., the
difference between ground truth and the average O3 levels) and resiliency (against
malicious attacks of 30% bad nodes). We attribute this to its ability to effectively and
adaptively aggregate trust evidence from all nodes in the system through our effective
and efficient localized report-and-query paradigm. We draw a line “Dangerous O3
Level” for a user whose “dangerous O3 level” is 68 as diagnosed by his/her doctor as
vulnerable to O3 exposure for long hours. We see that at time t=130, 180, or 235 (the last
three peaks in the figure) only IoT-TaaS will correctly identify the fact that O3 level is
below the dangerous level, while either Adaptive IoT Trust or ObjectiveTrust will raise
a false alarm that the dangerous O3 level for this user is already reached.
Figure 5.13 shows the percentage of bad nodes selected to provide sensing results to
a selected target node. IoT-TaaS outperforms Adaptive IoT Trust and ObjectiveTrust as
time progresses. The results can be explained as follows: Compared with Adaptive IoT
Trust, IoT-TaaS is not being limited by encountering experiences and can leverage cloud
service to aggregate broad evidence from all nodes who have had sensing service
experiences with a target IoT device. Compared with ObjectiveTrust which is based on
“objective trust” (i.e., common belief), IoT-TaaS is based on “subjective trust” (one-toone trust evaluation) and can adaptively put a higher weight on a participant if it has
had good O3 sensing experiences with the particular participant. This allows IoT-TaaS
to more effectively select trustworthy participants among all participants that had
submitted O3 sensing reports.
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Figure 5.13: Percentage of Bad IoT Devices Selected to Provide O3 Sensing Service.

5.4.2 Case Study 2: Travel Planning
Ed has never visited New York City. He wants to plan his travel early on from
Seattle, including airline reservation from Seattle to New York, ground transportation
after reaching New York, hotel reservation at New York, entertainments and attractions
while in New York, hotel shuttle to the airport, etc. Ed instructs his smart phone to first
construct a workflow structure for the travel and then select from a myriad of IoT SPs to
populate the workflow structure. Figure 5.14 shows the service flow structure
constructed by his smartphone. There are 9 atomic services connected by three types of
workflow structures, namely, sequential, parallel (AND), and selection (OR). Each service
would have multiple SP candidates. The trustworthiness score of a candidate service
composition based on the service flow structure in Figure 5.14 is calculated recursively
as explained earlier. In this application we consider service constraints such as a budget
limit. Simply selecting the most trustworthy SPs may lead to infeasible solutions.
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Suppose that each SP announces its price when publishing the service and the SR has a
budget limit for service composition. In trust-based service composition with constraints,
the SR calculates the overall utility score and the overall price for each candidate
configuration, using the trust value it has toward a SP to predict the utility score for that
SP, and selects the configuration with the highest utility score among those with the
overall price below the budget limit.
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Figure 5.14: A Service Flow Structure for the Travel Planning Application.
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Figure 5.15: Utility Score of the Travel Planning Application.
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Figure 5.16: Probability of a Bad SP Being Selected for the Travel Planning
Application.
Figure 5.15 shows the ns-3 simulation results with PM=30%. We again observe that
the trend is similar in terms of performance ranking, with trust-based service composition
with IoT-TaaS outperforming Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86] (in this
order).
Figure 5.16 shows the percentage of bad nodes selected for service composition with
budget limit constraints. IoT-TaaS again outperforms Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and
ObjectiveTrust [86] by a significant margin. We again attribute the superiority of IoTTaaS over Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86] to its adaptability in response
to a high percentage of nodes performing malicious attacks.

5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we designed and analyzed a scalable trust management protocol
called IoT-TaaS for supporting a Trust-as-a-Service (TaaS) cloud utility for large IoT
systems. We demonstrated the superiority of our IoT-TaaS protocol over Adaptive IoT
Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86] in trust convergence, accuracy and resiliency against
malicious nodes performing self-promoting, bad-mouthing, ballot-stuffing, and
opportunistic service attacks. We also demonstrated its applicability by applying IoTTaaS to two real-world IoT applications. Our results support its superiority over
Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86] in selecting trustworthy nodes and
maximizing application performance.
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Chapter 6 Hierarchical Trust Management for
Hybrid IoT Systems

In this chapter, we develop trust management protocols for hybrid IoT systems. We
first propose a hierarchical cloud architecture with moderately powerful base stations
and routers (owned by mobile network operators) in the lower layers and more
powerful mini and big data centers (owned by cloud service providers) at the higher
layers for supporting integrated mobility, service, and trust management of serviceoriented IoT systems. Then we propose and analyze a 3-tier cloud-cloudlet-device
hierarchical trust-based service management protocol called IoT-HiTrust for large-scale
mobile cloud IoT systems. Our mobile cloud hierarchical service management protocol
allows an IoT customer to report its service experiences and query its subjective service
trust score toward an IoT service provider following a simple localized report-andquery paradigm. We verify IoT-HiTrust’s convergence, accuracy, and resiliency
properties against self-promotion, bad-mouthing, ballot-stuffing, discriminatory, and
opportunistic attacks despite intermittent network disconnection to the cloud. We test
the feasibility by applying IoT-HiTrust to two case studies: a smart city travel service
composition and binding application, and an air pollution detection and response
application. The results demonstrate that IoT-HiTrust outperforms contemporary
distributed and centralized trust-based IoT service management protocols in selecting
trustworthy nodes to maximize application performance, while achieving scalability.

6.1 A Hierarchical Cloud Architecture for Integrated Mobility,
Service and Trust Management
Figure 6.1 illustrates our proposed cloud hierarchy. We label the clouds from top to
bottom as mega, macro, micro, and nano clouds. The nano and micro clouds can be base
stations and routers owned by network operators, while macro and mega clouds can be
mini and big data centers owned by cloud service providers. Each nano cloud at the
bottom layer can be just a base station covering a geographical region, providing a
communication path for IoT devices (e.g., sensors, smart phones, vehicles) in a region to
interact with the cloud via wireless communication.
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Figure 6.1: Hierarchical Cloud Architecture.

6.1.1 Mobility Management
Mobility management is the basic functionality of a mobile network. Since the
bottom levels are base stations and routers in a mobile network, the location
information (or the region a user is in) is maintained automatically as an added benefit.
Specifically, following the concept of using a home location server for tracking the
location of a mobile node in a mobile network [35][37][55][34], we track the location of
an IoT device using a family of “home” clouds, starting from the home nano cloud (base
station) at the bottom layer, home micro cloud (router) at the second bottom layer,
home macro cloud at the second top layer, and home mega cloud at the top layer. These
home clouds are assigned based on the “home” geographical location of an IoT device
similar to the home location register (HLR) in mobile networks [35][37][55][34]. When
an IoT device moves from one region to another region (if the IoT device is mobile), a
“mobility handoff” ensues by which the nano cloud which the IoT device just roams
into will inform all home clouds of the IoT device of the new location. When a caller IoT
device wants to locate a callee IoT, it simply sends a query to the least common “home”
cloud of the caller IoT device and the callee IoT device and this least common “home”
cloud will return the callee IoT’s current location that was recorded in its database.
Essentially, the location information is known to the system all the time, thus facilitating
location-based service to be invoked by the cloud as IoT devices move from one region
to another. One cloud application that can benefit from this capability is participatory
sensing [70] allowing a huge amount of location-based sensing information to be
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collected by IoT devices (e.g., smart phones, public transportation vehicles, city utility
poles, etc.) and analyzed in the cloud for situation awareness and decision making.

6.1.2 Service Management
Service management is the basic functionality of cloud computing service. Nano and
micro clouds in the bottom layers of the cloud hierarchy augment macro and mega
clouds in the top layers to collectively provide cloud service to IoT devices. An IoT
device will only interact with its current nano cloud for service invocation to minimize
energy consumption and service latency. The current nano cloud will examine the
service request to decide if it can process locally. If yes, it will complete the requestresponse cycle locally without disturbing the upper layer clouds. This is true if the
request is just to do computation offloading, or if the service request only requires local
service data to answer the service request. If the service request is to report new service
data such as a feedback or a sensing outcome, the current nano cloud will follow the
store-process-forward procedure. i.e., it will store a replicated copy [38][42] of the
service data, process it locally as needed, and pass the new service data to the home
clouds of the IoT device. If the service request involves several IoT devices some of
which are not under the current nano cloud, then the nano cloud will pass the request
to the least common “home” cloud of these IoT devices for processing because the least
common “home” cloud will store location and service data of these IoT devices. If the
service request is a query regarding a target IoT device, then the current nano cloud will
follow the forward-wait-reply procedure. That is, the query will be forwarded to the
least common “home” cloud of the requesting IoT device and the target IoT device.
Then it will wait for a reply to return to it after which it will forward the reply to the
requesting IoT device. Last, when an IoT device moves from one region to another
region, a “service handoff” ensues. Among other things, the IoT device’s Virtual
Machine (VM) [99][92][69] is migrated from the old nano cloud to the new nano cloud
so as to maintain service continuity. A forwarding link is connected between the old
nano cloud and the new nano cloud, so if the old nano cloud receives a reply, it will
forward to the new nano cloud.

6.1.3 Trust Management as a TaaS Cloud Utility
Trust management of IoT devices is of fundamental importance for any serviceoriented IoT application that must incorporate feedbacks or recommendations for
decision making because one must identify trustworthy raters or recommenders and
apply filtering mechanisms to filter out untrustworthy feedbacks before data analysis
and decision making. With the cloud architecture, trust management can be realized as
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a TaaS cloud utility using standard store-process-forward and forward-wait-reply
procedures described earlier.
An IoT device can report user satisfaction in the range of [0, 1] toward another IoT
device who just completed a service of a specific service type (e.g., sensing noise or
sensing air pollution) to its current nano cloud. The nano cloud upon receiving a user
satisfaction report would follow the standard store-process-forward procedure
described earlier.
An IoT device (on behalf of its owner) can simply query its current nano cloud about
the trustworthiness of a target IoT device for providing service of a specific service type.
The current nano cloud would follow the standard forward-wait-reply procedure
described earlier. The least common home cloud of the requesting IoT device and the
target IoT upon receiving the query will simply use reports in its local store and apply a
trust protocol to assess the trustworthiness of the target node. When the trust
assessment is completed, the home cloud will return the response (i.e., the
trustworthiness of the target IoT device for providing service) to the nano cloud
forwarding the query who in turn will forward the response to the requesting IoT
device for decision making.

6.1.4 Reconfigurability, Fault Tolerance, and Resiliency
Failure recovery is critical for service-oriented IoT applications [15][20][21][53][33].
The proposed hierarchical cloud architecture is highly reconfigurable and fault tolerant
to failures. When a nano cloud fails, one of its neighbor nano clouds can take over its
duty to continue with the ongoing services. This may involve restarting the VM process
originally running on the failed nano cloud. When a micro cloud fails, its function can
be covered by all nano clouds under it, since the service data stored in the failed micro
cloud can be recovered from all service data stored in all nano clouds under it based on
the store-process-forward procedure. The same fault tolerance process is applied
hierarchically up.
The proposed hierarchical cloud architecture is also highly resilient to network
disconnection. When answering a query involving a requesting IoT device and a target
IoT device, the nano cloud needs to find the least common home cloud by following the
standard forward-wait-reply procedure. If the last common home cloud cannot be
found because of disconnection, then it can always go to the mega cloud which is the
common home cloud of all IoT devices, at the expense of energy consumption and
service latency. If the nano cloud cannot find any home cloud because of a total
disconnection, then it can attempt to answer the query using the service data stored
locally. The accuracy of the reply largely depends on the amount of service data for the
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target IoT device stored locally in the nano cloud. If the target IoT device does not move
often and stay in the nano cloud over the recent past, then the nano cloud would store
most of the service data of the target IoT device (because nearly all reports would come
to this nano cloud) which would be sufficient for accurately answering the query. This
robust response strategy improves resiliency against disconnection to maintain service
continuity.

6.2 Mobile Cloud Hierarchical IoT Trust Management
6.2.1 3-Tier Cloud-Cloudlet-Device Architecture
Leveraging the cloud hierarchy discussed in Section 6.1, we develop a trust protocol
called IoT-HiTrust for managing IoT devices in mobile cloud environments.
As illustrated in Figure 6.2, we leverage a 3-tier mobile cloud hierarchy [92] for
hierarchical IoT trust management. IoT devices are sitting at the bottom tier of the
hierarchy. Cloudlets are at the middle tier. Cloud servers are at the top tier. We use the
term “node” to loosely refer to an IoT device.
The cloud at the top tier is a logical entity consisting of many cloud servers each
serving a number of users (carrying IoT devices) and is assumed infallible with tight
security and reliability protection. The number of cloud servers is changed dynamically
for scalability and load balance reasons. Each user with its unique id is internally
assigned to a “home” cloud server based on distributed hash table (DHT) techniques for
load balancing. The home cloud server of a user will manage this particular user’s data
internally. While a user’s VM may migrate from one place to another, the user’s home
cloud server remains the same. The mapping of a user to its home cloud server is not
known to the user and can be migrated dynamically for scalability and load balance
reasons. A user’s queries and reports are simply sent to the cloud through the local
cloudlet with the system routing them to the user’s home cloud server.
At the bottom tier sits “lightweight” IoT devices owned by users (e.g., smart phones,
sensors, PDAs, etc.). Lightweight IoT devices typically are intermittently connected to
the Internet. They are typically carried by their owners and can move from one cloudlet
to another due to mobility. When a lightweight IoT device is disconnected from the
Internet, it can simply connect to a regional cloudlet for service continuity. To save
energy and bandwidth, an IoT device always communicates with the cloud through its
regional cloudlet.
Cloudlets (each occupying a physical region) are sitting in the middle layer, bringing
users closer to the cloud. A cloudlet is formed by a set of “heavyweight” IoT devices
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(e.g., PCs, servers, notebooks, etc.) with moderate communication, computational and
storage capability to offload lightweight IoT devices sitting at the bottom layer.
Heavyweight IoT devices typically are well connected to the Internet. Using IoTHiTrust, the cloud periodically evaluates trustworthiness of all IoT devices in a cloudlet
region and selects a group of IoT devices to form the region’s cloudlet. In return for the
surrogate services provided by these IoT devices, users owning these IoT devices are
granted access privileges to cloud resources. We will call these IoT devices selected to
govern a region’s cloudlet as “cloudlet devices,” with the understanding that cloudlet
devices are just heavyweight IoT devices.
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Figure 6.2: Cloud-Cloudlet-Device Architecture.
Figure 6.2 shows two cloudlets, 𝐶𝐿1 and 𝐶𝐿2 , each with three heavyweight IoT devices serving as cloudlet devices. The “logical” cloud has 5 cloud servers,
𝐶𝑆1 , 𝐶𝑆2 , 𝐶𝑆3 , 𝐶𝑆4 and 𝐶𝑆5 . In Figure 6.2, 𝐶𝑆2 is the home cloud server of user 𝑢2 and
𝐶𝑆3 is the home cloud server of user 𝑢3 . Since user 𝑢3 owns two IoT devices, 𝑑31 and
𝑑32 , these two IoT devices’ home cloud sever is also 𝐶𝑆3 .Each cloudlet only relays requests/responses from/to IoT devices under its region. In addition, each cloudlet caches
trust information. In case of Internet disconnection, a cloudlet can operate in disconnection mode [92] to answer user queries issued from IoT devices in its region. The regional size covers the radio range to ensure that mobility and instability of radio environments will not be a major factor to prevent nodes under a cloudlet region from communicating directly with the cloudlet. When an IoT device in one cloudlet region moves
to another cloudlet region, it performs a registration/deregistration action to the two in94

volving cloudlets. As illustrated in Figure 6.2, user 𝑢3 moves across the cloudlet boundary, causing deregistration with the old cloudlet 𝐶𝐿1 and registration with the new
cloudlet 𝐶𝐿2 . A pointer is recorded by 𝐶𝐿1 so that a message for 𝑢3 can be redirected to
𝐶𝐿2 .

6.2.2 Collaborative Filtering based on Social Similarity
Our trust model is based on social relationships among humans who are owners of
IoT devices. Hence the trustor is a user and the trustee is a device (owned by another
user). The trust relationship is not between a user trustor and a user trustee because a
user may own several IoT devices with vastly heterogeneous capabilities.
We use the social relationships between a trustor and a recommender (or rater) for
the trustor to weigh the service rating provided by a rater toward a trustee. We consider
three core social metrics for measuring social relationships which are multifaceted:
friendship (representing intimacy), social contact (representing closeness), and community of interest (representing knowledge and standard on the subject matter). The idea
is that two users sharing similar social relationships are likely to have similar subjective
views towards services provided by a trustee IoT device. Social relationships between
owners are translated into social relationships between IoT devices as follows:
1.

Friendship: Each owner has a list of friends (i.e., other owners), representing its
social relationships. This friendship list varies dynamically as an owner makes
or denies other owners as friends. If the owners of two IoT devices are friends,
then it is likely they will be cooperative with each other. For ease of discussion,
we do not differentiate friends from acquaintances. We can easily extend IoTHiTrust to take this finer granularity into consideration.
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Figure 6.3: Each User Stores Its Friend, Location, and CoI Lists for Detecting Social
Similarity with other Users.
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2.

Social Contact: A device may be carried or operated by its owner in certain environments (e.g., work vs. home or a social club). Two devices have high social
contact opportunities when their owners have similar mobility patterns.

3.

Community of Interest (CoI): Each owner has a list of communities of interest such
as health, sport, travel, etc. Nodes belonging to a similar set of communities likely share similar interests or capabilities [67].

To facility measuring social similarity with other owners, an IoT device belonging to
user 𝑢𝑥 maintains three lists in its profile (as illustrated in Figure 6.3):
1. Friends of 𝑢𝑥 , denoted by a set 𝐹𝑥 = {𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … };
2. Locations that 𝑢𝑥 frequently visited for social contact, denoted by a set 𝑆𝑥 = {𝐿𝑜𝑐1 ,
𝐿𝑜𝑐2 , … };
3. Communities of interest that 𝑢𝑥 is a member of, denoted by a set 𝐶𝑥 = {𝐶𝑜𝐼1 , 𝐶𝑜𝐼2 ,
… }.
A user may designate one of its IoT devices to update such information and share
the information with other IoT devices it owns. Although social similarity is between
two users, it is propagated to IoT devices owned by the two users, so social similarity is
also between two devices.

6.3 IoT-HiTrust Protocol Design
The IoT-HiTrust protocol design is similar to IoT-TaaS protocol design discussed in
Chapter 5, except that the former is for a centralized cloud architecture, whereas the latter is for a hierarchical cloud architecture. To be self-contained, the IoT-HiTrust protocol
design is described in this section in full detail at the expense of somewhat repetition.
6.3.1.1 Report-and-Query Design for Scalability
Whenever a service is received, a user (using its primary IoT device) reports whether
it is satisfied with the service provided by an IoT device to the user’s home cloud server
via a service rating report. Let the current user satisfaction experience of user 𝑢𝑥 toward
device 𝑑𝑖 be represented by a value, 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 which can be a real number in the range of 0 to
1 indicating the user satisfaction level, or simply a binary value, with 1 indicating satisfied and 0 not satisfied. Here 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 is the first piece of information sent from 𝑢𝑥 to its
home cloud server. A timestamp is also sent in the report to indicate the time at which
this service rating happens. This allows cloud servers to know the event occurrence
times of reports so it can decay the credibility of the report over time.
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Each user maintains its (𝐹, 𝑆, 𝐶) profile separately. When user 𝑢𝑥 encounters user 𝑢𝑦 ,
they exchange their (𝐹𝑥 , 𝑆𝑥 , 𝐶𝑥 ) and (𝐹𝑦 , 𝑆𝑦 , 𝐶𝑦 ) profiles so as to measure their mutual social similarity. To preserve energy, they can exchange the profile information the very
first time they encounter or periodically. This is especially so if user profile information
does not change much over time. To preserve privacy, they only want to reveal common elements in the F, S, and C lists (If any) but do not want to let the other party know
their entire (𝐹, 𝑆, 𝐶). To achieve this users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 can first authenticate each other using standard PKI. User 𝑢𝑥 can then use a cryptographic hash function in combination
with a secret session key K (established via PKI during user authentication) to generate
a hash-based message authentication code HMAC(K, p) for p  (𝐹𝑥 , 𝑆𝑥 , 𝐶𝑥 ) and then
transmit HMAC(K, p) along with HMAC(K, HMAC(K, p)) to 𝑢𝑦 . When 𝑢𝑦 receives the
message, it can unilaterally generate HMAC(K, HMAC(K, p)) using HMAC(K, p) sent by
𝑢𝑥 . If this matches with HMAC(K, HMAC(K, p)) sent by 𝑢𝑥 , then 𝑢𝑦 verifies the message
received is indeed sent by 𝑢𝑥 . Then 𝑢𝑦 can compare HMAC(K, p) with HMAC(K, q) for
q(𝐹𝑦 , 𝑆𝑦 , 𝐶𝑦 ). If HMAC(K, p)=HMAC(K, q) then p=q and a common friend, location, or
CoI (corresponding to F, S, or C) is identified. If HMAC(K, p)≠HMAC(K, q), it prevents
the identities of uncommon friends/locations/CoIs from being revealed.
We adopt cosine similarity to measure the distance of two social relationship lists
(see Figure 6.3), with 1 representing complete similarity and 0 representing no similarity. The physical meaning of cosine similarity is the cosine of the angle between the two
vectors deriving from the two lists, with the cosine value of 1 meaning totally identical
lists and the cosine value of 0 meaning totally non-overlapping lists. Computational efficiency is the main reason why we choose cosine similarity to measure the similarity of
two lists in high-dimensional positive spaces because of limited computational capacity
of IoT devices. Specifically, the following three similarity metrics are measured as follows:


Friendship Similarity (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 ): The friendship similarity is a powerful social relationship (intimacy) for screening recommendations. After two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 exchange
their friend lists, 𝐹𝑥 and 𝐹𝑦 , they compute the “cosine similarity” 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

|𝐹𝑥 ∩ 𝐹𝑦 |
√|𝐹𝑥 | ∙ |𝐹𝑦 |

(6.1)

Where the notation |𝐴| represents the cardinality of set 𝐴.


Social Contact Similarity (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 ): The social contact similarity represents closeness
and is an indication if two nodes share the same location-based social contacts (e.g.,
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co-workers at work, classmates at school, and co-residents at home) and thus share
the same sentiment towards devices which provide the same service. The operational area could be partitioned into sub-grids. User 𝑢𝑥 records the IDs of sub-grids it
has visited in its location list 𝑆𝑥 for social contact. After two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 exchange
their location lists, 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦 , they could compute 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑙 in the same way of computing 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

|𝑆𝑥 ∩ 𝑆𝑦 |
√|𝑆𝑥 | ∙ |𝑆𝑦 |



(6.2)

Community of Interest Similarity (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 ): Two users in the same CoI share similar
social interests and most likely have common knowledge and standard toward a
service provided by the same device. Also very likely two users who have used services provided by the same IoT device can form a CoI (or are in the same CoI). After
two users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 exchange their device lists, 𝐶𝑥 and 𝐶𝑦 , they could compute 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐
in the same way of computing 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 as follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

|𝐶𝑥 ∩ 𝐶𝑦 |
√|𝐶𝑥 | ∙ |𝐶𝑦 |

(6.3)

The above three social similarity measures (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 ) are computed upon the
encountering event of user 𝑢𝑥 with user 𝑢𝑦, and are reported by user 𝑢𝑥 and user
𝑢𝑦 through their local cloudlets to the home cloud servers of user 𝑢𝑥 and user 𝑢𝑦 , respectively.
When the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 receives 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ), 𝑖 ∈ {𝑓, 𝑠, 𝑐}, from user 𝑢𝑥
which just encounters user 𝑢𝑦 , it computes the social similarity between users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦
(who now serves as a rater or recommender) as a weighted combination of all social
similarity metrics as follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖 (𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )
𝑖∈{𝑓,𝑠,𝑐}

(6.4)

where 0 ≤ 𝑤𝑓 , 𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑐 ≤ 1, with 𝑤𝑓 + 𝑤𝑠 + 𝑤𝑐 = 1, are social similarity weight parameters to be dynamically adjusted by IoT-HiTrust to maximize trust protocol performance.
Whenever a user wants to know the trust value of an IoT device, it simply sends a
query to its home cloud server. For example, in Figure 6.2, 𝑢2 will send a query to its
home cloud server 𝐶𝑆2 to know its “subjective” trust toward 𝑑31 which belongs to 𝑢3 .
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Let the “subjective” trust value of user 𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑑𝑖 be denoted by 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 . The home
𝑑
cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 computes 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 by combining 𝑢𝑥′ 𝑠 direct trust toward 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) based on
𝑟
′
self-observation reports, and 𝑢𝑥 𝑠 indirect trust toward 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡𝑥,𝑖 ) based on other users’ ratings, as follows:
𝑑
𝑟
𝑡𝑥,𝑖 = 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ∙ 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
+ (1 − 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑡𝑥,𝑖

(6.5)

Here, 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 is a weight parameter (0 ≤ 𝜇 ≤ 1) to weigh the importance of direct trust
relative to indirect trust. The selection of 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 is critical to trust evaluation. We apply
adaptive filtering developed in [27] to adjust 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 dynamically to effectively cope with
malicious attacks and to improve trust accuracy.
𝑑
The direct trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
in Equation (6.5) is computed by Beta Reputation [65] under
which the trust value is modeled as a random variable in the range of [0, 1] following
the Beta (𝛼, 𝛽) distribution. The numbers of positive and negative experiences are modeled as binomial random variables. Since the beta-binomial is a conjugate pair, this
leads to a posterior beta distribution with updated parameters. Specifically, we can cal𝑑
culate direct trust of 𝑢𝑥 toward device 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
, as follows:
𝑑
𝑡𝑥,𝑖
= 𝛼/(𝛼 + 𝛽)

(6.6)

where 𝛼 is the amount of positive service experience with time decay and 𝛽 is the
amount of negative service experience with time decay, calculated as 𝛼 =
∑𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑒 −𝜆𝑑 (𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑤 −𝑡) and 𝛽 = ∑𝑎𝑙𝑙(1 − 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 (𝑡)) 𝑒 −𝜆𝑑 (𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑤 −𝑡) where 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 (𝑡)is a service rating
received from user 𝑢𝑥 at time t about 𝑑𝑖 ’s service quality, 𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑤 is the current time, and
𝜆𝑑 is the decay parameter to discount old service experiences. Here 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 contributes to
positive service experience and 1 − 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 contributes to negative service experience. If 𝑡 =
𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑤 then the service rating has the highest credibility of 1; otherwise, the credibility of
the service rating decays over time exponentially. The summation is over all service ratings received from user 𝑢𝑥 , including old and new service ratings maintained in user
𝑢𝑥 ′𝑠 cloud server.
𝑟
To compute indirect trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
, the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 first locates social similarity records 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )′𝑠 in its local storage. The home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 then selects
top-R raters from R users with the highest similarity scores with 𝑢𝑥 and calculates the
𝑟
indirect trust (𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) towards device 𝑑𝑖 as follows:
𝑟
𝑡𝑥,𝑖
= ∑
𝑢𝑦 ∈𝑈

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )
· 𝑡𝑑
∑𝑢𝑧 ∈𝑈 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑧 ) 𝑦,𝑖
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(6.7)

The indirect trust model as indicated in Equation (6.7) is essentially a weighted sum
of service ratings reported by other IoT devices (acting as recommenders) with a higher
weight giving to a recommender with a higher social similarity. It is based on a widely
accepted concept that mobile IoT systems can be characterized as a hybrid of P2P and
social networks and IoT trust management must take into account social relationships
among device owners in order to maximize protocol performance [27][86]. Here, 𝑈 is a
set of up to R raters whose 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) scores are the highest, 𝑢𝑦 ∈ 𝑈 is a rater selected,
𝑑
𝑑
and 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
is the service rating provided by 𝑢𝑦 toward device 𝑑𝑖 . We note that 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
is stored
in the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑦 but it is obtainable after the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥
communicates with the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑦 . In Equation (6.7), the service rating
𝑑
provided from 𝑢𝑦 toward 𝑑𝑖 (i. e. , 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
) is weighted by the ratio of the similarity score of
𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑢𝑦 to the sum of the similarity scores toward all raters. That is, if the
similarity score of 𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑢𝑦 is high relative to that of 𝑢𝑥 toward other raters, then
𝑑
the home cloud server of 𝑢𝑥 will put a relatively high weight on the rating 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
provided
𝑟
by 𝑢𝑦 to compute 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 .
6.3.1.2 Protocol Execution Description
In this section, we elaborate in detail the actions taken by the entities in our 3-tier
mobile cloud hierarchy (IoT devices, cloudlets, and cloud servers) while executing IoTHiTrust. For user 𝑢𝑥 , we use 𝐶𝐿𝑥 and 𝐶𝑆𝑥 to refer to its local cloudlet and home cloud
server, respectively, in the 3-tier mobile cloud hierarchy. We note that while 𝐶𝑆𝑥 is
fixed, 𝐶𝐿𝑥 is dynamically changed as the user roams from one region to another.

ux’s action in response to an event
(3)

(1)
(2)

ux receives a service
completed by di
belonging to uy

ux reports to CSx
through CLx a service
rating report (along with
the timestamp) using its
primary IoT device

ux encounters uy

ux wants to know
service
trustworthiness of di

they exchange their
(Fx,Sx,Cx) and

belonging to uy

(Fy,Sy,Cy) profiles so
as to measure their
mutual social similarity
sim(ux,uy)

ux (using its primary
IoT device) sends a
query to CSx
through CLx

ux and uy report it to
their respective home
cloud servers CSx and
CSy through their local
cloudlets CLx and CLy

CLx returns the trust
score of di to ux.

Figure 6.4: Trust Protocol Execution Action Flowchart for User 𝒖𝒙 .
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Figure 6.4 shows a flowchart of our trust management protocol execution from the
perspective of user 𝑢𝑥 . As illustrated in Figure 6.4, the actions performed by 𝑢𝑥 are as
follows:
(1) When 𝑢𝑥 just receives a service completed by 𝑑𝑖 belonging to 𝑢𝑦 , 𝑢𝑥 (using its
primary IoT device) reports to 𝐶𝑆𝑥 through 𝐶𝐿𝑥 a service rating report (𝑓𝑥,𝑖 along
with the timestamp at which service is rendered) indicating the extent to which it is
satisfied with the service provided by 𝑑𝑖 .
(2) When 𝑢𝑥 encounters 𝑢𝑦 , they exchange their (𝐹𝑥 , 𝑆𝑥 , 𝐶𝑥 ) and (𝐹𝑦 , 𝑆𝑦 , 𝐶𝑦 ) profiles so as
to measure their mutual social similarity 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) (Equations (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and
(6.4)). Then 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 report it to their respective home cloud servers 𝐶𝑆𝑥 and 𝐶𝑆𝑦
through their local cloudlets 𝐶𝐿𝑥 and 𝐶𝐿𝑦, respectively. Energy constrained devices
may report 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) only the first time or periodically to conserve energy.
(3) When 𝑢𝑥 wants to know service trustworthiness of 𝑑𝑖 belonging to 𝑢𝑦 , 𝑢𝑥 (using its
primary IoT device) sends a query to 𝐶𝑆𝑥 through 𝐶𝐿𝑥 and waits for a reply back
from 𝐶𝐿𝑥 returning the trust score of 𝑑𝑖 .

CSx’s action in response to an event
(1)

CSx receives a service
rating fx,i along with

(3)
(2)

CSx receives a query
from user ux asking for
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user ux about the

CSx receives

the trust value of di

sim(ux,uy) from user

belonging to uy

service quality of di

ux about the social

belonging to uy

similarity between
ux and uy

CSx updates the α
and β values for ux
toward di

CSx stores the
updated value in the
local database

CSx first computes the
indirect trust of ux
toward device di using
values sim(ux,uy)
received and stored
earlier

CSx computes the
overall trust of ux
toward device di

CSx updates direct
trust of ux toward
device di by Equation

CSx returns tx,i to user
ux via CLx

6 and stores the
updated trust value in
the local database

Figure 6.5: Trust Protocol Execution Action Flowchart for Cloud Server 𝑪𝑺𝒙 .
Figure 6.5 shows a flowchart of our trust management protocol execution from the
perspective of 𝐶𝑆𝑥 , the home cloud server of user 𝑢𝑥 . As illustrated in Figure 6.5, the
actions performed by 𝐶𝑆𝑥 are as follows:
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(1) When 𝐶𝑆𝑥 receives a service rating 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 along with the timestamp t from user 𝑢𝑥 about
the service quality of 𝑑𝑖 belonging to 𝑢𝑦 , 𝐶𝑆𝑥 updates the 𝛼 and 𝛽 values for
𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑑𝑖 based on 𝑢𝑥 ′𝑠 own old and new service ratings toward 𝑑𝑖 with trust
𝑑
decay over time. Then, 𝐶𝑆𝑥 updates direct trust of 𝑢𝑥 toward device 𝑑𝑖 ( 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) by
𝑑
Equation (5.6) and stores the updated 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 value in the local database.
(2) When 𝐶𝑆𝑥 receives 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )from user 𝑢𝑥 about the social similarity between 𝑢𝑥
and 𝑢𝑦 , 𝐶𝑆𝑥 stores the updated 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) value in the local database.
(3) When 𝐶𝑆𝑥 receives a query from user 𝑢𝑥 asking for the trust value of 𝑑𝑖 belonging to
𝑟
𝑢𝑦 , 𝐶𝑆𝑥 first computes the indirect trust of 𝑢𝑥 toward device 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) by Equation
(6.7) using 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) values received earlier and stored in its local database. Then,
𝐶𝑆𝑥 computes the overall trust of 𝑢𝑥 toward device 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡𝑥,𝑖 ) by Equation (6.5) using
𝑑
𝑡𝑥,𝑖
and 𝜇𝑥,𝑖 values stored in the local database. Lastly, 𝐶𝑆𝑥 returns 𝑡𝑥,𝑖 to user 𝑢𝑥 via
𝐶𝐿𝑥 .
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a reply from CSx,
CLx forwards it to
user ux

Figure 6.6: Trust Protocol Execution Action Flowchart for Cloudlet 𝑪𝑳𝒙 .
Figure 6.6 shows a flowchart of our trust management protocol execution from the
perspective of 𝐶𝐿𝑥 , the local cloudlet of user 𝑢𝑥 . As illustrated in Figure 6.6, the actions
performed by 𝐶𝐿𝑥 are as follows:
(1) When 𝐶𝐿𝑥 receives a service rating 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 along with the timestamp from user 𝑢𝑥 about
the service quality of 𝑑𝑖 belonging to 𝑢𝑦 , 𝐶𝐿𝑥 forwards it to 𝑢𝑥 ′𝑠 home cloud server
𝐶𝑆𝑥 .
(2) When 𝐶𝐿𝑥 receives 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )from user 𝑢𝑥 about the social similarity between 𝑢𝑥
and 𝑢𝑦 , 𝐶𝐿𝑥 forwards it to 𝑢𝑥 ′𝑠 home cloud server 𝐶𝑆𝑥 .
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(3) When 𝐶𝐿𝑥 receives a query from user 𝑢𝑥 asking for the trust value of 𝑑𝑖 belonging to
𝑢𝑦 , 𝐶𝐿𝑥 forwards the query to 𝑢𝑥 ′𝑠 home cloud server 𝐶𝑆𝑥 . Then, after receiving 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
as a reply from 𝐶𝑆𝑥 , 𝐶𝐿𝑥 forwards it to user 𝑢𝑥 .
6.3.1.3 Dealing with Network Disconnection
A cloudlet may lose connectivity with the cloud if all heavyweight IoT devices selected
as the cloudlet devices for the cloudlet experience network disconnection in emergency
situations such as a network service disruption. A cloudlet must maintain service
continuity to IoT devices during network disconnection. In case the cloudlet can still
communicate with a neighbor cloudlet which still has connectivity with the cloud, then
all reports, queries, and responses can route through the neighbor cloudlet. Otherwise,
it will have to operate in disconnected mode [92] using cached data. For a heavy IoT
device that is typically not mobile or only moves within the region, the home regional
cloudlet has all the data it needs for answering a user query regarding the
trustworthiness of that IoT device, since it caches all reports, responses, and social
similarity reports with that IoT device pass through the local cloudlet. So all the local
cloudlet has to do is to follow the computational procedure described earlier to assess
the trustworthiness of that IoT device, as if the computation is performed by the cloud
itself. For a lightweight IoT device, the home region cloudlet may lose some precision in
estimating the trustworthiness of the IoT device because it does not have all the data
needed. For example it may miss some reports of that IoT device when that IoT device
moves away from its region. The trust accuracy is largely affected by the mobility of the
user carrying the IoT device. In Section 6.2.3 we will assess the extent to which the trust
accuracy is impacted under various mobility scenarios.

6.4 IoT-HiTrust Protocol Performance
In this section, we analyze IoT-HiTrust performance. We first perform a complexity
analysis of the communication and storage cost for evaluating scalability. Then we conduct a performance analysis using ns-3 network simulator [108]. We compare IoTHiTrust performance with two baseline trust protocols, Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86]. See Chapter 2 Related Work for the detail of these two baseline trust
protocols chosen for our comparative analysis.

6.4.1 Scalability Analysis
Table 6.1 summarizes the complexity analysis results. We evaluate the scalability of
IoT-HiTrust against Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86] based on the complexity analysis results.
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Table 6.1: Complexity Analysis of IoT-HiTrust against Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and
ObjectiveTrust [86].
Protocol

Communication
𝑁𝑇
Complexity
O(∑ 𝜆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑞𝑖𝑗 + 𝜋𝑖𝑗 )

IoT-HiTrust

𝑗=1

Adaptive IoT Trust

𝑁𝑇

O(𝑁𝑇 )

O(∑ 𝜋𝑖𝑗 )
𝑁𝑇𝑗=1

ObjectiveTrust

Storage
Complexity
O(1)

O(1)

٭O (∑ 𝜆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑞𝑖𝑗 )
𝑗=1

Communication Cost Complexity: For IoT-HiTrust, the communication cost per IoT
device (from node i’s perspective) is of complexity O(∑

𝑁𝑇
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑞𝑖𝑗 + 𝜋𝑖𝑗 ) where 𝑁𝑇 is

the number of IoT devices in the system, 𝜆𝑖𝑗 is the service request rate of node i to node
j, 𝑞𝑖𝑗 is the query rate of node i about node j’s trust status, and 𝜋𝑖𝑗 is the encountering
rate of node i with node j which can be derived by analyzing the encounter or interaction pattern, e.g., a power-law distribution, as supported by the analysis of many real
traces [68]. Upon completing a service from node j, node i sends its service quality assessment toward node j to its home cloud server. When node i wishes to find out if
node j is trustworthy, it sends a query to its home cloud server. Lastly, upon encountering node j, node i exchanges its user profile with node j’s user profile while preserving
privacy to compute three social similarity measures (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 ) between node i
and node j according to Equations (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3), after which node i sends
(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 , 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐 ) to its home cloud server for storage. The one extra message needed
for sending computed social similarity values to its home cloud server does not change
the complexity.
For ObjectiveTrust [86], the communication cost per IoT device (from node i’s perspective) is of complexity O (∑

𝑁𝑇
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑞𝑖𝑗 ). Upon completing a service from node j,

node i sends its service quality assessment toward node j to the cloud. When node i
wishes to find out if node j is trustworthy, it sends a query to the cloud. There is no
need for node i to exchange social relationships upon encountering each other, or report
the social similarity between node i and node j to the cloud because ObjectiveTrust assumes the existence of a friendship social network graph as input for specifying social
relationships (e.g., centrality and credibility) and such information is already loaded in
the cloud. Due to this assumption, ObjectiveTrust’s communication cost complexity is
lower than that of IoT-HiTrust by O(∑

𝑁𝑇

𝑗=1

𝜋𝑖𝑗 ).
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For Adaptive IoT Trust [27], the communication cost per node (from node i’s perspective) is O(∑

𝑁𝑇

𝑗=1

𝜋𝑖𝑗 ) because upon node i encountering node j, node i exchanges its

user profile with node j’s user profile for computing social similarity and also exchanges
its service quality experiences with node j’s service quality experiences toward other
nodes in the system for computing trust scores toward other nodes in the system. There
is no communication cost for node i to send its own service quality assessment results
and social similarity results to the cloud because node i stores all service quality assessment results (including from itself and from all other nodes) as well as social similarity results in its local storage. When node i wishes to know node j’s trust status it
simply looks up its trust data in the local storage. Compared with IoT-HiTrust, Adaptive IoT Trust communication cost complexity is lower by O (∑

𝑁𝑇
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑞𝑖𝑗 ) since node

i sends neither trust data nor trust status queries to the cloud.
Storage Cost Complexity: For IoT-HiTrust, the storage cost per node (from node i’s
perspective) is O(1) for storing its own user profile only (i.e., friend, social contact, and
community-interest lists) because all service quality experience, social similarity, and
trust data are stored in the cloud. The storage cost per cloud server is O(NT/NC) for storing service quality experiences, social similarity, and trust data of NT/NC devices, where
NT is the number of IoT devices and NC is the number of cloud servers, as the load is
shared by all cloud servers (through the use of a fair hash function).
For ObjectiveTrust [86], the storage cost per node is also O(1) because all data are also
stored in the cloud.
For Adaptive IoT Trust [27], the storage cost per node is O(NT) because for every other IoT device, a storage space is needed for storing service quality experiences, social
similarity, and trust data. Apparently Adaptive IoT Trust is not scalable when NT is sufficiently large.
Scalability Evaluation: Adaptive IoT Trust is not scalable in the storage cost when
NT is sufficiently large. IoT-HiTrust and ObjectiveTrust are both scalable in the communication and storage cost. However, IoT-HiTrust achieves better scalability than ObjectiveTrust for two reasons: (a) with the hierarchical mobile cloud IoT architecture under
IoT-HiTrust, an IoT device only communicates with its local cloudlet over a short radiorange distance when forwarding service quality experience results and social similarity
information to the cloud or querying trust data from the cloud, whereas under ObjectiveTrust, an IoT device communicates with the cloud over a long haul distance; (b) IoTHiTrust collects social relationships between each pair of IoT devices dynamically when
IoT devices encounter each other, while ObjectiveTrust must rely on the existence of a
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friendship social network graph for specifying social relationships. Point (b) above is
especially problematic for scalability of ObjectiveTrust because it will be costly if not
impossible to obtain a global friendship social network graph when a huge number of
IoT devices change their social profiles dynamically.

6.4.2 Environment Setup
Table 6.2: Parameter List for Performance Evaluation.
Parameter

Meaning

Default

𝑁𝑇

Number of IoT devices

2000

𝑁𝑢

Number of users

500

𝑁𝐶

Number of cloud servers

10

𝑃𝑀

% of malicious users

30%

𝑃𝐶

% of high centrality nodes

0%

𝜆

Service request rate per node

1/day

𝑐

Standard deviation of error

1%

𝑚𝑚

Cloudlet regional area

1616

𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑆

SWIM slope

1.45

𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑝𝑡

SWIM maximum pause time

4 hrs

𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑛𝑝𝑝

SWIM # popular places per node

[10, 25]

𝑛𝑓,𝑙𝑐

# friends per low-centrality node

[10, 50]

𝑛𝑓,ℎ𝑐
𝑁𝐶𝑜𝐼

# friends per high-centrality node
# communities of interest

𝑛𝐶𝑜𝐼

# communities of interest per node

[100, 500]
50
[10, 25]

𝑛𝑟

# of recommenders accepted

10

𝑤𝑓 : 𝑤𝑠 : 𝑤𝑐

Weight ratio of social relations

1/3:1/3:1/3

The environment setup for performance evaluation of IoT-HiTrust is the same as that
in Chapter 5 except that Chapter 5 is for a centralized cloud IoT system and Chapter 6 is
for a hierarchically structured 3-tier IoT system. To be self-contained, the environment
setup is described again in this section in full detail at the expense of somewhat repetition. The environment setup follows the model parameters as listed in Table 6.2 and is
explained as follows. We consider a large IoT 𝑚  𝑚 “cloudlet” regional area with NT =
2000 IoT devices, where each “cloudlet” region (location) is also a square with the width
and height equal to wireless radio range so that nodes within a grid can communicate
with the local cloudlet in the grid. The boundary locations are wrapped around (i.e., a
torus is assumed) to avoid end effects. These IoT devices are randomly assigned to NU =
500 users, with each user having 4 devices on average. The number of cloud servers in
the data cloud center is NC = 10 such that each cloud server can approximately handle
NT/NC = 200 IoT devices.
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The % of malicious users (PM) is a model parameter whose effect will be analyzed via
a sensitivity analysis. Malicious users are chosen randomly from NU = 500 users. A malicious user will perform self-promoting, bad-mouthing, ballot-stuffing, discriminatory,
and opportunistic service attacks as described in Chapter 3.3. In particular, a malicious
𝑑
user 𝑢𝑦 can provide a bad recommendation 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
=0 (see Equation (6.7)) against a good
𝑑
device i for bad-mouthing attacks, and conversely a good recommendation 𝑡𝑦,𝑖
=1 for a
malicious device i for ballot-stuffing attacks. Our protocol handles ballot-stuffing and
bad-mouthing attacks by recommendation filtering during the computation of the indi𝑟
rect trust 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
in Equation (6.7).
The % of high centrality users (PC) is also a model parameter whose effect will be analyzed. Users are connected through social networks represented by a friendship matrix
and a CoI matrix where an entry xy is 1 meaning that user x and user y are friends and
members of a CoI, respectively. Each low centrality user has 𝑛𝑓,𝑙𝑐 = [10, 50] friends, and
each high centrality user has 𝑛𝑓,ℎ𝑐 = [100, 500] friends populated randomly. There are
𝑁𝐶𝑜𝐼 = 50 CoIs and each user has 𝑛𝐶𝑜𝐼 = [10, 25] CoIs.
We consider these users moving according to the small world in motion (SWIM) mobility model [71] modeling human social behaviors for the purpose of assessing the social contact similarity metric between any pair of users. In SWIM [71], a node has a
home location and 𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑛𝑝𝑝 = [10, 20] popular places populated randomly out of the
𝑚  𝑚 locations in the system. A node makes a move to one of the population places
based on a prescribed pattern. The probability of a location being selected is higher if it
is closer to the node’s home location or if it has a higher popularity (visited by more
nodes). When reaching the destination, the node pauses at the destination location for a
period of time following a bounded power law distribution. We set the slope of the
SWIM mobility model (𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑆 ) to 1.45 (as in [71]) and the upper-bound pause time
(𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑝𝑡 ) to 4 hours. The encounter time interval for any two nodes is a bounded power-law distribution between [10 minutes, 2 days], which models the social contact behavior of any two nodes.
Three IoT devices in a region are selected as cloudlet devices periodically responsible
for caching and relaying service experience reports, trust score queries, and responses
for IoT devices in the region. Direct trust of node i toward node j is assessed upon completion of a service request from node i to node j. Each node requests services from a
selected device with a time interval following an exponential distribution with parameter 𝜆, with 1/day being the default unless otherwise specified. The trust update interval
Δ𝑡 is 2 hours. The system runs continuously although trust convergence is achieved in
less than 200 hours.
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The user satisfaction levels of service experiences, i.e., 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 in the range of [0, 1] from
user 𝑢𝑥 about 𝑑𝑖 ’s service quality, are from a real web service dataset [107] and are used
as “ground truth” based on which the accuracy of our trust protocol is assessed. Since
𝑑
the direct trust of user 𝑢𝑥 toward service provider 𝑑𝑖 (i.e., 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
) is calculated by Equation
𝑑
(6.5) with “ground truth” user service experiences as input, 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
essentially is equal to
ground truth. However, we account for the presence of noise in the IoT environment
(i.e., error of assessing user satisfaction level received) by considering a standard deviation parameter σc (set to 1% as default) to reflect the deviation of the actual user satisfac𝑑
tion level recorded in the database from the direct trust evaluation outcome 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
. The de−4
cay parameter 𝜆𝑑 is set to 10 as in [24] for heavy discounting old experiences. Initially,
𝑡𝑥,𝑖 is set to 0.5 (ignorance) by user 𝑢𝑥 for all i’s. Then, trust is updated dynamically as
nodes encounter each other, as services are requested and rendered, and as trust feed𝑟
back are acquired. 𝑛𝑟 =10 for the set size of 𝑈 in Equation (6.7) for calculating 𝑡𝑥,𝑖
. We
consider 𝑤𝑓 = 𝑤𝑙 = 𝑤𝑐 = 1/3 considering friendship, social contact, and community of
interest are equally important.
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Figure 6.7: Trust Value of a Good Node under Intermittent Disconnection.
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Figure 6.8: Trust Value of a Bad Node under Intermittent Disconnection.

6.4.3 IoT-HiTrust Performance Characteristics
In this section, we report ns-3 simulation results on IoT-HiTrust performance characteristics in response to user and environment dynamics.
Figure 6.7 shows IoT-HiTrust performance in terms of trust accuracy, convergence,
and resiliency against attacks. It shows the progressive trust value of a “good” IoT device as assessed by the cloudlet in the home region where the IoT device initially resides
vs. time for the case in which PM = 30%. The “ground truth” trust value of this good device is depicted by the solid line at 0.83. Note that the “ground truth” trust value of this
good node is not 1 because 𝑓𝑥,𝑖 (service satisfaction experience of user 𝑢𝑥 toward 𝑑𝑖 ) retrieved from the trace dataset [107] is not necessarily 1. The progressive trust value
measured by IoT-HiTrust is depicted by dashed lines. We consider the scenario in
which the “good” IoT device’s cloudlet is disconnected due to network disconnection at
times (marked by zig-zag patterns) during which it can only perform disconnected trust
assessment. The label “no region roaming” means that the target IoT device stays in the
same region all the time. The label “neighbor region roaming” means that the target IoT
device stays in the home region but roams to neighbor regions from time to time. The
label “hopper” means that the target IoT device moves across region boundary frequently. We see that trust accuracy decreases as the target “good” IoT device moves
across the regional boundary more frequently. However, given time, all cases eventually converge after sufficient data are collected to allow accurate trust assessment.
Correspondingly, Figure 6.8 shows IoT-HiTrust performance in terms of the trust
value of a “bad” IoT device vs. time when PM = 30%. This bad node’s trust value is up
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and down because of opportunistic service attacks performed by the bad node. We
again confirm that trust accuracy decreases as the target “bad” IoT device moves across
the regional boundary more frequently. However, trust accuracy is restored as soon as
the home regional cloudlet is reconnected. Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 verify that our IoTHiTrust protocol is effective to deal with intermittent disconnection for providing service continuity, especially for IoT devices that do not move much such as heavyweight
IoT devices.
In summary, relative to prior work [9][10][11][23][27], Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8
demonstrate that our hierarchical trust management achieves efficiency and scalability,
without compromising trust accuracy.
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Figure 6.9: Trust Value of a Good Node under Various Attack Types.
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Figure 6.10: Trust Value of a Bad Node under Various Attack Types.
We test the sensitivity of the results w.r.t. the attack type in Figure 6.9 and Figure
6.10.
Figure 6.9 demonstrates the effect of the attack type on trust accuracy, convergence,
and resiliency of a “good” target node that roams between neighbor regions. The curve
labeled by “with all attacks” (green curve) corresponds to the curve in Figure 6.7. There
are three other curves, i.e., “without bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks,” “without discriminatory attacks,” and “without opportunistic attacks,” each with a particular
attack type being removed so as to see its absence on accuracy, convergence, and resiliency. We see from Figure 6.9 that recommendation attacks (i.e., bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks combined) have the biggest effect on accuracy, convergence, and resiliency because without them (red curve) the system can approach ground truth (black
curve) in the shortest amount of time. Discriminatory attacks also have some effect on
accuracy, convergence, and resiliency because without them (blue curve) the system can
converge faster than with them (green curve), although the sensitivity is not as high.
Lastly opportunistic attacks have the least effect on accuracy, convergence, and resiliency because without them (pink curve) the system does not converge any faster than
with them (green curve). This is so because a bad node performing opportunistic attacks will only affect its own trust value, not the “good” target node’s trust value.
Therefore the most severe attack type appears to be the recommendation attack as it
will ruin the reputation of the “good” target node.
Figure 6.10 demonstrates the effect of the attack type on trust accuracy, convergence,
and resiliency of a “bad” node that roams between neighbor regions. Similarly the
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curve labeled by “with all attacks” (green curve) corresponds to the curve in Figure 6.8.
There are three other curves, i.e., “without bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks,”
“without discriminatory attacks,” and “without opportunistic attacks,” each with a particular attack type being removed so as to see its absence on accuracy, convergence, and
resiliency. Since the target node is a “bad” node, we see from Figure 6.10 that opportunistic attacks have the most severe effect on accuracy, convergence, and resiliency because without them (pink curve) the system converges to ground truth (zero for a bad
node) while with them the system converges to the up and down curve (green curve).
This is so because the “bad” target node performing opportunistic service attacks will
alternate between behave and misbehave to keep its trust value between the high
threshold and low threshold. We see from Figure 6.10 that the other two attack types do
not have a high impact on the trust value of this “bad” target node. In practice, a bad
node will always perform opportunistic service attacks to disguise itself as a good node
without being caught. The best the system can do is to accurately track a bad node’s
trust status to refrain it from providing bad service and to decrease the chance of selecting bad nodes for providing service. This is illustrated by two real-world mobile cloud
IoT applications described in Section 6.5 below.

6.4.4 Sensitivity and Comparative Analysis
In this section, we report the sensitivity of IoT-HiTrust performance with respect to
the % of malicious users (PM) and the % of high centrality users (PC). We again compare
IoT-HiTrust performance with Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86].
We first analyze the effect of the % of malicious users (PM). Figure 6.11 compares IoTHiTrust (red surface) with Adaptive IoT Trust (orange surface) and ObjectiveTrust
(green surface) as PM (% of malicious nodes) varies from 20% to 40% for a non-malicious
node randomly chosen. All other parameters use the default settings as in Table 6.2. The
ground truth trust value of the non-malicious node is marked by a solid line at 0.83. We
first note that for all protocols, the estimated trust score of the non-malicious nodes approaches the ground truth value as time progresses as more evidence is collected. Also,
the deviation from the ground truth trust score increases as PM increases because more
malicious nodes perform attacks. We see that IoT-HiTrust (red) consistently outperforms Adaptive IoT Trust (orange) and ObjectiveTrust (green), especially when the % of
malicious nodes is high (40%). We attribute IoT-HiTrust performing better than Adaptive IoT Trust to the fact that IoT-HiTrust can leverage cloud service to aggregate broad
evidence from all nodes to achieve the minimum trust bias. We attribute IoT-HiTrust
performing better than ObjectiveTrust to the fact that unlike ObjectiveTrust, IoT112

HiTrust considers “subjective trust” which takes a customer’s own service experiences
into consideration and it can dynamically adjust the weight associated with a customer’s own service experiences to effectively cope with malicious attacks and improve
trust accuracy.

Figure 6.11: Performance Comparison of Trust Convergence, Accuracy and Resiliency
in 3-D View with PM (% of Malicious Nodes) ranging from 20% to 40%.

Figure 6.12: Performance Comparison of Trust Convergence, Accuracy and Resiliency
in 3-D View with PC (% of High Centrality Nodes) ranging from 0% to 40%.
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Next we analyze the effect of % of high centrality users (PC). Figure 6.12 compares
IoT-HiTrust (red surface) with Adaptive IoT Trust (orange surface) and ObjectiveTrust
(green surface) as PC (% of high centrality nodes) varies from 0% to 40% for a nonmalicious node randomly chosen. All other parameters use the default settings as in Table 6.2. We see IoT-HiTrust (red) also consistently performs better than Adaptive IoT
Trust (orange) and ObjectiveTrust (green), especially when PC is low. All protocols perform comparably when PC is high. The reason is that all protocols consider social relationships (including friendship which maps to centrality) for recommendation filtering.
So when PC is high, all have excellent recommendation filtering taking place, resulting
in the estimated trust score approaching the ground truth trust value. When PC is extremely high (40%), ObjectiveTrust has a slight edge over IoT-HiTrust and Adaptive IoT
Trust, because ObjectiveTrust uses a weighted sum of centrality and filtered opinions
for trust computation, and directly uses centrality (by means of the overall trust score
computation) as credibility for recommendation filtering. One should note that, however, a social network normally has only a small number of nodes with high centrality
[87], so for a typical social network with less than 20% high centrality nodes, IoTHiTrust (red) still outperforms ObjectiveTrust (green).
In summary, relative to Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86], our work
addresses scalability while achieving “subjective trust” evaluation accuracy.

6.5 Applicability to Real World IoT Applications
6.5.1 Case study 1: Smart City Travel Service Composition
The first case study is taken from [23]: Bob has never traveled to Washington DC, so
he is excited but also nervous about the quality of service he will receive during his visit. He is aware of the fact that DC is a smart city so he registers his smartphone to the
travelers-in-Washington-DC social network. He also downloads an augmented map social
IoT application [6] to run on his smartphone, allowing his Near Field Communications
(NFC) equipped smartphone to browse a tag-augmented DC map wherever he goes
sightseeing. This tag-augmented map automatically connects Bob’s smartphone to IoT
devices available upon encounter, which provide information, food, entertainment (e.g.,
ticket purchasing), and transportation services. Bob instructs his smartphone to make
selection decisions dynamically, so it can leverage new information derived from direct
experiences and recommendations received from IoT devices it encounters. In response
to a service request issued by Bob, his smartphone must (a) gather sensing data or information collected from the physical environment based on either self-observations or
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recommendations; (b) formulate a service plan based on the results gathered; and (c)
invoke necessary services to meet Bob’s service demand and requirements.
and

S1: search service A

S2: search service B

or

S3: taxi

S4: bus

S5: metro

S6: hamburger shop

Figure 6.13: A Service Flow Structure for the Smart City Travel Service Composition
Application.
To this end, the augmented map travel service composition application running on
Bob’s smartphone composes a service workflow plan as shown in Figure 6.13 in response his service request “Fill me with the best grilled hamburger within 20 minutes
under a $30 budget.” With the service plan formulated, Bob’s smartphone selects the
best service providers out of a myriad of service providers to execute the service plan.
The objective of this trust-based service composition application running on Bob’s
smartphone is to select the most trustworthy IoT nodes for providing services specified
in the flow structure subject to the time and budget constraints (20 minutes and 30 dollars) such that the overall trustworthiness score representing the goodness of the service
composition is maximized.
In Figure 6.13, there are 6 atomic services connected by three types of workflow
structures: sequential, parallel (AND), and selection (OR). Each service would have multiple service provider candidates. In this case, the overall trustworthiness score of this
service composition application can be calculated recursively in the same way the reliability of a series-parallel connected system is calculated. Specifically, the trustworthiness score of a composite service (whose trustworthiness score is𝑇𝑠 ) that consists of two
subservices (whose trustworthiness scores are 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 ) depends on the structure connecting the two subservices as follows:
a) Sequential structure: 𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇1 × 𝑇2;
b) Selection structure (OR): 𝑇𝑠 = max(𝑇1 , 𝑇2 );
c) Parallel structure (AND): 𝑇𝑠 = 1 − (1 − 𝑇1 ) × (1 − 𝑇2 ).
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For the flow structure in Figure 6.13, the outmost structure is a sequential structure
connecting (S1 S2), (S3 S4 S5), and S6 out of which (S1 S2) is a parallel structure and (S3 S4
S5) is a selection structure.
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Figure 6.14: Utility Score of the Smart City Travel Service Composition Application.
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Figure 6.15: Probability of a Bad SP Being Selected for the Smart City Travel Service
Composition Application.

Figure 6.14 shows the ns-3 simulation results. The 3-tier hierarchical mobile cloud
environment is setup the same way as discussed in Chapter 6.3 (see Table 6.2). We observe that trust-based service composition with IoT-HiTrust (red line) outperforms both
Adaptive IoT Trust (yellow line) and ObjectiveTrust (green line) as time progresses
when more trust evidence is gathered. Figure 6.15 shows the percentage of bad nodes
selected for the augmented map travel service composition application. Again as time
progresses, IoT-HiTrust outperforms all baseline schemes in selecting a good SP to exe116

cute the service request. Initially Adaptive IoT Trust (which is a distributed trust protocol) performs better than both IoT-HiTrust and ObjectiveTrust (both are centralized
trust protocols) because centralized trust protocols initially do not have access to a
broad range of trust evidence collected from other IoT devices. The advantage of IoTHiTrust over Adaptive IoT Trust increases as time progresses after the system gathers
sufficient service data from all nodes having service experience with a target node. We
also note that the advantage persists even the percentage of malicious nodes is 30% in
the system. On the other hand, IoT-HiTrust performs better than ObjectiveTrust because it considers “subjective trust” which takes a customer’s own service experiences
with a target service provider into consideration as it computes the trust score of a customer toward a target service provider. In the case in which the service experience is
plenty, IoT-HiTrust will dynamically put a higher weight on direct service experience
and conversely a lower weight on the recommendations to compute the trust score for
the purpose of minimizing trust bias. In the case in which the service experience is not
plenty but recent, IoT-HiTrust will adaptively adjust the weights on direct service experiences and recommendations such that the computed score would match the recent
service satisfaction outcome. In both cases, it shields the customer from malicious recommendation attacks, which is a common problem for reputation-based trust management protocols like ObjectiveTrust.

6.5.2 Case study 2: Air Pollution Detection and Response
The second case study is for the Fairfax County Hazard Detection and Response Team
charged to monitor the pollution levels of CO, NO2, SO2, and O3 for all cities under the
county so as to take appropriate actions if the air pollution level is above a tolerance
threshold. Since the area to be covered is rather large, the county officials only install a
few county-sensors in more strategic and populated areas to collect air pollution data.
To cover the whole county area air quality detection, the county officials also encourage
environment-health-conscious civilians driving or carrying air pollution detection capable vehicles or smartphones [51] to report air pollution data.
In case of emergency, the county officials can request IoT devices in a particular location to immediately report their sensing results to their home cloud servers through
their local cloudlets. Because the county officials have registered this cloud service, a
home cloud server upon receiving a sensing report will inform the county officials
(running as an IoT device) of the sensing report. Also the county officials send queries
via IoT-HiTrust to get the trustworthiness scores of these IoT devices who had reported
sensing results. To know if a location has acceptable air quality, the county officials
(running as node i) accept results (𝑆𝑗 ) from 200 most trustworthy IoT devices (which
have the highest 𝑡𝑖𝑗 trust values as determined by IoT-HiTrust) for the air quality detec117

tion service out of a total of 2000 nodes, and compute a trust-weighted average ∑200
𝑗=1(𝑡𝑖𝑗 /
200
∑𝑗=1 𝑡𝑖𝑗 ) × 𝑆𝑗 for each air pollutant (e.g., CO). If the level exceeds a minimum threshold
(e.g., above 70 ppm for CO), the county officials push alerting text to IoT devices in the
affected area.
Using the ns3 simulator, we simulate the above system populated with 2000 IoT devices capable of detecting and reporting CO air pollutant levels. The 3-tier hierarchical
mobile cloud environment is setup the same way as discussed in Chapter 6.3 (see Table
6.2). The CO level is simulated to be in the range of [60, 70 ppm] in various locations.
The percentage of bad nodes is set at PM =30%. A malicious node always reports CO
readings above 70 ppm in the range of [70, 120 ppm] regardless of location in order to
confuse the county official. Also a malicious node always performs bad-mouthing attacks (saying a good node’s sensing result is not trustworthy in the user satisfaction report) and ballot-stuffing attacks (saying a bad node’s sensing result is trustworthy).
We again compare IoT-HiTrust with Adaptive IoT Trust and ObjectiveTrust. We
measure two performance metrics for performance analysis: (a) the trust-weighted average CO reading vs. ground truth (i.e., the actual CO level at a specific location and a
particular time); (b) the accuracy of selecting trustworthy participants.
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Figure 6.16: Performance Comparison of Trust-Weighted Average CO Readings for
the Air Pollution Detection and Response Application.

Figure 6.16 shows the trust-weighted average CO readings vs. time (each time point
is a CO detection service request) with the percentage of bad nodes PM set at 30%. We
observe that IoT-HiTrust (red line) leveraging the proposed mobile cloud hierarchy can
provide CO readings very close to ground truth (black line) as time progresses. Further,
IoT-HiTrust outperforms Adaptive IoT Trust (yellow line) and ObjectiveTrust (green
line) in terms of accuracy, convergence, and resiliency. We mark a “Dangerous CO Lev118

el” line at which the CO reading is equal to or above 70 in the graph. We see that in
many sensing time points such as at 65, 75, 90, 100, and 185, IoT-HiTrust would report
the CO level is not dangerous as the ground truth is, but either Adaptive IoT Trust or
ObjectiveTrust would falsely report the CO level is dangerous since the trust-weighted
CO level average computed is above 70. This demonstrates that IoT-HiTrust is more resilient to malicious attacks (30% are malicious) than either Adaptive IoT Trust or ObjectiveTrust in this application. Figure 6.17 shows the percentage of bad nodes selected to
provide sensing results. We see again IoT-HiTrust (red line) outperforms Adaptive IoT
Trust and ObjectiveTrust as time progresses.
We attribute the superiority of IoT-HiTrust over Adaptive IoT Trust to its ability to
effectively aggregate trust evidence from all nodes who have had sensing service experiences with a target IoT device, leveraging our effective and efficient localized reportand-query paradigm, not being limited by node encountering experiences as in Adaptive IoT Trust. We attribute the superiority of IoT-HiTrust over ObjectiveTrust to its
ability to accurately compute the “subjective trust” which takes a customer’s own service experiences into consideration as opposed to the “objective trust” which only takes
the common belief or reputation into consideration as in ObjectiveTrust, and also to its
ability to dynamically adjust the weights associated with direct trust and indirect trust
to minimize trust bias, based on the customer’s past and recent own service experiences.
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Figure 6.17: Percentage of Bad IoT Devices Selected to Provide CO Sensing Service
for the Air Pollution Detection and Response Application.

6.6 Summary
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In this chapter, we designed and analyzed a scalable 3-tier hierarchical cloud architecture for supporting integrated mobility, service, and trust management of serviceoriented IoT systems, and exemplified it with the design of a hierarchical trust management protocol called IoT-HiTrust for large mobile cloud IoT systems. We verified
that IoT-HiTrust is effective for dealing with intermittent disconnection and cloud failure while preserving desirable trust accuracy, convergence and resiliency properties,
especially for IoT devices that do not move much such as heavyweight IoT devices. We
also demonstrated its applicability by applying IoT-HiTrust to a smart-city travel service composition application, and an air pollution detection and response application.
Our results support its superiority over Adaptive IoT Trust [27] and ObjectiveTrust [86]
in achieving scalability and maximizing application performance, without compromising trust accuracy, convergence and resiliency properties.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The goals of the dissertation research are to:
1.

develop trust protocols utilizing general trust management techniques for distributed, centralized, and hybrid IoT applications;

2.

verify desirable properties (including solution quality, accuracy, convergence, resiliency, and scalability) having been achieved;

3.

prove the designed protocols outperform contemporary trust protocols;

4.

prove the validity of our trust protocols with real-world IoT applications running in
distributed, centralized, and hybrid IoT environments.

This chapter summarizes completed work reflecting the goals above, future work, and
the schedule for completing the dissertation research.

7.1 A Summary of Dissertation Research Publications
We have developed a distributed trust protocol called Adaptive IoT Trust for distributed IoT applications (Chapter 4), a centralized trust protocol called IoT-TaaS for
centralized IoT applications with cloud access (Chapter 5), and a hierarchical trust management protocol called IoT-HiTrust for hybrid IoT applications (Chapter 6). We have
verified that desirable properties, including solution quality, accuracy, convergence, resiliency, and scalability have been achieved through formal proof or simulation. Furthermore, we have tested Adaptive IoT Trust, IoT-TaaS, and IoT-HiTrust with realworld IoT applications for validity. Through model-based analysis with simulation validation, we have demonstrated that our proposed IoT trust protocols outperform contemporary IoT trust protocols, and are resilient to trust related attacks.
The work completed so far has resulted in 6 journal publications, 8 conference publications, and 2 journal/conference paper submissions, listed below. At the end of each
paper publication, we annotate the dissertation chapter in which part of the paper appears.
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Papers Published:
Journal Publications:
1. J. Guo, I.R. Chen, and J.J.P. Tsai “A Survey of Trust Computation Models for
Internet of Things Systems,” Computer Communications, vol. 97, 2017, pp. 1-14.
([57] appearing in Chapter 2.)
2. I. R. Chen, J. Guo, and F. Bao, “Trust Management for SOA-based IoT and Its
Application to Service Composition”, IEEE Transactions on Services Computing,
vol. 9, no. 3, 2016, pp. 482-495. ([27] appearing in Chapter 4.)
3. I. R. Chen, F. Bao, and J. Guo, "Trust-based Service Management for Social
Internet of Things Systems," IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure
Computing, vol. 13, no. 6, Nov-Dec 2016, pp. 684-696. ([23] appearing in Chapter
4.)
4. I.R. Chen, J. Guo, and J.J.P. Tsai, “Trust as a Service for SOA-based Internet of
Things,” Services Transactions on Internet of Things, vol 1, no 1, June 2017, pp. 4352. ([29] appearing in Chapter 5.)
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Groups in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks,” Ad Hoc Networks, vol. 33, Oct. 2015, pp.
154-167. ([26] appearing in Chapter 6.)
6. I.R. Chen, J. Guo, F. Bao and J.H. Cho, “Trust Management in Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks for Bias Minimization and Application Performance Maximization,”
Ad Hoc Networks, vol. 19, 2014, pp. 59-74. ([25] appearing in Chapter 6.)
Conference Publications:
1. J. Guo, I.R. Chen, D.C. Wang, J.J.P. Tsai, and H. Al-Hamadi, “A Case Study of IoT
Participatory Sensing of Hazardous Ozone using Traces,” The 7th International
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2. J. Guo, I.R. Chen, and J.J.P. Tsai, “A Mobile Cloud Hierarchical Trust
Management Protocol for IoT Systems,” 5th IEEE International Conference on
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appearing in Chapter 6.)
3. J. Guo, I.R. Chen, J.J.P. Tsai, and H. Al-Hamadi, “A Hierarchical Cloud
Architecture for Integrated Mobility, Service, and Trust Management of ServiceOriented Internet of Things,” 6th IEEE international conference on Innovative
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Computing Technology (Intech 2016), Dublin, Ireland, August 2016. ([58] appearing
in Chapter 6.)
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7.2 Future Research Directions
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There are several future research directions extending from this dissertation research:
1. The first and foremost research direction is to explore and apply untouched trust
aggregation techniques based on belief theory or regression analysis to IoT systems. Regression analysis especially is applicable when IoT nodes can access a
centralized trust manager, say, located on a cloud because of the limited computing power of IoT devices for executing computationally expensive statistical
analysis. Feedback data reflecting service context information, such as capability
and energy of the SP, traffic congestion conditions of the network, and service
quality feedback itself, can be propagated to the cloud for complex statistical
analysis to better connect context information with service quality, thus providing a more accuracy estimate of service quality trust of a SP in question.
2. The second research direction is to further explore innovative social trust metrics
and the best way to combine them for IoT trust computation. The reason is that
IoT systems are inherently social oriented because IoT devices are owned by
humans. In the literature, using social similarity to rate a trustee or a recommender is emerging. However, how to combine several social metrics such as
friendship, centrality, social contact, and community-of-interest, into social similarity is still an open problem. Further, other than similarity, there are also many
IoT social properties such as selfishness, cooperativeness, integrity, and honesty
that need to be further explored. Properly exploring social relationship between
IoT devices can effectively defend bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks
which happen commonly in social IoT systems. This dissertation research has
developed a dynamic weighted sum method based on adaptive filtering to combine
social relationships and demonstrated its effectiveness, but there may be new social trust metrics yet discovered or a better way to combine social trust metrics
for IoT trust computation. Potential methods to investigate further include (a)
context-sensitive dynamic weighted sum, (b) setting a minimum threshold for
each trust property without combining multiple properties into one, and (c) using one trust property as the main one which is scaled by other trust properties
serving as confidence. A potential technique to use for context-sensitive dynamic
weighted sum is regression analysis [98] to link context information with trust
accuracy and/or application performance so as to determine the best weight assignment
3. The third research direction is to devise and validate a trust computation model
that can defend against all attacks. In this dissertation research, we have considered ways to defend against self-promotion attacks, bad-mouthing attacks, ballot-stuffing attacks, opportunistic service attacks, and discriminatory attacks by
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leveraging social trust metrics. However, more efforts are required to verify with
emerging service-oriented social IoT systems. Also, there is a need to further
model malicious behaviors (e.g., [83][78][46][43]) which can happen in serviceoriented social IoT systems, and devise as well as validate effective defense
mechanisms against such malicious behaviors.
4. The fourth research direction is to integrate cloud service with trust management
service to create an IoT service-community cloud utility, aka, Trust as a Service
(TaaS), for centralized or hierarchically structured IoT systems. An IoT servicecommunity for example can be an e-health group paying particular attention to
air pollution for the welfare of a group of users who may suffer from polluted air
quality, an intelligent your-ride-on-demand IoT group (like Uber), or a smart city
group consisting of visitors, merchants, restaurants, and entertainment business
entities, etc. TaaS would be a perfect service provided by the cloud to members
in each of these groups. Service reputation feedbacks along with service context
information can be fed into the cloud for a complex yet complete statistical analysis. Users requesting a service or a composite service (i.e., several services bundled together via service composition and binding) can be assured of trustworthy, high-quality service, as a result of TaaS being applied to such an IoT servicecommunity group. More IoT applications need to be further explored to fulfill
the full potential of such an IoT service-community TaaS cloud utility.
5. Lastly, there is a lack of a holistic design for scalable, adaptive and survivable
trust computation for social IoT systems. The fifth research direction is to consider a more holistic design to manage “integrated” mobility, service and trust information of a large number of IoT devices, in a scalable, secure, reliable, and efficient manner. A possible solution is to integrate the design concepts currently
existing in hierarchical trust management [26] [28] [13] [22], hierarchical mobility
management [55] [73] [35] [37], admission control [39][41][42][105], and tiered
cloud architectures [90]. While a node in a hierarchical mobility management architecture is a router responsible for keeping track of location information only
(where and how to route), a node in a hierarchical cloud management architecture is a cloud server responsible for keeping track of “integrated” information
including location, trust, and service information. A lower-level cloud server
(e.g., a cloudlet or a private cloud) keeps track of IoT devices in its directly covered service area. A higher level cloud server (e.g., a public cloud) in the architecture keeps track of status of all IoT devices covered by all local cloud servers below it. Should an IoT device roam from one cloud service area to another, a “service handoff” ensues causing this IoT device’s location, trust and service information to be transferred between the two involving cloud servers. Such an IoT
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framework can track IoT devices not only in trust status, but also in service and
mobility status dynamically to achieve the potential of anytime anywhere service-oriented IoT applications in the 21th century. The hierarchical cloud architecture for integrated mobility, service, and trust management with IoT-HiTrust
as the underlying IoT trust management protocol (which we proposed in Chapter 6 of the dissertation research) is a first step toward this research direction, but
more efforts are required to fulfill the potential.

7.3 Research Milestones
Table 7.1 below lists the milestones accomplished in the dissertation research.
Table 7.1: Dissertation Research Milestones
Date

Milestone

Feb. 2013

Survey related work on trust management of IoT systems.

May 2014

Develop a classification tree for classifying existing trust management protocols for IoT systems, with the intent to identify research
gaps and future research areas.

Aug. 2014

Complete trust-based service management for distributed IoT systems and its applications to IoT service composition applications.

Dec. 2014

Complete a hierarchical trust management protocol for mobile
group management and its applications to misbehaving node detection in mobile ad hoc networks.

May 2015

Complete a trust management protocol for a cloud-based centralized IoT system.

May 2016

Leverage experience learned from hierarchical trust management
protocol for mobile group management to the design and analysis
of a hierarchical trust management protocol for large scale hybrid
IoT systems.

Nov. 2016

Ph.D. Preliminary Proposal Exam

May 2017

Complete the verification of protocol designs of Adaptive IoT
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Trust, IoT-TaaS, and IoT-HiTrust
Sept. 2017

Complete the validation of Adaptive IoT Trust, IoT-TaaS, and IoTHiTrust with real-world IoT applications.

Oct. 2017

Ph.D. Research Defense

Feb 2018

Complete the responses toward the comments raised by the committee members.

March 2018

Ph.D. Final Defense
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Acronym Table

Acronym

Definition

BMA

Bad-mouthing attacks

BSA

Ballot-stuffing attacks

CoI

Community of interest

DHT

Dynamic hash table

DST

Dempster–Shafer theory

MANET

Mobile ad hoc network

MSE

Mean square error

IoT

Internet of Things

O3COI

O3 community of interest

OOA

On-off attacks

OSA

Opportunistic service attacks

QoS

Quality of service

RFID

Radio frequency identification

SOA

Service-Oriented Architecture

SP

Service provider
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SR

Service requester

SPA

Self-promoting attacks

TaaS

Trust as a service

WSN

Wireless sensor network
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Notation Table

Notation

Definition

𝑁𝑇

Number of IoT devices

𝑁𝑢

Number of users

𝑁𝐶

Number of cloud servers

𝑃𝑀

% of malicious users

𝑃𝐶

% of high centrality nodes

𝜆

Service request rate per node

𝑐

Standard deviation of error

𝑚𝑚

Regional area

𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑆

SWIM slope

𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑝𝑡

SWIM maximum pause time

𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑀𝑛𝑝𝑝

SWIM # popular places per node

𝑛𝑓,𝑙𝑐

# friends per low-centrality node

𝑛𝑓,ℎ𝑐

# friends per high-centrality node

𝑁𝐶𝑜𝐼

# communities of interest

𝑛𝐶𝑜𝐼

# communities of interest per node
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𝑛𝑟
𝑤𝑓 : 𝑤𝑠 : 𝑤𝑐
Δ𝑡

# of recommenders accepted
Weight ratio of social relations
trust update interval

CompOver(n)

computational overhead

CommOver(n)

communication overhead

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑓

Friendship Similarity

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑙

Social Contact Similarity

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐

Community of Interest Similarity

𝑡𝑥,𝑖

trust value of user 𝑢𝑥 toward device 𝑑𝑖

𝐶𝐿𝑥

local cloudlet of user 𝑢𝑥

𝐶𝑆𝑥

home cloud server of user 𝑢𝑥
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